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To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) im-
agery, the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF) publishes a U.S. and a Non-U.S. Standard Catalog on a monthly sched-
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the referenced month.
The U. S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska, and Hawaii; the Non-U. S.
Catalog identifies all the remaining coverage. Imagery adjacent to the continental U. S. and Alaska borders will nor-
mally appear in the U. S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, an inventory of ERTS imagery on 16 mm
microfilm is also available.
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the NDPF annually publishes a cumulative U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard
Catalog. These catalogs include information on all observations acquired and processed by the facility during that year.
Catalogs and microfilm are available through NDPF to ERTS investigators and approved individuals or agencies. In
addition, copies of the Standard Catalogs and microfilm may be purchased from the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, 57198.
Sections 1 and 2 of this introduction describe the contents and format for the Standard Catalogs and the associated micro-
film. Section 3 provides a cross-reference table defining the beginning and ending dates for ERTS-1 cycles.
Additional information concerning catalogs or microfilm may be obtained by writing or telephoning:
NDPF User Services




SECTION 1 - STANDARD CATALOG
1.1 MONTHLY CATALOGS
The monthly U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs are divided into three parts. Part 1 (see Paragraph 1. 1, A) con-
sists of annotated maps which graphically depict the geographic areas covered by imagery listed in the current
catalog. Part 2 (see Paragraph 1. 1, B) contains a computer generated listing organized by observation identification
number (ID) and includ 3 pertinent information about each image. Part 3 (see Paragraph 1.1, C) provides a com-
puter listing of observe ions organized by longitude/latitude.
A. Satellite Coverage Maps. A series of satellite coverage reference maps is provided at the beginning of each
monthly issue of the U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs. These maps are segregated by cycle and depict
the general location of observations listed in that catalog. The format and data content of these maps are
slightly different in the U. S. and Non-U. S. catalogs.
1. U. S. Satellite Coverage Maps. Two separate map formats are presented in this catalog. One map outlines
the continental U.S. and depicts the estimated cloud cover along each north to south subsatellite path. Each
path is identified by actual orbit number and a cross reference, which matches the orbit number to the ini-
tial observation ID for that path. The second map provides an enlarged view of Alaska and Hawaii and dis-
plays the portion of an orbital pass for which coverage is available. This map does not include cloud cover
estimates or orbit numbers.
2. Non-U. S. Satellite Coverage Map. A world outline map is provided with the portions of an orbital swath
for which observations are available graphically displayed. This map is intended solely to inform the
user as to whether or not coverage is included in the catalog for his area of interest. It is not intended as
a rapid reference to specific observations.
B. Observation Identification Number (ID) Listing. The data format for the observation ID listing is identical in
the U. S. and Non-U. S. Catalogs. Observation ID numbers are listed in a sequential manner from smallest
number to largest. Associated with each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that observation.
A sample catalog page with a description of each data item is shown in Figure I-1.
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1. Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure I-1.
D 08:10 JUL 03, '74 OFROM 06/01/74 TO 06/30/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS % LAT LONG 123 45678
1655-16480 00000/0000 10025/0001 05/09/74 100 9133 4848N 09740W 52.8 139.0 GGGG
1655-16482 00000/0000 10025/0002 05/09/74 100 9133 4724N 09817W 53.6 137.0 GGGG
1655-16485 00000/0000 10025/0003 05/09/74 30 9133 4559N 09852W 54.4 135.0 GGGG
1655-16491 00000/0000 10025/0004 05/09/74 10 9133 4433N 09926W 55.2 132.9 PGGG
1655-16494 00000/0000 10025/0005 05/09/74 20 9133 4308N 09957W 55.9 130.7 PPGG
1655-16500 00000/0000 10025/0006 05/09/74 50 9133 4143N 10028W 56.5 128.5 PPGG
1655-16503 00000/0000 10025/0007 05/09/74 90 9133 4018N 10058W 57.2 126.2 GGGG
1655-16505 00000/0000 10025/0008 05/09/74 30 9133 3853N 10128W 57.7 123.9 PGGG
KEY:
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY
* 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER 0 BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT
* tt = NO DATA AVAILABLE 0 G = GOOD P = POOR IMAGE
Figure I-1. Standard Catalog for CUS
2. Description of Data Items
) Date of catalog listing RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image po-
© Time frame during which imagery was processed sition on roll; note: RBV and MSS images
o Special keys to data for a given observation may be on two different
O Observation ID microfilm rolls
016 5 Date of observation
0 Estimated percent of cloud cover
Tenths of seconds ® Orbit number
Minutes of hour Latitude and longitude at observation center
Hour of day since launch (degrees and minutes)
Day since launch Sun elevation and azimuth at observation
Satellite number (1=ERTS A, center
2=ERTS B) © Image quality; see key
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C. Longitude/Latitude Listing. The data format for the longitude/latitude listing is identical in the U. S. and Non-
U. S. Catalogs. This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes them
by coordinates, using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this listing will
be sorted first by longitude and, within longitude, by latitude. The longitude/latitude listing is arranged in the
following manner:
180-0 degrees East; 90-0 degrees North and 0-90 degrees South
followed by
0-180 degrees West; 90-0 degrees North and 0-90 degrees South
This listing is intended to be used as a tool for locating specific coverage, and once a specific observation has
been identified, pertinent information about it can be found by referring to the ID listing.
Figure I-2 below shows a sample catalog page with a description of each data item.
1. Sample Longitude/Latitude Format. See Figure I-2.
D 07/03/74 FROM 06/01/74 TO 06/30/74
PRINCIPAL PT. QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. QUALITY
OF IMAGE RBV MSS OF IMAGE OBSERVATION CC RBV MSS OF IMAGE OBSERVATION CC RBV MSS
LONG LAT ID 12345678 LONG LAT ID % 12345678 LONG LAT ID % 12345678
07953W 3859N 1676-15241 0 GGGG 08232W 3025N 1676-15264 20 GGGG 08502W 3148N 1678-15374 70 GGGG08004W 2859N 1674-15154 80 GGGG 08240W 4309N 1661-15404 50 GGGP 08504W 4435N 1663-15514 60 GGGG
08010W 4605N 1678-15333 30 GGGG 08241W 3444N 1677-15311 60 GGGG 08506W 3609N 1679-15421 80 GGGG
08017W 3314N 1675-15201 70 GGGG 08244W 4317N 1679-15400 50 GGGG 08506W 3601N 1661-15424 100 GG G
08019W 4151N 1677-15290 80 GGGG 08248W 3859N 1678-15354 100 GGGG 08508W 4026N 1680-15464 20 GGGG
08022W 3734N 1676-15244 0 GGGG 08256W 2857N 1676-15271 10 GGGG 08509W 2606N 1677-15334 20 GGGG08023W 4850N 1661-15390 40 GGG 08301W 4607N 1680-15450 20 GGGG 08512W 4017N 1662-15471 70 GGGG
08024W 4856N 1679-15382 50 GGGG 08304W 4558N 1662-15453 70 GGGG 08521W 4727N 1664-15563 20 GGGG
KEY:
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY
* 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER 0 BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT
* **= NO DATA AVAILABLE * G = GOOD P = POOR
Figure 1-2. Coordinate Listing Standard Catalog for CUS
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2. Description of Data Items
o Date of catalog listing 0 RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image po-
) Time frame during which imagery was sition on roll; note: RBV and MSS images
processed for a given observation may be on two dif-
O Special keys to data ferent microfilm rolls
O Observation ID Date of observation
1010 ( Estimated percent of cloud coverSOrbit number
Tens of seconds Latitude and longitude at observation
Minutes of hour center (degrees and minutes)
Hour of day since launch Sun elevation and azimuth at observation
Day since launch center
Satellite number (1=ERTS A, © Image quality; see key
2=ERTS B) ( Image/data product availability; see key
O KEY:
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCT TYPEIS ALREADY MADE
* 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER 0 BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT 0 R = MAD I:FROM RBV BANDS ONLY
* ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE * G = GOOD P = POOR IMAGE 0 M = MADE I:ROM MSS BANDS ONLY
* B = MADE FROM BOTH RBV AND MSS
2. Description of Data Items
) Date of catalog listing © Estimated percent of cloud cover
Q Time frame during which imagery was processed ® Image quality; see key
© Longitude and latitude at observation center (degrees and minutes) © Special keys to data
® Observation ID (See Figure I-1, Paragraph 1.1, B, 2)
1.2 CUMULATIVE STANDARD CATALOGS
Annually, a cumulative catalog is produced which includes information covering all observations and coordinates
acquired and processed by the NDPF during that year.
A. Observation ID Listing. The observation ID listing format is expanded to identify observations for which color
or digital products have been made.
1. Sample Observation ID Format. See Figure 1-5.
15:36 MAR 11, '74 FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/74
MICROFILM ROLL NO./ CLOUD PRINCIPAL POINT IMAGE QUALITY
OBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL DATE COVER ORBIT OF IMAGE SUN SUN RBV MSS
ID RBV MSS ACQUIRED NUMBER LAT LONG ELEV. AZIM. 123 45678
1002-16300 00000/0000 10001/0001 07/25/72 20 27 3844N 09440W 58.7 119.5 GGGG
1002-16303 00000/0000 10001/0002 07/25/72 10 27 3719N 09508W 59.1 117.0 GGGG
1002-16305 00000/0000 10001/0003 07/25/72 10 27 3553N 09536W 59.4 114.4 GG G
1002-16312 00000/0000 10001/0004 07/25/72 0 27 3426N 09602W 59.7 111.8 GG G
1002-16314 00000/0000 10001/0005 07/25/72 0 27 3300N 09628W 60.0 109.1 GGPG
1002-16321 10001/0006 00000/0000 07/25/72 10 27 3135N 09654W 60.2 106.4 GGG
1002-16323 10001/0007 10001/0008 07/25/72 30 27 3010N 09719W 60.3 103.7 GGG GGGG
1002-16330 10001/0009 10001/0010 07/25/72 60 27 2844N 09744W 60.3 101.0 GGG GG G
O KEY:
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY
* 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER * BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT
* ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE * G = GOOD P = POOR IMAGE
Figure 1-5. Cumulative Standard Catalog for US
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2. Description of Data Items
o Date of catalog listing ) RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image po-© Time frame during which imagery was sition on roll; note: RBV and MSS images
processed for a given observation may be on two dif-) Special keys to data ferent microfilm rollsO Observation ID Date of observation
1010 15165 Estimated percent of cloud cover
SOrbit number
Tens of seconds Latitude and longitude at observation
Minutes of hour center (degrees and minutes)
Hour of day since launch Sun elevation and azimuth at observation
. Day since launch center
Satellite number (1=ERTS A, ® Image quality; see key
2=ERTS B)
B. Coordinate ID Listing
1. Sample Coordinate ID Format. See Figure 1-6.
S15:36 MAR 11,'74 7 FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/74
PRINCIPAL POINT MICROFILM ROLL NO. DATE CLOUD IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OF IMAGE OBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER ORBIT SUN SUN RV MSS B P P B PLONG LAT ID RBV MSS % 123 45678 C CDD
07607W 3734N 1295-15144 00000/0000 10010/1659 05/14/73 20 4112 60.2 122.0 GGGG M
07607W 3731N 1259-15150 00000/0000 10010/0088 04/08/73 90 3610 50.7 133.2 GGGG M
07607W 3731N 1313-15143 00000/0000 10011/0920 06/01/73 80 4363 62.3 116.2 GGGG M
07608W 4438N 1027-15231 00000/0000 10001/1498 08/19/72 0 375 50.9 136.9 GGGG M M
07608W 3731N 1331-15142 00000/0000 10011/1589 06/19/73 100 4614 62.4 112.8 GGGG
07608W 3724N 1349-15141 00000/0000 10012/1387 07/07/73 10 4865 61.2 112.9 IGPP M M
07609W 4851N 1352-15275 00000/0000 10012/1622 07/10/73 60 4907 56.7 133.9 G
07609W 3144N 1006-15093 10001/0377 10001/0378 07/29/72 100 82 59.7 108.3 GGG PPGG
O KEY:
CLOUD COVER IMAGE QUALITY IRODUCT TYPIES ALREADY MADE
*0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER * BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT R = MADI. FROM RHV BANDS ONLY
* **= NO DATA AVAILABLE 0 G= GOOD P= POOR 0 M = MADI I ROM MSS BANDS ONLY
0 B= MADE IFROM BOTH RBV AND MSS
Figure 1-6. Coordinate Listing with Product Data Standard Catalog for US
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SECTION 2 - MICROFILM
2.1 GENERAL
The NASA Data Processing Facility produces a high quality 16 mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed during
the referenced month and is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog.
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data is divided into U. S. and non-U. S. segments. Each set
of microfilm images is in exact correspondence to a Standard Catalog and can be used in conjunction with the cata-
log for selecting desired images. Approximately 1900 images will be contained on one roll of 16 mm x 100 ft micro-
film. Because the microfilm images are intended to provide only a summary of the data available, the images are
limited to one band each for the RBV and MSS. Although a single observation will produce seven images, in the
production of microfilm only the RBV Spectral Band 2 images (. 580 - .680 microns) and MSS Spectral Band 2 images
(. 6 - .7 microns) are reproduced. Each image is a photograph of a 70 mm (-2) image and contains the image identi-
fier and annotation block. Below is an example of the microfilm format.
Microfilm roll numbers contain five digits. The first digit will always be a 1 (for U. S. rolls) or a 2 (for Non-U. S.
rolls). The remaining digits are used to number sequentially all microfilm rolls prepared within each group. Ex-
ample: Roll number 10001 is the first U. S. roll of microfilm produced. Roll number 20004 is the fourth Non-U. S.
roll to be produced.
The microfilm contains two rapid search capabilities to help the user quickly reach the desired scene. They are:
* Code Line Indexing
* Blip Encoding
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2.2 CODE LINE INDEXING
The ERTS microfilm images have been annotated with visual code lines to the right of each frame. The visual code
lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances and allow the user to advance rapidly to within 20
frames of his desired image. Below is an example of the ERTS microfilm code line index graduations.
To utilize this system, a user must generate a code line indexing bar scale to attach to the face of his viewers.
The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification of his viewer. ERTS imagery is micro-
filmed at a reduction ratio of 8.5 x. To determine the overall length of a scale required for your microfilm reader,
multiply 7. 4 mm by the enlargement factor of your lens. To determine the bar widths along the bar scale, multi-
ply 0. 24 mm by the same factor. A space between each bar should exist that is 1/2 the bar width.
ix
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200 200
2.3 BLIP ENCODING
The ERTS microfilm images have also been annotated with a blip (black spot) at the base of each frame. This type
of encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and counting capability or an odometer. To
use the blip encoding retrieval system, the film will have to be placed in a cartridge. When the cartridge is placed
in a reader which contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image is ob-
tained from the Standard Catalog (column 6, Microfilm Position) and either punched on the keyboard or read via the
odometer as the film advances. Using a reader configured for rapid search and retrieval, the film advances and the
frames (blips) are counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has been counted, the
reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer requires the user
to monitor the odometer as the film advances and stop the advance of the film in the vicinity of the required frame.
x
SECTION 3 - ERTS-1 CYCLES
Days Since Calendar Date Days Since Calendar Date
Cycle Launch Cycle 
Launch
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
First 8 days 1 8 24 Jul 72 31 Jul 72 19 333 350 21 Jun 73 8 Jul 73
1 9 26 1 Aug 72 18 Aug 72 20 351 368 9 Jul 73 26 Jul 73
2 27 44 19 Aug 72 5 Sep 72 21 369 386 27 Jul 73 13 Aug 73
3 45 62 6 Sep 72 23 Sep 72 22 387 404 14 Aug 73 31 Aug 73
4 63 80 24 Sep 72 11 Oct 72 23 405 422 1 Sep 73 18 Sep 73
5 81 98 12 Oct 72 29 Oct 72 24 423 440 19 Sep 73 6 Oct 73
6 99 116 30 Oct 72 16 Nov 72 25 441 458 7 Oct 73 24 Oct 73
7 117 134 17 Nov 72 4 Dec 72 26 459 476 25 Oct 73 11 Nov 73
8 135 152 5 Dec 72 22 Dec 72 27 477 494 12 Nov 73 29 Nov 73
9 153 170 23 Dec 72 9 Jan 73 28 495 512 30 Nov 73 17 Dec 73
10 171 188 10 Jan 73 27 Jan 73 29 513 530 18 Dec 73 4 Jan 74
11 189 206 28 Jan 73 14 Feb 73 30 531 548 5 Jan 74 22 Jan 74
12 207 224 15 Feb 73 4 Mar 73 31 549 566 23 Jan 74 9 Feb 74
13 225 242 5 Mar 73 22 Mar 73 32 567 584 10 Feb 74 27 Feb 74
14 243 260 23 Mar 73 9 Apr 73 33 585 602 28 Feb 74 17 Mar 74
15 261 278 10 Apr 73 27 Apr 73 34 603 620 18 Mar 74 4 Apr 74
16 279 296 28 Apr 73 15 May 73 35 621 638 5 Apr 74 22 Apr 74
17 297 314 16 May 73 2 Jun 73 36 639 656 23 Apr 74 11 May 74
18 315 332 3 Jun 73 20 Jun 73 37 657 674 12 May 74 28 May 74
xi
SECTION 3 - ERTS-1 CYCLES
Days Since Days SinceCalendar Date Calendar DateCycle Launch Cycle Launch
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
38 675 692 29 May 74 15 Jun 74 51 909 926 18 Jan 75 4 Feb 75
39 693 710 16 Jun 74 3 Jul 74 52 927 944 5 Feb 75 22 Feb 75
40 711 728 4 Jul 74 21 Jul 74 53 945 962; 23 Feb 75 12 Mar 75
41 729 746 22 Jul 74 8 Aug 74 54 963 980 13 Mar 75 30 Mar 75
42 747 764 9 Aug 74 26 Aug 74 55 981 998 31 Mar 75 17 Apr 75
43 765 782 27 Aug 74 13 Sep 74 56 999 1016 18 Apr 75 5 May 75
44 783 800 14 Sep 74 1 Oct 74 57 1017 1034 6 May 75 23 May 75
45 801 818 2 Oct 74 19 Oct 74 58 1035 1052 24 May 75 10 Jun 75
46 819 836 20 Oct 74 6 Nov 74 59 1053 1070 11 Jun 75 28 Jun 75
47 837 854 7 Nov 74 24 Nov 74 60 1071 1088 29 Jun 75 16 Jul 75
48 855 872 25 Nov 74 12 Dec 74 61 1089 1106 17 Jul 75 3 Aug 75
49 873 890 13 Dec 74 30 Dec 74 62 1107 1124 4 Aug 75 21 Aug 75
50 891 908 31 Dec 74 17 Jan 75 63 1125 1142 22 Aug 75 8 Sep 75
xii
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OBSERVATION ID LISTING
ERTS1
07154 SEP 09P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0001
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
BBSkRVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM% RBV MSs
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45670
1703i14291 00000/0000 10027/0001 06/26/74 70 9801 4733N 06345W 5747 128*V PP P
1704*14294 00000/0000 10027/0002 06/26/74 90 9801 4608N 06420W 58*3 1286* PG U
170a*16120 00000/0000 10027/0003 06/26/74 30 9802 4857N 08901W 57.0 131.3 GPPF
1703*16123 00000/0000 100E7/0004 06/26/74 40 9802 4733N 08937W 57*7 128.9 PPPP
1703016125 00000/0000 10027/0005 06/26/74 100 9802 4607N 09012W 5843 126.4 PPPU
1704*14345 00000/0000 10027/0038 06/27/74 50 9815 4731N 06613W 5716 1E287 GGGP
1704*14352 00000/0000 10027/0039 06/27/74 30 9815 4605N 06548W 58*2 126*3 GGPP
1704a14354 00000/0000 10027/0040 06/27/74 40 9815 4439N 06622W 589 123o7 G 0
1704.14361 00000/0000 10047/0041 06/27/74 40 9815 4314N 06654W 59.3 12102 GGPU
1709+15033 00000/0000 100?7/0702 07/02/74 60 9885 4731N 07227W 57.2 128.7 u GO
1709r15035 00000/0000 10027/0703 07/02/74 40 9885 4606N 07301W 57*8 126.2 P G4
1704615042 00000/0000 10027/0704 07/02/74 80 9885 4440N 07333W 5844 123.7 P GO
1700.15044 00000/0000 10027/0705 07/02/74 50 9885 4314N 07404W 58*9 12192 u P9
1709215051 00000/0000 10027/0706 07/02/74 30 9885 4150N 07434W 5993 128@6 P GU
1703.15053 00000/0000 100e7/0707 07/02/74 0 9885 4023N 07bO4w 59.7 115*9 G PU
1703915060 00000/0000 10027/0708 07/02/74 0 9885 3858N 07532W 6090 113.2 U Go
1709415062 00000/0000 10027/0709 07/02/74 0 9885 3733N 07600W 60t3 11005 P PP
1709 15065 00000/0000 1007/0710 07/02/74 0 9885 3607N 07628W 60*5 107.7 P PU
170V615071 00000/0000 10027/0711 07/02/74 30 9885 3441N 07655W 60,6 105.0 P Pq
1709*15074 00000/0000 10027/0712 07/02/74 80 9885 3316N 07722W 60.7 102.2 P PP
1705o15080 00000/0000 10027/0713 07/02/74 90 9885 3149N 07748W 6097 99.4 G PP
1709~15083 00000/0000 10027/0714 07/02/74 90 9885 3022N 07813W 60@6 56.6 u G
1709915085 00000/0000 10027/0718 07/02/74 90 9885 2856N 078381 60.5 93*9 .
1703915092 00000/0000 10027/0715 07/02/74 90 9885 2729N 07901W 60.3 91*. P GU
1709*15094 00000/0000 10027/0716 07/02/74 60 9885 2602N 07924W 6001 88.6 U GO
1703.15101 00000/0000 10027/0717 07/02/74 20 9885 2436N 07947W 59*7 86.0 Li GU
1714v17145 00000/0000 10027/0073 07/07/74 60 9956 4852N 10448 5641 131*1 UGPU
1714*17151 00000/0000 10027/0074 07/07/74 20 9956 4727N 10524W 56*7 128*7 UGG
1714*17160 00000/0000 10027/0075 07/07/74 30 9956 4437N 10633W 57*9 123.* GGGU
1714*17163 00000/0000 10027/0076 07/07/74 50 9956 4312N 10705W 5844 121.4 PPPP
1714917165 00000/0000 10027/0077 07/07/74 70 9956 4147N 10737W 58*8 118*8 GGGU
1714s17172 00000/0000 10027/0078- 07/07/74 60 9956 4021N 10807W 59.2 126.*2 GGU
1714*17174 00000/0000 10027/0079 07/07/74 40 9956 3855N 10836W 5946 113*5 GGGU
1714*17181 00000/0000 10027/0080 07/07/74 50 '9956 3728N 10904W 5948 120.0 UGPU
1714417183 00000/0000 10027/0081 07/07/74 70 9956 3602N 10932W 60.0 108.* UGPU
1714m17190 00000/0000 10027/0082 07/07/74 70 9956 3435N 10959W 6092 105.9 GGGU
KEYS; CLOUD COVER % .. *********** 0 TB 100 a % CLOUD COVER* ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY **,*****,*** BLANKSFBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEQ* GGBOBOD PPtbRBm
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09o'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0002
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
BBSERVATIBN MICRSFIM ROBL NB./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN KBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM* RBV MS5
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1714-17192 00000/0000 10027/0083 07/07/74 100 9956 3310N 11025W 60,3 102s7 UGGQ
1714.17195 00000/0000 10027/0084 07/07/74 90 9956 3145N 11050W 60*3 100,0 GGU
1717-15484 00000/0000 10027/0102 07/10/74 10 9997 4852N 08319W 55.7 1311 GGGU
1717-15490 00000/0000 100?7/0103 07/10/74 10 9997 4726N 08355W 56*4 128.8 GGG
1717-15493 00000/0000 10027/0104 07/10/74 10 9997 4559N 08429W 5790 12694 UGGU
1717*15495 00000/0000 10027/0105 07/10/74 90 9997 4434N 08b02W 57w6 124.0 GGGU
1717-15502 00000/0000 10027/0106 07/10/74 100 9997 4309N 08534W 58.1 121*0 GGGU
1717*15504 00000/0000 10027/0107 07/10/74 100 9997 4143N 08605W 58,5 119*0 GGG
1717415511 00000/0000 10027/0108 07/10/74 100 9997 4017N 08635W 5869 116.0 UGGU
1717*15513 00000/0000 10027/0109 07/10/74 20 9997 3851N 08704W 59*3 113.8 GGGU
1717e15520 00000/0000 10027/0110 07/10/74 10 9997 3726N 08732W 59s5 111*. UGGU
1717*15522 00000/0000 10027/0111 07/10/74 10 9997 3559N 08758W 59*8 108.4 LGG
1717w15525 00000/0000 10027/0112 07/10/74 20 9997 3434N 08825W 59,9 105.8 LGGj
1717*15531 00000/0000 10027/0113 07/10/74 40 9997 3310N 08651W 60.0 103.1 GPU
1717*15534 00000/0000 10027/0114 07/10/74 20 9997 3143N 08917W 60*0 100s* UGGU
1717*15540 00000/0000 10027/0115 07/10/74 20 9997 3018N 08942W 60*0 97.7 UGGU
1717e15543 00000/0000 10027/0116 07/10/74 30 9997 2853N 09007W 59.9 .95*1 GGGU
1718*15542 00000/0000 10027/0085 07/11/74 0 11 4851N 08447W 55*6 131*2 GGGU
1718.15545 00000/0000 10027/0086 07/11/74 0 11 4726N 08!23W 5693 ;128,9 GGU
1718*15551 00000/0000 10027/0087 07/11/74 0 11 4600N 08557W 5649 126*0 GGGG
1718-15554 00000/0000 10027/0088 07/11/74 0 11 4434N 08630W 57*4 1149*1 GGGU
1718.15560 00000/0000 10027/0089 07/11/74 10 11 4309N 08701W 57.9 121.7 UPGU
1718.15563 00000/0000 10027/0090 07/11/74 70 11 4144N 08732W 58*4 1:19a? UPGU
1718615565 00000/0000 100?7/0091 07/11/74 90 11 4017N 08801W 58*8 116*6 UGGU
1718*15572 00000/0000 10027/0092 07/11/74 60 11 3852N 08829w 59*1 1I140 UGG(
1718-15574 00000/0000 10027/0093 07/11/74 80 11 3726N 08857W 594 1:11.4 GGG0
1718.15581 00000/0000 10027/0094 07/11/74 80 11 3600N 08924W 59*6 108.7 UGGU
1718*15583 00000/0000 10027/0095 07/11/74 20 11 3436N 08951w 59*8 106*Q0 GG
1718*15590 00000/0000 100?7/0096 07/11/74 0 11 3311N 09019W 59*9 103.3 UGGU
1718415592 00000/0000 10027/0097 07/11/74 10 11 3146N 09045W 59*9 100.6 UGGU
1718915595 00000/0000 10027/0098 07/11/74 20 11 3019N 09110W 59.9 98.0 GPGU
1718.16001 00000/0000 10027/0099 07/11/74 40 11 2852N 09133W 59.8 95953 GGU
1718616004 00000/0000 10027/0100 07/11/74 50 11 2725N 09156W 59*7 92s7 GGGU
1718.16010 00000/0000 10027/0101 07/11/74 60 11 2559N 09218W 59*4 90.1 GGGU
1719.17432 00000/0000 10027/0788 07/12/74 0 26 4851N 11201W 55*5 131.3 UGGGU
1719617434 00000/0000 10027/0789 07/12/74 F0 26 4725N 11237W 56.1 129.0 UGGU
KEYS; CLBUD CBVER % ****.****. *** 0 TO 100 % 2 CLBUD CBVER* ** c NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY **...* ***.*. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GOGB08D P.PR-ro
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0003
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
BBSERVATIN MICHRFILM RBL6 NB./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN MBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIMv RBV MS5
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1719*17441 00000/0000 10027/0790 07/12/74 20 26 4600N 11312W 56.7 126.7 GGU
1719-17443 00000/0000 10027/0791 07/12/74 0 26 4436N 11346W 57*3 124a3 GG
1719-17450 00000/0000 10027/0792 07/12/74 0 26 4310N 11418N 5748 121.8 UGG
1719w17452 00000/0000 10027/0793 07/12/74 0 26 4144N 11448W 58*3 119.3 UGG
171 -17455 00000/0000 10027/0794 07/12/74 0 26 4018N 1117W 58*7 116.3 UGG
1719o17461 00000/0000 10027/0795 07/12/74 0 26 3853N 11546W 59*0 114*2 GGG5
1719P17464 00000/0000 10027/0796 07/12/74 0 26 3727N 11614W 59.3 11106 GGGQ
1719%17470 00000/0000 10027/0797 07/12/74 0 26 3600N 11642W 59.5 108.9 GGU
1719517473 00000/0000 10027/0798 07/12/74 0 26 3435N 11708W 597 1062* PGGU
1719*17475 00000/0000 1007/0799 07/12/74 30 26 3310N 11735W 59.8 103r6 PGPU
1719.17482 00000/0000 10027/0800 07/12/74 s0 26 3143N 11800 59*8 100.* GGG4
1720*16102 00000/0000 10027/0042 07/13/74 20 39 3308N 09311W 59.7 103*7 GGG
1720'16105 00000/0000 10027/0043 07/13/74 20 39 3142N 09337W 599. 101.0 U .GGU
1720-16111 00000/0000 10027/0044 07/13/74 30 39 3015N 09401 59.7 98*4 GGG9
1720w16114 00000/0000 100d7/0045 07/13/74 50 39 2849N 09425W 59.7 95*7 GGGP
1720*16120 00000/0000 10027/0046 07/13/74 60 39 2723N 09448W 59*5 93*1 UGGG
1720-16123 00000/0000 10027/0047 07/13/74 70 39 2556N 09511W 59*3 90,4 GGGU
1720*16125 00000/0000 100e7/0048 07/13/74 60 39 2429N 09535W 59.0 88.0 .GGU
1720-17490 00000/0000 10027/0049 07/13/74 20 40 4851N 11324W 55*3 131l GGGy
1720017493 00000/0000 10027/0050 07/13/74 10 40 4727N 11401W 56.0 109.1 GGGG
1720-17495 00000/0000 100?7/0051 07/13/74 0 40 4602N 11437W 56.6 126.8 SGGG
1720o17502 00000/0000 10027/0052 07/13/74 10 40 4436N 11510W 57.2 124* UGGQ
1720-17504 00000/0000 10027/0003 07/13/74 0 40 4310N 11542W 57*7 12.0 GGGO
1720*17511 00000/0000 10027/0054 07/13/74 0 40 4144N 11612W 58.1 119.5 GPP
1720-17513 00000/0000 10027/0055 07/13/74 0 40 4019N 11642W 58*5 I1699 .GG.
1720-17520 00000/0000 10027/0056 07/13/74 0 40 3853N 11710W 58*9 1iS4* GGG
1720*17522 00000/0000 10027/0057 07/13/74 0 40 3727N 11738W 59v2 1 18 GGGO
1720"17525 00000/0000 100e7/0058 07/13/74 0 40 3602N 11806W 5904 109*. 2GGP
1720-17531 00000/0000 10027/0059 07/13/74 20 40 3437N 11833W 59#6 106. GG P
1720017534 00000/0000 10027/0060 07/13/74 40 40 3310N 11859W 59*7 103.8 UGGo
172a*16171 00000/0000 100e7/0175 07/15/74 50 67 4849N 09030W 55*1 131*4 UGGO
172a-16173 00000/0000 100e7/0176 07/15/74 s0 67 4724N 09106W 55.7 129.3 GGGP
172a216180 00000/0000 10027/0177 07/15/74 40 67 4559N 09141W 56.3 127.0 GGGO
1729-16182 00000/0000 10027/0801 07/15/74 20 67 4434N 09214W 56.9 1246 GGP9
1722*16185 00000/0000 10027/0802 07/15/74 0 67 4309N 09247W 57*4 1!2,~ GGPQ
1722-16191 00000/0000 10027/0803 07/15/74 0 67 4142N 09317W 57.9 119* GGG
KEYS; CBUD COVER % **..*...*** 0 T8 100 * % CLOUD CBVER* ** * NO CO8UD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY **,*.*0*. *,*** BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESENT/MEQUESTED* GOGO80I P=RBBRe
ERTS*2
07:54 SEP 09P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAGE 0004
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN IOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIMt RBV MSs
RBV MSS LAT LONG 13 45678
1722w16194 00000/0000 10027/0804 07/15/74 0 67 4016N 09347W 58.3 117.2 UGP9
1722.16200 00000/0000 100?7/0805 07/15/74 20 - 67 3851N 09415W 58r7 11467 GGGO
1722-16203 00000/0000 10027/0806 07/15/74 30 67 3726N 09444W 59*0 11 o~ uGG(
1722.16205 00000/0000 10027/0807 07/15/74 50 67 3601N 09511W 59*2 1096 GGU
1722*16212 00000/0000 10027/0808 07/15/74 20 67 3434N 09538W 59.4 106*8 GGG
172e-16214 00000/0000 100e7/0809 07/15/74 10 67 3309N 09604W 59.8 104*. SGGO
1722.16221 00000/0000 10027/0810 07/15/74 10 67 3142N 09629W 59*. 10Lo* UGG
172a-16223 00000/0000 10027/0811 07/15/74 40 67 3015N 09652W 59*6 9892 GPG4
1722*16230 00000/0000 10027/0812 07/15/74 20 67 2850N 09716W 5905 96.3 GG$
1722*16232 00000/0000 10027/0813 07/15/74 30 67 2725N 09739W .59.* 9397 GGPO
1722.16235 00000/0000 10027/0814 07/15/74 0 67 2557N 09803W 59*2 9L t GG09
1722.18003 00000/0000 10027/0815 07/15/74 20 68 4849N 11620W 55s0 131sL GGGq
1722.18005 00000/0000 10027/0816 07/15/74 30 68 4725N 11657W 55*7 12994 .GP.
1722.18012 00000/0000 100e7/0817 07/15/74 30 68 4558N 11731W 56*3 12870 SGGo
1722.18014 00000/0000 10027/0818 07/15/74 20 68 4433N 11804W 5649 124.@ GG9
172a218021 00000/0000 10047/0819 07/15/74 10 68 4309N 11836w 57*4 122. UGG
172?18023 00000/0000 10047/0820 07/15/74 0 68 4144N 11907W 57*9 19*Z 7GGG
1722*18030 OOOOO000/0000 10027/0821 07/15/74 0 68 4018N 11937W 583 117.2 UGG
1722.18032 00000/0000 10007/0822 07/15/74 10 68 3852N 12006W 58*7 12.? GGJ
1722.18035 00000/0000 10027/0823 07/15/74 0 68 3727N 12034W 59*0 112o. GGGG
1722i18041 00000/0000 10007/0824 07/15/74 20 68 3602N 12102W 59.2 109.4 GGGQ
1722418044 00000/0000 10027/0825 07/15/74 70 68 3435N 12128W 594 106.8 GGPP
1722.18050 00000/0000 10027/0826 07/15/74 90 68 3308N 12154W 59*5 104r2 GGPU
1723*16225 00000/0000 100e7/0384 07/16/74 70 81 4851N 09153W 54*7 131:.7 GG
1723*16232 00000/0000 10027/0385 07/16/74 40 81 472 5 N 09230W 55A6 129,* GGGP
1723*16234 00000/0000 10027/0386 07/16/74 20 81 4600N 09304W 56*2 127.1 GPPO
1723.16241 00000/0000 10027/0387 07/16/74 10 81 4435N 09337W 56.7 124.8 GGO
1723-16243 00000/0000 100d7/0388 07/16/74 0 81 4310N 09410W 57.3 122*. GGG
1723-16250 00000/0000 10027/0389 07/16/74 0 81 4145N 09441W 577 119.9 GGG
1723-16252 00000/0000 100d7/0390 07/16/74 0 81 4018N 09511W 58*2 117' *GG
1723*16255 00000/0000 10027/0391 07/16/74 0 81 3853N 09b40W 58#0 114 7 GGGP
1723*16261 00000/0000 10027/0392 07/16/74 0 81 3727N 09608W 58*8 1123 GGG$
1723*16264 00000/0000 10027/0396 07/16/74 10 81 3602N 09635W 59.1 10967 0
1723-16270 00000/0000 100E7/0393 07/16/74 10 81 3436N 09702W 5943 107.1 PGG(
1723*16273 00000/0000 10027/0394 07/16/74 20 81 3310N 09727W 594 104.$ GGGI
1723*16275 00000/0000 10027/0395 07/16/74 20 81 3144N 09752W 59*5 1018 GGGQ
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,*.****.**,*** O0 TO 100 * X CLOUD COVER* ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ... ***...*o oo BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G0GBBD PR05Boe
ERTS-1
07154 SEP 091'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR CUS PAGE 0005
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NOi/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVs AZIMV RBV MSi
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45670
17216282 00000/0000 1007/0275 07/16/74 30 81 3017N 09817w 59.4 99.2 OGG
1723-16284 00000/0000 10027/0276 07/16/74 50 81 2852N 09841W 594 96.6 UGGU
1723 16291 00000/0000 10027/0277 07/16/74 40 81 2726N 09905W 59.3 94.0 UGGO
1723-16293 00000/0000 10027/0278 07/16/74 30 81 2600N 09928W 5991 91.* GGU
1723e18061 00000/0000 10027/0279 07/16/74 90 82 4850N 11742W 54*9 131*7 UGGO
1723618063 00000/0000 10027/0200 07/16/74 60 82 4725N 11819W 55*5 129.#* GGU
1723*18070 00000/0000 10027/0281 07/16/74 20 82 4559N 11853w 56*2 127.1 OGGU
1723 18072 00000/0000 100H7/0282 07/16/74 10 82 .4435N 11927W 56*7 124.8 GGU
1721*18075 00000/0000 10027/0283 07/16/74 0 82 4309N 11959W 57*3 122.f GPGU
172*18081 00000/0000 10027/0284 07/16/74 0 82 4144N 12031W 57.7 119.9 0GGG
1721*18084 00000/0000 10027/02885 07/16/74 0 82 4018N 12101W 58.2 127.* GGGU
1721.18090 00000/0000 10027/0286 07/16/74 0 82 3853N 12131W 58.5 114. UGG
1723e18093 00000/0000 10027/0273 07/16/74 10 82 3728N 12200W 58,8 122.3 P GU
172a*18095 00000/0000 100d7/0287 07/16/74 10 82 3602N 12227W 59.1 10907 0
1724*18102 00000/0000 10027/0274 07/16/74 10 82 3435N 12253W 59*3 107*1 P GO
1729*16310 00000/0000 10027/0253 07/17/74 10 95 4018N 09638W 58*0 117.6 PGGU
1724*16313 00000/0000 10027/0254 07/17/74 10 95 3852N 09707W 58%4 115.1 QGG
1724416315 00000/0000 10027/0255 07/17/74 10 95 3726N 09735W 58W7 12@6 0PGU
1724*16322 00000/0000 100E7/0256 07/17/74 0 95 3601N 09802W 59*0 1b0.0 PGGO
1724 16324 00000/0000 100H7/0257 07/17/74 0 95 3435N 09828W 594* 107.9 GGGU
1724*16331 00000/0000 10027/0358 07/17/74 20 95 3310ON 09854W 59*3 104.7 GGG4
1724*16333 00000/0000 100R7/0859 07/17/74 20 95 3144N 09918W 59&4 1029. GPG
1724*16340 00000/0000 10027/0860 07/17/74 *0 95 3018N 09943W 594 99. UGG0
1724*16342 00000/0000 10027/061 07/17/74 50 95 2852N 10007W 59.3 96*. GG
1724*16345 00000/0000 100?7/0262 07/17/74 70 95 2725N 10031W 59*2 54.3 GGGO
1720.18115 00000/0000 10027/0263 07/17/74 100 96 4851N 11911W 54*7 131.8 GGG6
1724a18121 00000/0000 10087/0264 07/17/74 200 96 4727N 11948W 5594 19*4 GGG
1724.18124 00000/0000 10027/0265 07/17/74 70 96 4559N 12009W 5640 127.3 0GG6
1724*18130 00000/0000 100?7/0866 07/17/74 70 96 4434N 12043W 5646 124. UGGU
1724.18133 00000/0000 100?7/0267 07/17/74 *0 96 4309N 12115W 57'1 122*6 PGGP
172*918135 00000/0000 10027/0268 07/17/74 30 96 4143N 12146W 57.6 120.1 PG(j
172*018142 00000/0000 10027/0269 07/17/74 0 96 4018N 12217W 58*0 11796 GG9
1724618144 00000/0000 10097/0270 07/17/74 30 96 3854N 12259W 58*4 115.1 GGGG
1724.18151 00000/0000 10027/0271 07/17/74 90 96 3728N 12326W 58*7 112*6 PGPs
1724*18153 00000/0000 10027/0272 07/17/74 80 96 3602N 12353W 59.0 110.0 GGGU
1725r14512 00000/0000 10027/0063 07/18/74 100 108 4727N 06929W 55%2 129*7 PG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X .o,*****.**.o * 0 TO 100 %  CLOUD COVER. ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY r * ooo.......... BLANKSGBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDs GeGOOD. PPBOOR
ERTS-l
07154 SEP 09,s74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0006
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROEILM RBLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV# AZIMv RBV MS$
RBV MSS LAT LONG 1M3 4567§
1720914515 00000/0000 10027/0064 07/18/74 50 108 4601N 07004W 55w9 1279 PPGP1725414521 00000/0000 100e7/0061 07/18/74 30 108 4436N 07037W 56,4 15.*1 P GP1725.14524 00000/0000 10027/0065 07/18/74 60 108 4311N 07110W 57*0 182.7 PPPP
1725*14530 00000/0000 10027/0066 07/18/74 50 108 4145N 07141W 57v5 120*. PPPP
1725914533 00000/0000 10027/0067 07/18/74 50 108 4020N 07211W 57*9 117.8 PPGO
1725614535 00000/0000 10027/0068 07/18/74 50 108 3854N 07241W 58*3 115.3 PPPU
1725.14542 00000/0000 10027/0069 07/18/74 60 108 3728N 07309W 58*6 112*8 PPGP1725414544 00000/0000 10027/0070 07/18/74 70 108 3603N 07336W 58.8 110.2. PGG
1725*14551 00000/0000 10027/0062 07/18/74 50 108 3437N 074020 59*0 107.6 P GU
1725014553 00000/0000 10027/0071 07/18/74 50 108 3311N 07427K 59*2 :059Q PPGU
1725'14560 00000/0000 10027/0072 07/18/74 60 108 3145N 07453W 59*3 102o. GPGU1725.16342 00000/0000 10027/0318 07/18/74 30 109 4852N 09442W 54*6 131.9 PPGP
1725*16344 00000/0000 10027/0319 07/18/74 30 109 4726N 09518W 55.2 129.7 UPPP
1725616351 00000/0000 100?7/0320 07/18/74 70 109 4601N 09553W 5569 1,27** PGPP
1729116353 00000/0000 10027/0321 07/18/74 90 109 4436N 09626W 564 11.5.1 PPP
1725*16360 00000/0000 10027/0322 07/18/74 40 109 4311N 09658W 57*0 . 2.7 PPPU1725*16362 00000/0000 10027/0323 07/18/74 0 109 4146N 09729w 575 1. 0.3 GPPO
172e.16365 00000/0000 10027/0324 07/18/74 0 109 4020N 09800W 57.9 117*9 GPGP
172516371 00000/0000 10027/0925 07/18/74 0 109 3854N 09829W 58*3 115.9 PPGQ
1725416374 00000/0000 10027/0326 07/18/74 10 109 3728N 09858W 5846 112.8 GPGO
1725e16380 00000/0000 10027/0327 07/18/74 10 109 3602N 09926W 58*8 120.s PPGP
1725*16383 00000/0000 10027/0328 07/18/74 10 109 3436N 09953W 59.0 107.6 PPGQ1725416385 00000/0000 100?7/0560 07/18/74 20 109 3310N 100180 59.2 105.0 GGGU
1720E16392 00000/0000 10027/0561 07/18/74 80 109 3145N 10043W 59*3 102*. PGG
1721*16394 00000/0000 100?7/0562 07/18/74 90 109 3020N 10108W 59*3 99.8 GGG
1729016401 00000/0000 10097/0563 07/18/74 90 109 2854N 10132" 59.2 97.?2 GGU1725.16403 00000/0000 10027/0564 07/18/74 40 109 2728N 10156W 59*1 94.6 PG (
1725*18173 00000/0000 10097/0565 07/18/74 90 110 4852N 12031W 54* 131.9 UGGU
1725118180 00000/0000 10027/0566 07/18/74 90 110 4727N 12108W 55.2 129.7 UGGU
172$*18191 00000/0000 100?7/0559 07/18/74 30 110 4312N 12250W 57*0 122*7 G G
1725*18200 00000/0000 10027/0570 07/18/74 30 110 4021N 12351W 57*9 17.9*
1725418203 00000/0000 10027/0567 07/18/74 80 110 3855N 12420W 58.2 115o. GGGO
1725*18205 00000/0000 1007/0568 07/18/74 70 110 3729N 12448W 58.6 112.8 (GGG
1725018212 00000/0000 10027/0569 07/18/74 90 110 3603N 12615# 58'6 110.3 GPGC1726*14571 00000/0000 10097/0352 07/19/74 70 122 4728N 07056 55.1 129.8 GPGP
1726.14573 00000/0000 10027/0353 07/19/74 60 122 4602N 07131W 55.7 12 7.46 GGGU
KETSI CLOUD COVER % *..e*****,,. 0 TO 100 * X CLOUD COVER* ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUAITY- ,****o**ooo... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDe GOGOOD PROBrM
ERTSwI
97:54 SEP 09t74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAGE 0007
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICRBEILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
0o POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSi
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1726614580 00000/0000 10027/0354 07/19/74 70 122 4437N 07205W 56.3 125.3 GGGU
1726*14582 00000/0000 100e7/0355 07/19/74 60 122 4311N 07237W 56*8 18229 GGG0
1726*14585 00000/0000 10027/0356 07/19/74 40 122 4145N 07309W 57*3 120.5 UGGU
1726614591 00000/0000 10027/0357 07/19/74 40 122 4020N 07338W 57*7 118.1 GGGU
1726*14594 00000/0000 10027/0358 07/19/74 60 122 3855N 07407W 58.1 115.6 UGGU
1726*15000 00000/0000 10027/0359 07/19/74 60 122 3730N 07435W 58*5 113*0 GPGP
1726e15003 00000/0000 10027/0360 07/19/74 40 122 3604N 07503W 58e7 110.4 UGG
1726015005 00000/0000 10027/0361 07/19/74 30 122 3438N 07530W 58*9 107,9 GPG0
1726*15012 00000/0000 10027/0362 07/19/74 30 122 3313N 07b57W 59.1 105.3 UGG
1726415014 00000/0000 10027/0363 07/19/74 30 122 3145N 07622W 59.2 102*7 GPP
1726615021 00000/0000 10027/0364 07/19/74 30 122 3018N 07646W 59*2 100.1 GGGU
1726*15023 00000/0000 10027/0365 07/19/74 30 122 2853N 07709W 5941 97.4 GPO
1726#15030 00000/0000 100e7/0366 07/19/74 30 122 2728N 07732W 5940 949 GPGU
1726.16400 00000/0000 10027/0185 07/19/74 50 123 4853N 09609W 54.4 132*0 .GG
1726*16402 00000/0000 10027/0186 07/19/74 30 123 4727N 09645W 55.1 129.8 GGGU
1726*16405 00000/0000 10027/0187 07/19/74 30 123 4602N 09720W 55.7 127.6 GGGU
1726*16411 00000/0000 10027/0188 07/19/74 90 123 4437N 09753W 56*3 125.3 SGGG
1726416414 00000/0000 10027/0189 07/19/74 20 123 4311N 09825W 56'8 122.9 GGGU
1726.16420 00000/0000 10027/0190 07/19/74 10 123 4147N 09856W 57*3 120*5 GGGU
1726*16423 00000/0000 10027/0191 07/19/74 0 123 4021N 09927W 57.7 118*1 GGGU
1726*16425 00000/0000 10027/0192 07/19/74 0 123 3856N 09956W 58.1 115.6 PGG(
1726616432 00000/0000 10027/0193 07/19/74 20 123 3730N 10025W 58.4 113.1 GGGU
1726416434 00000/0000 10027/0194 07/19/74 40 123 3603N 10052W 58*7 110*5 GGGG
1726616441 00000/0000 10027/0195 07/19/74 40 123 3437N 10119W 58.9 107.9 GGGU
1726*16443 00000/0000 100 7/0196 07/19/74 10 123 3311N 10145W 5941 105*. GGGU
1726616450 00000/0000 10027/0197 07/19/74 10 123 3146N 10211W 59q2 102.7 UGGU
1726*16452 00000/0000 10027/0198 07/19/74 60 123 3020N 10235W 59.2 100*1 UGGq
1726*16455 00000/0000 10027/0199 07/19/74 80 123 2854N 10259W 59*1 97*. GGG(
1726*16461 00000/0000 100?7/0200 07/19/74 30 123 2726N 10323W 5940 95.P GGGU
1726418231 00000/0000 100?7/0201 07/19/74 80 12E 4852N 12158W 54 4 192*0 UGGU
1726*18234 00000/0000 10027/0202 07/19/74 80 124 4728N 12234W 55.1 129.8 GGGU
1726*18240 00000/0000 10027/0203 07/19/74 70 124 4603N 12309W 5547 127.6 GGGU
1726418243 00000/0000 10027/0204 07/19/74 80 124 4438N 12343W 56.3 125.3 GGG
1726*18245 00000/0000 10027/0205 07/19/74 40 124 4311N 12416W 56*8 122.9 GGGG
1726.18252 00000/0000 10027/0206 07/19/74 20 124 4145N 12447W 57*3 120.s PGGU
1726*18254 00000/0000 10027/0207 07/19/74 10 124 4019N 12517W 57*7 118.1 UGGU
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *.D.... 0 TB 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *...*. *. BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDo GuGBOOD PPROORM
ERTSal07154 SEP 091'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0008
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICRBFI6M RBLL No*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITYID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV4 AZIM* ROV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LbNG 123 45678
1727415025 00000/0000 10027/0367 07/20/74 40 136 4725N 07226W 54*9 130.0 GGG1727*15031 00000/0000 10027/0368 07/20/74 20 136 4600N 07300W 55q5 12E77 PGGO1727*15034 00000/0000 10027/0369 07/20/74 30 136 4435N 07333W 56*1 12a55 UGGU1727*15040 00000/0000 10027/0370 07/20/74 40 136 4310N 07405W 56.7 123.1 GGGU1727615043 00000/0000 100?7/0371 07/20/74 30 136 4145N 07436W 57.2 120*7 GPGU1727*15045 00000/0000 10027/0372 07/20/74 10 136 4019N 07b06W 57.6 1183 UGGU1727*15052 00000/0000 10027/0373 07/20/74 10 136 3853N 07b34W 58.0 ,5*8 G0GG1727*15054 00000/0000 10027/0374 07/20/74 20 136 3728N 07603W 58v3 113.3 PPGP1727*15061 00000/0000 10027/0375 07/20/74 30 136 3602N 07630 58.6 -20.8 PGGP1727*15063 00000/0000 10027/0376 07/20/74 10 136 3436N 07656W 58*8 108.2 PGGP1727*15070 00000/0000 10027/0377 07/20/74 30 136 3311N 07721W 59.0 105*4 PPGU1727415072 00000/0000 10027/0978 07/20/74 70 136 3145N 07746W 59.1 103.0 PPGP1727*15075 00000/0000 10027/0379 07/20/74 70 136 3020N 07811W 59.1 100*9 GPG1727s15081 00000/0000 10027/0383 07/20/74 30 136 2853N 07835W 59.1 97.8 GP1727e15084 00000/0000 10027/0380 07/20/74 20 136 2726N 07859w 59*0 95.3 GGP1727*15090 00000/0000 10027/0381 07/20/74 20 136 2600N 07923W 58.8 92./ GPGU1727415093 00000/0000 10027/0382 07/20/74 20 136 2434N 07946W 58.6 90. GPGp1727416474 00000/0000 10027/0576 07/20/74 0 137 4145N 10025W 57.1 120.7 PGGU1727416481 00000/0000 10027/0577 07/20/74 0 137 4020N 10055W 57.6 118*3 PGGU1727o16483 00000/0000 10027/0578 07/20/74 0 137 3854N 10124W 58.0 115.8 PGPG1727616490 00000/0000 10027/0579 07/20/74 10 137 3729N 10153W 58*3 113.3 PGGU1727*16492 00000/0000 10027/0580 07/20/74 10 137 3603N 10220W 58*6 110.8 PGGQ1727*16495 00000/0000 10027/0581 07/20/74 10 137 3438N 10247W 58*8 108*R PGPP1727*16501 00000/0000 100E7/0582 07/20/74 10 137 3312N 10313w 59*0 105*6 PGGG1727916504 00000/0000 10027/0583 07/20/74 30 137 3146N 10338W 59.0 1039Q GGGU1727*16510 00000/0000 100?7/0584 07/20/74 20 137 3020N 10403w 59*1 100** GGGj1727*16513 00000/0000 10007/0585 07/20/74 10 137 2853N 10427W 59.0 97.9 GGGU1727418290 00000/0000 100?7/0586 07/20/74 20 138 4851N 12328W 54*2 132.2 GGU1727*18292 00000/0000 100e7/0587 07/20/74 20 138 4727N 12404W 54*9 1:30*0 GG1727618301 00000/0000 10027/0589 07/20/74 10 138 4435N 12511W 56*1 125.01727618304 00000/0000 10027/0588 07/20/74 20 138 4310N 12543w 56.6 1 3*1 PGG1728.15083 00000/0000 100E7/0441 07/21/74 70 150 4727N 07348w 54*7 130.1 GGGU172815090 00000/0000 10027/0442 07/21/74 40 150 4602N 07424W 55#4 187.*9 GGGS172815092 00000/0000 10027/0443 07/21/74 30 150 4436N 07458W 56*0 115*6 GGGU1728*15095 00000/0000 10027/0444 07/21/74 50 150 4311N 07b30 56*5 123.3 UGG1728415101 00000/0000 10027/0445 07/21/74 60 150 4145N 07601W 57*0 120 GGGU
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X .o*****.*,, 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER. .e NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY g,,,,*** **,,, BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GeGOOD, PuPOOBR
ERTS*i
07154 SEP 09s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0009
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO4 DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV4 AZ!M4 RBV MS5
RBV MSS LAT LbNG 123 45670
1728415104 00000/0000 100?7/0446 07/21/74 40 150 4020N 07631W 57*5 118*5 GGGU
1720815110 00000/0000 100R7/0447 07/21/74 40 150 3854N 07700W 57* 116.1 GGGU
1728615113 00000/0000 100?7/0448 07/21/74 50 150 3729N 07728W 5892 113*b GGGY
172.415115 00000/0000 10097/0449 07/21/74 90 150 3603N 0775bW 5845 111*0 GGGO
1720815122 00000/0000 10027/0450 07/21/74 100 150 3437N 07821W 58.7 108*0 GGU
1728015124 00000/0000 10097/0451 07/21/74 80 150 3312N 07847W 58*8 105* PGGU
1728*15131 00000/0000 10027/0452 07/21/74 60 150 3147N 07912W 58.9 103.3 GGG
1728415133 00000/0000 100e7/0453 07/21/74 90 150 3021N 07937W 59*0 100.7 UGGO
1726*15140 00000/0000 100?7/04*4 07/21/74 100 150 2855N 08002W 59%0 98.2 GGG
1728415142 00000/0000 10097/0455 07/21/74 40 150 2729N 08025W 58,9 95.6 UGGU
1728715145 00000/0000 10027/0456 07/21/74 90 150 2603N 08049W 58*7 93.1 UGGU
1728416512 00000/0000 10027/0423 07/21/74 10 151 4854N 09902W 54.0 132,* UGG
1728416515 00000/0000 10027/0424 07/21/74 30 151 4727N 09939W 5497 130.1 GGG8
1720416521 00000/0000 10027/0425 07/21/74 30 151 4602N 10013W 55.4 127.9 GGGO
172816524 00000/0000 100e7/0426 07/21/74 60 151 4437N 10046W 56.0 1256 GGGU
1728*16530 00000/0000 10027/0427 07/21/74 70 151 4311N 10118W 56*5 123.3 GGGO
172$816533 00000/0000 10027/0428 07/21/74 40 151 4146N 10149W 57.0 12190 GGGU
1728*16535 00000/0000 10027/0429 07/21/74 20 151 4020N 10219W 5744 118.5 UGGU
1720416542 00000/0000 100?7/0430 07/21/74 10 151 3855N 10248W 57.8 11691 UGGU
172816544 00000/0000 10027/0431 07/21/74 0 151 3729N 10317W 58.2 113.6. GGGf
1720016551 00000/0000 10097/0432 07/21/74 10 151 3603N 10344W 58*5 1110, GGG(
1720016553 00000/0000 10097/0433 07/21/74 0 151 3438N 10411W 58.7 108* GGg
1724616560 00000/0000 10097/0434 07/21/74 10 151 3312N 10437W 58.8 1055 UGGU
1720416562 00000/0000 10027/0435 07/21/74 10 151 3146N ObO02W 5849 103.3 GGGQ
1728616565 00000/0000 10087/0436 07/21/74 10 151 3020NN 10b26W 59*0 100.8 GGG0
172816571 00000/0000 10027/0437 07/21/74 10 151 2854N 10550 59*0 98.2 UGG
1728618344 00000/0000 100E7/0438 07/21/74 100 152 4851N 12451W 54.0 1392* GGf
1720418350 00000/0000 10027/0439 07/21/74 100 152 4726N 12b27W 54.7 130*4 (GGO
1728418363 00000/0000 10027/0440 07/21/74 90 152 4601N 12601W 55.4 127.9 GGGf
1729315141 00000/0000 10027/0302 07/22/74 60 164 4727N 07515W 54.6 130.~ PPGI
1723*15144 00000/0000 10027/0303 07/22/74 60 164 4602N 07b50 5542 128.1 PPGU
172915150 00000/0000 10087/0304 07/22/74 50 164 4437N 07623W 55.8 125.8 PPG
1729 15153 00000/0000 10027/0305 07/22/74 30 164 4311N 07655W 56.3 133.5 PGP1
1723.15155 00000/0000 100e7/0306 07/22/74 40 164 4146N 07727 5695 12192 PPGi
172r-15162 00000/0000 10027/0307 07/22/74 30 164 4020N 07757W 57.3 1Z8.8 PPGB
172V'15164 00000/0000 100?7/0308 07/22/74 40 164 3854N 07826W 5747 116.3 PGGU
KEYS; CLUD COVER % **.*. o**..... 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER* ** x NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *********..*** BLANKSaBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GGBOOD. PwR58R*
ERTS91
07154 SEP 09s,74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0010
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICREIM ROL NB*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV# AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45670
1721.15171 00000/0000 10087/0309 07/22/74 30 164 3729N 07855W 58*0 113.8 GGGU
1729r15173 00000/0000 10027/0310 07/22/74 20 164 3602N 07922W 58*3 111.3 PPGU
1729e15180 '00000/0000 10027/0311 07/22/74 2o 164 3437N 07949W 58*6 108.5 PPGW
1729*15182 00000/0000 10007/0312 07/22/74 40 164 3311N 08015W 58*7 106*2 PPGU
1729w15185 00000/0000 100?7/0313 07/22/74 70 164 3146N 08041W 58*8 103.6 PGU
1729*15191 00000/0000 10027/0314 07/22/74 70 164 3019N 08106W 58*9 101.1 PGj
1729 15194 00000/0000 10027/0315 07/22/74 70 164 2852N 08130W 58,9 95'8# PGO
1729415200 00000/0000 10027/0316 07/22/74 60 164 2726N 08153W 5818 96*0 PG
1722*15203 00000/0000 10087/0317 07/22/74 sO 164 2600N 08216W 58*7 9'3@* PGG
1729V16570 00000/0000 10027/04~8 07/22/74 0 165 4852N 10028W 5309 132.5 GGGQ
1729616573 00000/0000 10097/0499 07/22/74 0 165 4727N 10105W 546 130.3 UGGG(
172916575 00000/0000 10027/0500 07/22/74 0 165 4602N 10140W 55s2 1l8.1 PPGP
1729416582 00000/0000 10027/0501 07/22/74 30 165 4436N 10214W 55,8 125.8 PGGP
1729*16584 00000/0000 10087/0502 07/22/74 10 165 4310N 10246W 56*3 123*5 GGP
1729i16591 00000/0000 100?7/0503 07/22/74 10 165 4144N 10317W 56.* 121.e UGGU
1729116593 00000/0000 100e7/0504 07/22/74 30 165 4019N 10347W 57*3 128.8 PGG
1729r17000 00000/0000 10027/0505 07/22/74 20 165 3854N 10417W 57*7 116.3 GGGU
1729117002 00000/0000 100?7/0506 07/22/74 10 165 3728N 10445W 58*0 113.* GGG~
1729117005 00000/0000 10087/0507 07/22/74 10 165 3603N 10512W 58.3 111.3 GGGU
1729'17011 00000/0000 100?7/0508 07/22/74 10 165 3436N 10b39W 5806 108.8 GGGU
1729417023 00000/0000 10027/0509 07/22/74 100 165 3019N 10653W 58*9 101.i GGG9
1722118402 00000/0000 1007/0510 07/22/74 90 166 4853N 12619W 53,9 132. 6GGU
1730*15193 00000/0000 10027/0534 07/23/74 90 178 4852N 07603W 53*7 132*6 GGGP
1730015195 00000/0000 100?7/0535 07/23/74 100 178 4728N 07640 5494 130.5 PGGP
1730,15202 00000/0000 10097/0536 07/23/74 100 178 4603N 07716W 55*0 128.3 PGGP
1730*15204 00000/0000 100e7/0537 07/23/74 100 178 4437N 07750W 55'6 126*0 GGPP
1730415211 00000/0000 10027/0538 07/23/74 100 178 4311N 07822# 56.2 123.7 UGGP
1730415213 00000/0000 100?7/0539 07/23/74 100 178 4145N 07853W 56.7 1219* UGGP
1730415220 00000/0000 10027/0540 07/23/74 100 178 4020N 07922W 57*1 119.0 UPGP
1730*15222 00000/0000 100e7/0541 07/23/74 100 178 3854N 07951W 57*6 116.6 GGGP
1730415225 00000/0000 100?7/0542 07/23/74 100 178 3729N 08019W 57*9 114.1 UPGP
1730015231 00000/0000 10097/0543 07/23/74 100 178 3602N 08046W 58*2 111.6 GGGP
1730415234 00000/0000 10027/0544 07/23/74 90 178 3436N 08111W 58.4 109.1 UGGP
1730*15240 00000/0000 10027/0545 07/23/74 90 178 3311N 08137W 58t6 106.5 GGPU
1730*15243 00000/0000 100?7/0546 07/23/74 80 178 3146N 08202W 58,7 1040 GGGU
1730*15245 00000/0000 10097/0547 07/23/74 80 178 3020N 08227W 5848 101.4 QGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *****,****o. ** 0 TB 100 * % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CCOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ****o******* BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GGBD0 PwROrtI.
ERTS-1
07154 SEP 09#'74 /STANDARD CATAL6G FOR CUS PAGE 0011
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFI1M RBLL NOS/ DATE C9OUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10D RSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV AZIMV RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45670
1739015252 00000/0000 100?7/0548 07/23/74 50 178 2853N 08252W 58.8 98.9 uGP
1730015254 00000/0000 100?7/0549 07/23/74 40 178 2727N 08316W 58.7 96~4 UPG
1730615261 00000/0000 10027/0550 07/23/74 50 178 2601N 08340W 58.6 93.8 PPPU
1730*15263 00000/0000 10097/0551 07/23/74 20 178 2435N 08403W 58.4 91.3 PPPP
1730617025 00000/0000 10027/0552 07/23/74 10 179 4851N 10154W 53*7 132*6 GPGG
1730+17031 00000/0000 100?7/0553 07/23/74 0 179 4727N 10230 54*4 1$0*@ GG
1730417034 00000/0000 10027/0554 07/23/74 10 179 4602N 10305W 55*0 128.3 PGGU
1730417040 00000/0000 100?7/0555 07/23/74 10 179 4436N 10339 55.6 126.0 PGPP
1730*17043 00000/0000 10027/0556 07/23/74 0 179 4310N 104110 56.2 123.7 PGP9
1730*17045 00000/0000 10027/0557 07/23/74 0 179 4145N 10441W 56.7 121.9 PPPP
1730417052 00000/0000 100e7/0558 07/23/74 10 179 4020N 10511W 57.1 119*0 GPPU
1730*17054 00000/0000 10027/0571 07/23/74 20 179 3854N 10541W 57.5 116.6 GGPP
1730417061 00000/0000 100?7/0572 07/23/74 10 179 3729N 10609W 579 114io PPPq
1730617063 00000/0000 100?7/0573 07/23/74 10 179 3604N 10636W 58.2 111*6 PGPO
1730*17070 00000/0000 10027/0574 07/23/74 10 179 3438N 10703W 58.*4 109.1 PGP$
173017072 00000/0000 10097/0575 07/23/74 10 179 3311N 10728W 58*6 106.~ GGPU
1731#15251 00000/0000 10027/0631 07/24/74 40 192 4848N 07732W 53.5 132*7 PPP6
1731415254 00000/0000 10027/0632 07/24/74 60 192 4723N 07809W 54.2 130.6 PPP
1731415260 00000/0000 10027/0633 07/24/74 $0 192 4558N 07844W 5449 128.~ PPPU
1731*15263 00000/0000 10027/0634 07/24/74 50 192 4433N 07917W 55*5 126.3 PPPU
1731*15265 00000/0000 10097/0635 07/24/74 40 192 4307N 07949W 56.0 123.9 PPU
1731*15272 00000/0000 10027/0636 07/24/74 50 192 4141N 08020 56.5 151o* PPPi
1731415274 00000/0000 10027/0637 07/24/74 70 192 4016N 08050W 57o0 119.2 PPPU
1731615281 00000/0000 100?7/0638 07/24/74 80 192 3850N 08119W 57*4 1Z6.7 PGPU
1731*15283 00000/0000 10027/0629 07/24/74 60 192 3724N 08148W 57.8 124.3 G PU
1731915290 00000/0000 100e7/0639 07/24/74 90 192 3559N 08215W 58.1 121.8 PPPQ
1731*15292 00000/0000 100E7/0640 07/24/74 90 192 3433N 08241 58*3 109.3 PPPU
1731615295 00000/0000 100?7/0641 07/24/74 100 192 3308N 08307W 58u5 106.8 PPpq
1731*15301 00000/0000 10027/0642 07/24/74 100 192 3143N 08332W 58.6 104.2 PPPQ
1731615304 00000/0000 100e7/0643 07/24/74 70 192 3016N 08357W 58.7 101.7 PPu
1731415310 00000/0000 10027/0646 07/24/74 30 192 2851N 08422W 58R7 99.1 PU
1731615313 00000/0000 10027/0644 07/24/74 20 192 2724N 08445W 58.6 966b UPPO
1731415315 00000/0000 100?7/0630 07/24/74 20 192 2558N 08508 5845 94* P PU
1731*15322 00000/0000 100?7/0645 07/24/74 30 192 2431N 08530W 58o3 91.~ PPPU
1731017083 00000/0000 10027/0671 07/24/74 30 193 4849N 10323W 53t5 132.7 UGG
1731*17085 00000/0000 100e7/0672 07/24/74 10 193 4723N 10359W 54#2 130.6 BGGU
KEYSI CLOUD COVER Z '.*..oo* o*o..o 0 TO 100 * X CLOUD COVER. *e u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .*.....o..*.*. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G.GBOD P*RBBr.
ERTSul
07154 SEP 09'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0012
FReM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICReEIM ROLL NO'/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
1d POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV4 AZIM. RBV MS5
RBV MSS LAT LONG 183 45678
1731417092 00000/0000 100e7/0673 07/24/74 20 193 4557N 10433W 544V 128e9 GGGO
1731.17094 00000/0000 10007/0674 07/24/74 30 193 4432N 10506W 5545 186.1 PGGQ
1731.17101 00000/0000 10027/0675 07/24/74 40 193 4307N 10638W 56*0 123.9 GGG(
1731417103 00000/0000 10097/0676 07/24/74 50 193 4142N 10609W 56*5 121.5 GGGU
1731417110 00000/0000 10027/0677 07/24/74 70 193 4016N 10639W 57*0 129.R GGGG
1731*17112 00000/0000 100?7/0678 07/24/74 60 193 3851N 10709W 57.4 116.8 GGG
1731417115 00000/0000 10097/0679 07/24/74 40 193 3725N 10737W 57o8 114*3 GGG
1731417121 00000/0000 10027/0650 07/24/74 20 193 3600N 10804W 58.1 121.8 GGGY
1731a17124 00000/0000 10027/0681 07/24/74 30 193 3434N 10831W 58*3 109.3 UGGQ
1731417130 00000/0000 100E7/0682 07/24/74 40 193 3309N 10858 58.5 106.8 PGGU
1731417133 00000/0000 10027/0683 07/24/74 10 193 3143N 10923W 58#6 104*2 GGGP
1731*17135 00000/0000 10097/0684 07/24/74 20 193 3016N 10948W 58.7 101.7 UGGt
1739E15305 00000/0000 10097/0719 07/25/74 40 206 4850N 07857W 53.4 132#9 PGG
1732.15312 00000/0000 10027/0720 07/25/74 80 206 4724N 07933W 5490 130*7 GO U
1739615314 00000/0000 100?7/0721 07/25/74 90 206 4558N 08008W 54*7 128.6 GGGU
1732-15321 00000/0000 10027/0722 07/25/74 70 206 4433N 08041 55*3 126*3 UG U
1732~15323 00000/0000 10027/0723 07/25/74 50 206 4307N 08114W 55*9 124.1 GG
1732.15330 00000/0000 100?7/0724 07/25/74 40 206 441N 08145 5644 11.8 GPU
1732*15332 00000/0000 100e7/0725 07/25/74 10 206 4016N 08215W 56*9 119.4 PGG
1732415335 00000/0000 10027/0726 07/25/74 20 206 3850ON 08244W 57.3 117.0 PGGU
1732415341 00000/0000 10027/0727 07/25/74 70 206 3725N 08312W 57.6 11496 PGGQ
1732415344 00000/0000 100e7/0728 07/25/74 80 206 3559N 08338W 57*9 112.1 PGG
1732.15350 00000/0000 10027/0729 07/25/74 80 206 3435N 08403W 58*2 109*6 1GG
1732415353 00000/0000 10097/0730 07/25/74 70 206 3310N 08430W 58a4 107.1 OGG(
1732'15355 00000/0000 100?7/0731 07/25/74 80 206 3144N 08456W 5845 104.6 GPGp
1739415362 00000/0000 10027/0735 07/25/74 80 206 3018N 08521W 58*~ 102.0 5
1732.15364 00000/0000 100?7/0732 07/25/74 50 206 2851N 08b45W 586 '99*5 PGGO
1732*15371 00000/0000 100?7/0733 07/25/74 50 206 2725N 08609W 58*5 97.0 1G
1732615373 00000/0000 10027/0734 07/25/74 50 206 2558N 08633N 58.4 '94 UP U
1732617141 00000/0000 10047/0590 07/25/74 10 207 4849N 10447W 53.3 132.9 GGGU
1732617144 00000/0000 10097/0591 07/25/74 0 207 4723N 10523W 54.0 130.7 GGGO
1732617150 00000/0000 100?7/0592 07/25/74 0 207 4558N 10558W 54#7 128.6 GGGP
1732-17153 00000/0000 10027/0593 07/25/74 0 207 4433N 10631W 55*3 126.4 GGOGU
1732~17155 00000/0000 10027/0594 07/25/74 0 207 4309N 10704W 5509 124.1 PGGU
1732617162 00000/0000 100?7/0595 07/25/74 0 207 4143N 10735W 5694 1!1*8 PGGO
1732.17164 00000/0000 10087/0596 07/25/74 10 207 4017N 10805W 56*. 119.4 UGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *...***....***. 0 TB 100 * X CLBUD CBVER4 *t a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY oe...*.o.o.... BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDo GeO8eDO PI.IRDO.
ERTSw%
07154 SEP 09'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAGE 0013
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFIM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE GUALITY
ID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1732417171 00000/0000 100e7/0597 07/25/74 10 207 3852N 108 33W 57.3 117.0 PGGG
173--17180 00000/0000 10027/0601 07/25/74 10 207 3600N 10930W 5799 112.1
1732*17182 00000/0000 10027/0598 07/25/74 10 207 3434N 10957W 58*2 109*6 GGGU
1739*17185 00000/0000 10027/0599 07/25/74 10 207 3308N 11023W 5844 107.1 -GGGU
1732*17191 00000/0000 10027/0600 07/25/74 0 207 3142N 11049W 58.5 104*6 UGGU
1731*15364 00000/0000 1007/0766 07/26/74 90 220 4848N 08024W 53.2 193.0 P
1733415370 00000/0000 10027/0754 07/26/74 100 220 4723N 08100W 5309 130*9 P
1733615373 00000/0000 10027/0755 07/26/74 100 220 4558N 08135W 54*5 128.8 PP
173*15375 00000/0000 10027/0756 07/26/74 80 220 4432N 08209W 55.1 126. Pl
1733*15382 00000/0000 10087/0757 07/26/74 50 220 4307N 08241W 55*7 124*3 PP
1733 15384 00000/0000 10087/0758 07/26/74 50 220 4142N 08312W 56.2 182.0 GP
1733415391 00000/0000 100?7/0759 07/26/74 30 220 4016N 08342W 56*7 129.7 PP
1733*15393 00000/0000 10087/0760 07/26/74 40 220 3851N 08411W 57.1 117*4 PP
1734115400 00000/0000 10027/0767 07/26/74 80 220 3724N 08439W 57*5 1149. P
1731315402 00000/0000 10027/0761 07/26/74 100 220 3558N 08507W 57*0 12*. PP
1731415405 00000/0000 10027/0768 07/26/74 t00 220 3433N 08533W 58.1 109.9 P
1734415411 00000/0000 10027/0762 07/26/74 o00 220 3308N 08559W 58.3 107.9 PP
1734015414 00000/0000 10087/0763 07/26/74 80 220 3143N 08624W 58*4 10492 PP
1733015420 00000/0000 10027/0764 07/26/74 80 220 3018N 08650W 5845 102.4 PP
1733615425 00000/0000 10027/0765 07/26/74 100 220 2724N 08737W 58&0 97.3 PP
173*17202 00000/0000 10027/0769 07/26/74 0 221 4723N 10651W 53.8 150.* GPGU
1733417204 00000/0000 100?7/0770 07/26/74 0 221 4557N 10725W 54.5 128.8 GGGU
1733*17211 00000/0000 10027/0771 07/26/74 0 221 4432N 10758W 55.1 126*6 PGP$
1733417213 00000/0000 10027/0772 07/26/74 0 221 4306N 10831W 55,7 14.3 GGGU
1733417220 00000/0000 100?7/0773 07/26/74 0 221 4141N 10902W 56.2 122.0 UGG4
1731.17222 00000/0000 100a7/0774 07/26/74 20 221 4016N 10932W 56*7 119*. GGG
1734417225 00000/0000 100E7/0775 07/26/74 20 221 3850N 11001W 57.1 127.3 GGU
1733017231 00000/0000 10027/0776 07/26/74 30 221 3725N 11029 57.5 11~ UGGI
1733w17234 00000/0000 10097/0777 07/26/74 40 221 3559N 11056W 578 12*9 GGU
1731*17240 00000/0000 10027/0778 07/26/74 20 221 3433N 11122W 58*0 110.0 GGI
1731317243 00000/0000 10027/0779 07/26/74 20 221 3308N 11148W 5862 107*. UGGQ
1733617245 00000/0000 10027/0780 07/26/74 30 221 3142N 11213W 5894 1044$ GGGU
1733*17252 00000/0000 10087/0781 07/26/74 40 221 3016N 11238W 58*5 102.9 GGGG
1734615422 00000/0000 100e7/0647 07/27/74 40 234 4848N 08152W 53*0 133*. PGGU
1734415424 00000/0000 10027/0648 07/27/74 30 234 4722N 08228W 53*7 131*1 PGGU
1734.15431 00000/0000 100a7/0649 07/27/74 10 234 4557N 08302W 54.3 129.0 PGGi
KEYSI CLOUD COVER %X .**o.*o****oo 0 TO 100 • X CLOUD COVER* ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .9o****o******. BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G!GOBD, PuROBeM
ERTS-I
07354 SEP 09''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0014
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
8BSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN MBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* ALIM* RBV MS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45670
1734.15433 00000/0000 10027/0650 07/27/74 10 234 4432N 08336w 5449 126.8 PGPO
1734615440 00000/0000 10027/0651 07/27/74 20 234 4307N 08408W 55*5 1 24 PPGG
173*415442 00000/0000 10027/0652 07/27/74 30 234 4141N 08439W 5600 12.*3 PGGU
1734.15445 00000/0000 10027/0656 07/27/74 20 234 4017N 08b09 56.5 1.0*0 U
1734.15451 00000/0000 10027/0653 07/27/74 20 234 3852N 08538 57*0 117.4 PGGP
1734615454 00000/0000 10027/0654 07/27/74 10 234 3726N 086 05w 57*3 115.2 PGGU
1734*15460 00000/0000 10027/0605 07/27/74 30 234 3600N 08632W 57*7 .12*8 PGGrI
1734417253 00000/0000 10027/0469 07/27/74 10 235 4847N 10741W 53.0 133.2 GGU
1734417260 00000/0000 10027/0470 07/27/74 20 235 4723N 10817W 53.7 131.1 UGGB
1734e17262 00000/0000 100?7/0471 07/27/74 0 235 4558N 10853W 5443 129.0 UGGG
1734w17265 00000/0000 10007/0472 07/27/74 0 235 4433N 10926W 54.9 126.8 GGGU
1734417271 00000/0000 100a7/0473 07/27/74 0 235 4307N 10959W 5595 124*6 GGGU
1734617274 00000/0000 10027/0474 07/27/74 20 235 4142N 11029W 5640 12293 GGGU
1734.17280 00000/0000 10047/0475 07/27/74 30 235 4016N 11059W 56.5 120.0 UGGU
173e17283 00000/0000 10027/0476 07/27/74 20 235 3850N 11128W 56*9 117.64 GGU
1734o17285 00000/0000 100e7/0477 07/27/74 20 235 3724N 11156W 57*3 115.2 GGGU
1734617292 00000/0000 10097/0478 07/27/74 10 235 3559N 11224W 57*6 112.8 GGGU
1734.17294 00000/0000 10027/0479 07/27/74 40 235 3434N 11250W 57'9 110.3 UGGU
1734*17301 00000/0000 100d7/0480 07/27/74 30 235 3308N 11315W 581 107.8 GGGU
1734617303 00000/0000 10097/0451 07/27/74 30 235 3141N 11340w 58.3 105*3 iGGU
1735415480 00000/0000 10027/0006 07/28/74 90 248 4848N 08316W 5248 133.* PP 9
173$w15483 00000/0000 10027/0007 07/28/74 70 248 4724N 08353W 53.5 131#~ PP i
1735*15495 00000/0000 10027/0008 07/28/74 30 248 4558N 08427W 54*1 12902 PPPu
1730415492 00000/0000 1007/0009 07/28/74 40 248 4433N 08b00W 54d8 1e7.0 PGPU
1735e15494 00000/0000 10027/0010 07/28/74 10 248 4308N 08532W 55.3 1:24.8 PPPU
173$615501 00000/0000 10027/0011 07/28/74 20 248 4142N 08603W 55.9 122.4 PPP4
1735 15503 00000/0000 10027/0012 07/28/74 60 248 4016N 08632W 56s4 120.3 PP U
1730615510 00000/0000 100E7/0013 07/28/74 80 248 3852N 08702W 5648 117* PP U
1735 15512 00000/0000 10027/0014 07/28/74 70 248 3728N 08730W 57*2 115*5 PPP
1735015515 00000/0000 10027/0015 07/28/74 80 248 3601N 08758w 57.5 113*2 PPPU
173$*15521 00000/0000 10027/0016 07/28/74 50 248 3435N 08825W 57.8 110*6 PPG
1730615524 00000/0000 10097/0017 07/28/74 80 248 3309N 08851W 58*0 108* PPPU
1735*15530 00000/0000 10027/0018 07/28/74 90 248 3144N 08917W 58*2 105.7 PGPU
173015533 00000/0000 10027/0019 07/28/74 70 248 3018N 08942W 58*3 103.2 PGPQ
1735c15535 00000/0000 10027/0020 07/28/74 60 248 2852N 09006W 58e3 100.7 PPPU
1730*17312 00000/0000 10027/0841 07/28/74 20 249 4848N 10905W 52.8 133*. GPGU
KEYSi CLOUD COVER % ***.**oo**. * 0 TO 100 %  CLOUD COVER' ** m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ***oo,****. * BLANKOGBANP NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEQ* G=GOOD* PpFOBOR
ERTSwl
07154 SEP 09'*74 STANDARD CATALBO FOR CUS PAGE 0015
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATIBN MICROF1.M RBLL NB./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN MBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV# A4IM* REV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1735i17314 00000/0000 10027/0842 07/28/74 10 249 4723N 10942W 53.5 131.3 GGGU
173517321 00000/0000 10027/0843 07/28/74 20 249 4557N 11017W 54.1 129.2 UGGU
1736517323 00000/0000 10027/0844 07/28/74 30 249 4433N 11051W 54*7 127.1 (GGU
1735i17330 00000/0000 10027/0845 07/28/74 20 249 4308N 11123W 5543 124*8 UGGU
1735+17332 00000/000 10027/0846 07/28/74 10 249 4142N 11154W 55.9 122.6 GGGU
173517335 00000/0000 10027/0847 07/28/74 10 249 4017N 11223W 56.3 120.3 UGG
173c17341 00000/0000 10027/0848 07/28/74 10 249 3851N 11253W 56.8 117.9 GGGU
173$617344 00000/0000 10027/0849 07/28/74 10 249 3725N 11321W 5792 115.4 GGGj
1735117350- 00000/0000 10027/0850 07/28/74 10 249 3559N 11348W 57.5 113*1 UGGU
1735*17353 00000/0000 10027/0851 07/28/74 30 249 3434N 11*15W 57*8 110.7 GGU
1735*17355 00000/0000 100?7/0852 07/28/74 20 249 3308N 11440W 58,0 1082 GGPU
173517362 00000/0000 100?7/0853 07/28/74 70 249 3142N 11505W 58.2 105.7 UGPQ
1736*15534 00000/0000 100?7/0021 07/29/74 90 262 4846N 08443W 52*6 133@4 PGPU
1736615541 00000/0000 10027/0022 07/29/74 90 262 4721N 08519W 53.3 131.9 GGPU
1736o15543 00000/0000 10027/0023 07/29/74 90 262 4556N 08554W 54*0 129*9 GGPU
1736615550 00000/0000 10027/0024 07/29/74 70 262 4430N 08627W 54*6 127.2 UPGU
1736415552 00000/0000 10027/0025 07/29/74 20 262 4305N 08700W 55.2 125*0 GPGP
1736*15555 00000/0000 10027/0026 07/29/74 10 262 4139N 08730W 557 12*.8 GGPU
1736*15561 00000/0000 10027/0027 07/29/74 10 262 4013N 08800W 56.2 120.0 uGGfI
1736*15564 00000/0000 10027/0028 07/29/74 20 262 3848N 08828W 56*6 128.1 UGGU
1736*15570 00000/0000 10027/0029 07/29/74 30 262 3722N 08856W 57.0 115.8 GGU
1736*15573 00000/0000 10007/0030 07/29/74 20 262 3557N 08924W 57.4 1139 GGGU
1736415575 00000/0000 10027/0031 07/29/74 10 262 3431N 08951W 57.7 110*9 UGGU
1736e15582 00000/0000 10027/0032 07/29/74 10 262 3306N 09017W 57*9 108.0 GGG
1736*15584 00000/0000 10027/0033 07/29/74 .30 262 3141N 09043W 58.0 106.0 lGGU
1736.15591 00000/0000 10027/0034 07/29/74 80 262 3015N 09108W 5892 103.4 UGGU
1736.15593 00000/0000 10027/0035 07/29/74 100 262 2849N 09133W 5862 101.0 PGPU
1736616000 00000/0000 10027/0036 07/29/74 60 262 2723N 09156W 58*2 98.5 iGGU
1736016002 00000/0000 100?7/0037 07/29/74 40 262 2556N 09219W 58e1 96*0 GGGU
1736*17363 00000/0000 10027/0881 07/29/74 10 263 5010N 10954W 51*8 135.t GGGU
1736*17370 00000/0000 100e7/0882 07/29/74 10 263 4845N, 11032W 52*6 133.5 GGPU
1736617372 00000/0000 100?7/0883 07/29/74 10 263 4720N 11108W 53*3 131.5 4GGU
1736*17375 00000/0000 10027/0884 07/29/74 20 263 4554N 11143W 54*0 129*. GGG9
1736*17381 00000/0000 10027/0885 07/29/74 20 263 4429N 11216W 54a6 187.~ UGGU
1736*17384 00000/0000 10027/0886 07/29/74 10 263 4304N 11248W 552 125.0 GGGU
1736*17390 00000/0000 10027/0887 07/29/74 10 263 4139N 11319W 55*7 122.8 UGGU
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 0*.**.*o ****o*.0 TO 100 X I CLOUD CBVER* ., = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .**.******,***. BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G*GOBD PaROOBR
ERTSwI
07154 SEP o09'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0016
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSP
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1736617393 00000/0000 1007/0888 07/29/74 10 263 4013N 11350W 56.E 1280.5 GG
1736*17395 00000/0000 10027/0889 07/29/74 10 263 3848N 11419W 56o6 1182 GG
1736*17402 00000/0000 10027/0890 07/29/74 10 263 3722N 11447W 57*0 115.8 GGG
1736*17404 00000/0000 10027/0891 07/29/74 10 263 3557N 1114W 57*4 13.*9 GGGU
1736.17411 00000/0000 10027/083 07/29/74 40 263 3431N 11541W 57.6 110.1 G9
1736*17413 00000/0000 10027/0880 07/29/74 60 263 3305N 11607W 57.9 108. G GG
1736*17420 00000/0000 10027/0892 07/29/74 70 263 3139N 11632W 58*0 106*0 GGGU
1737415593 00000/0000 10087/0133 07/30/74 80 276 4846N 08609W 52*4 133.7 GGGr
1737*15595 00000/0000 10027/0184 07/30/74 80 276 4721N 08645W 5391 131.7 OGG
1737416002 00000/0000 10027/0135 07/30/74 90 276 4556N 08720W 53*8 129.6 OGG
1737*16004 00000/0000 10027/0136 07/30/74 70 276 4431N 08754W 54.4 127.5 OGG
1737*16011 00000/0000 10027/0137 07/30/74 S0 276 4306N 08826W 55.0 125. GGGO
1737*16013 00000/0000 10027/0138 07/30/74 20 276 4140N 08857W 55.5 123.1 GGO
1737*16020 00000/0000 10027/0139 07/30/74 30 276 4014N 08927W 56*0 130.8 GGU
1737*16022 00000/0000 10027/0140 07/30/74 20 276 3849N 08956W 56.5 118.0 GGGO
1737616025 00000/0000 10027/0141 07/30/74 10 276 3723N 09024N 56i9 116.1 GGGU
1737-16031 00000/0000 100?7/0142 07/30/74 50 276 3557N 09051W 57*2 123.7 GGGU
1737*16034 00000/0000 10027/0143 07/30/74 80 276 3431N 09118W 57*5 111*3 GGG
1737416040 00000/0000 10027/0144 07/30/74 70 276 3306N 09144N 57.7 108.8 UGG
1737*16043 00000/0000 10007/0145 07/30/74 40 276 3140N 09210W 57*9 106.0 UPG
1737416045 00000/0000 10027/0146 07/30/74 20 276 3015N 09235w 58*0 10309 UGGG
1737.16052 00000/0000 10027/0147 07/30/74 40 276 2848N 09258W 58.1 101.4 GGGU
1737*16054 00000/0000 10027/0148 07/30/74 40 276 2721N 09321W 58.1 98.9 SGGaG
1737*16061 00000/0000 10027/0149 07/30/74 40 276 2556N 09344W 58.0 96.49 GG
1737*17422 00000/0000 10027/0926 07/30/74 20 277 5010N 11121W 51.4 135.7 GGGU
1737417424 00000/0000 10027/0927 07/30/74 60 277 4844N 11159W 52*4 133.2 UGG
1737*17431 00000/0000 10027/0928 07/30/74 70 277 4720N 11235W 53*1 131.7 GGG0
1737*17433 00000/0000 10027/0929 07/30/74 30 277 4556N 11311W 53.8 129.6 (GG
1737*17440 00000/0000 100?7/0930 07/30/74 30 277 4430N 11345W 5464 127.45 GGP
1737*17442 00000/0000 10027/0931 07/30/74 10 277 4304N 11417W 55*0 125.0 UGGU
1737*17445 00000/0000 10027/0932 07/30/74 30 277 4139N 11448W 55.5 123.1 UGG9
1737417451 00000/0000 10027/0933 07/30/74 40 277 4013N 11517W 56.0 1l?0.8 GGG
1737617454 00000/0000 10027/0934 07/30/74 60 277 3847N 11546W 56v5 11;85 GGU
1737*17460 00000/0000 10027/0935 07/30/74 10 277 3721N 11614W 56.9 116.1 GGGG
1737*17463 00000/0000 10027/0936 07/30/74 30 277 3556N 11641W 57*2 113.7 UGG1
1737*17465 00000/0000 10027/0937 07/30/74 20 277 3431N 11707W 57s5 111.3 OGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X ..... *...... 0 TO 100 = X CLOUD COVER' ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY a**.*** *..*.* * BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GG5ODs P.RBBM
ERTS-I
07154 SEP 09''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0017
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE GUALITY
ID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEWY AZIM. RBV MSP
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1737617472 00000/0000 100V7/0938 07/30/74 50 277 3305N 11133W 57*7 108.9 GGP
1737.17474 00000/0000 10027/0939 07/30/74 100 277 3139N 11759W 579 106.1 GPq
1738616051 00000/0000 100e7/0946 07/31/74 80 290 4847N 08734W 52.2 133.V GGP
1738416053 00000/0000 100?7/0947 07/31/74 50 290 4722N 08bi0W 5209 131.9 GGG
1738*16060 00000/0000 10027/0948 07/31/74 40 290 4556N 08845W 53.6 189*8 GGG
1738116062 00000/0000 10027/0949 07/31/74 30 290 4431N 08919W 54.2 127o7 GGGU
1738616065 00000/0000 10027/0950 07/31/74 a0 290 4306N 08951W 5448 125.6 SGG
1738*16071 00000/0000 100e7/0951 07/31/74 30 290 4140N 09022W 55.3 123. GPGG
1738.16074 00000/0000 100?7/0952 07/31/74 30 290 4015N 09052W 55.9 121.1 GPG
1738*16080 00000/0000 10027/0953 07/31/74 20 290 3850N 09121W 56.3 118*8 PGGP
1738.16083 00000/0000 10027/0957 07/31/74 to 290 3724N 09149W 56*7 116.5
17380*16085 00000/0000 10027/0954 07/31/74 10 290 3557N 09216W 57*1 114.1 GG
173.*16092 00000/0000 10007/0955 07/31/74 30 290 3432N 09243W 5744 11.*7 GGGO
1738*16094 00000/0000 100?7/0956 07/31/74 60 290 3307N 09309W 57*6 109.e GGG~
1738'16101 00000/0000 10027/0976 07/31/74 80 290 3142N 09335W 57*8 106*8 PGPP
1738.16103 00000/0000 10027/0977 07/31/74 70 290 3017N 09359W 57*9 104*. PGPR
1738*16110 00000/0000 10027/0978 07/31/74 40 290 2849N 09423W 58.0 1018 PGPP
1738516112 00000/0000 10027/0979 07/31/74 30 290 2723N 09446W 58.0 99.4 GGP(
1738*16115 00000/0000 10027/0980 07/31/74 30 290 2557N 0908 5800 96.9 GGPU
1738616121 00000/0000 10027/0981 07/31/74 60 290 2430N 09531W 57s9 94.5 PGPU
1738.17482 00000/0000 10027/0982 07/31/74 0 291 4847N 11324W 52.2 134*0 GGGU
1738.17485 00000/0000 10027/0983 07/31/74 20 291 4721N 11400# 52,9 131.9 GGGU
1738617491 00000/0000 10027/0984 07/31/74 30 291 4555N 11435W 53*5 129. GGGG
1738.17494 00000/0000 10027/0985 07/31/74 20 291 4431N 11508W 54.2 127.7 GGGG
1738*17500 00000/0000 10027/0986 07/31/74 10 291 4306N 11541W 54.8 1e256 PGGU
1738617503 00000/0000 10027/0987 07/31/74 10 291 4140N 11612W 55*3 123.r PGG
1738617505 00000/0000 10027/0988 07/31/74 20 291 4014N 11642W 55.8 121.1 PGPU
1738.17512 00000/0000 10027/0989 07/31/74 50 291 3849N 11711W 56*3 118.8 UGPG
1738917514 00000/0000 100?7/0990 07/31/74 10 291 3723N 11738W 56.7 116.9 (GPO
1738617521 00000/0000 100e7/0991 07/31/74 20 291 3558N 11806W 57*1 114. GGGa
173817523 00000/0000 10027/0992 07/31/74 10 291 3433N 11832W 57.4 111.7 UGPU
1738.17530 00000/0000 10047/0993 07/31/74 90 291 3307N 11859W 57.6 109.3 PGPW
1739 14280 00000/0000 10027/1028 08/01/74 30 303 4722N 06347W 52.7 132%1 GGG
173616105 00000/0000 10027/1029 08/01/74 80 304 4847N 08902W 52*0 134.2 UGGU
1735316111 00000/0000 10027/1030 08/01/74 90 304 4721N 08939W 52.7 132.1 GGGU
1735*16114 00000/0000 10027/1031 08/01/74 70 304 4556N 09013W 53.4 130*.2 GGU
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *..* *.***... 0 TO 100 * X CLOUD COVER% ** NU CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY Oooo*. ,o**...o. BLANKSIBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED' GGOBOD. P=ROORo
ERTS-I
07;54 SEP 09P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0018
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROL6 NB*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIMA RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1739*16120 00000/0000 10027/1032 08/01/74 70 304 4431N 09046w 54*0 128.0 GGPG
173916123 00000/0000 10027/1033 08/01/74 90 304 4306N 09119W 54. 125*9 PGG
1731916125 00000/0000 10027/1034 08/01/74 100 304 4141N 09150W 55,2 13.*7 GG
1739*16132 00000/0000 10027/1035 08/01/74 100 304 4015N 09220W 55*7 121.9 4GG
1739416134 00000/0000 10027/1036 08/01/74 80 304 3849N 092480 56,1 11%91 GG
173V*16141 00000/0000 10027/1037 08/01/74 30 304 3724N 09316W 56.6 116*8 GGPU
173916143 00000/0000 100E7/1038 08/01/74 80 304 3559N 09344W 56*9 114I.5 GG
1739616150 00000/0000 10027/1054 08/01/74 $0 304 3434N 09411W 57*2 112.1 PGG
1739*16152 00000/0000 10027/1055 08/01/74 40 304 3309N 09437W 57*5 109. PGGO
1739.16155 00000/0000 10027/1056 08/01/74 50 304 3143N 09502W 57*7 107.2 PGGU
1739*16161 00000/0000 1007/1057 08/01/74 60 304 3017N 09b26W 5745 104.7 GG9
1739*16164 00000/0000 10027/1058 08/01/74 40 304 2850N 09549W 57*9 102*3 GGGU
1739*16170 00000/0000 10027/1059 08/01/74 30 304 2722N 09612W 5719 99.8 GGGP
1739a16173 00000/0000 10027/1060 08/01/74 40 304 2556N 09635W 5709 97*4 GGGi
1739616175 00000/0000 10027/1061 08/01/74 50 304 2430N 09658W 57*8 94.9 GGGU
1739917541 00000/0000 10007/1062 08/01/74 20 305 4845N 11451W 5169 134.2 GGPU
1739#17543 00000/0000 10027/1063 08/01/74 20 305 4721N 11527W 52*7 132*2 UGG
1739'17550 00000/0000 10027/1064 08/01/74 10 305 4556N 11602W 53*3 130.1 GPGU
1735017552 00000/0000 10047/1065 08/01/74 30 305 4431N 11635W 5490 1880 GGGQ
1739-17555 00000/0000 10027/1066 08/01/74 70 305 4306N 11708W 54*6 125.9 (GGG
1739-17561 00000/0000 100?7/1067 08/01/74 60 305 4140N 11739W 55.1 123*7 UGGU
1739'17564 00000/0000 10027/1068 08/01/74 30 305 4014N 11808M 55.7 12Ir GGO
1739*17570 00000/0000 10027/1069 08/01/74 20 305 3848N 11837W 56.1 119*? UGGU
1739.17573 00000/0000 10027/1070 08/01/74 30 305 3723N 11906W 56a5 116.8 UGGU
1739.17575 00000/0000 10027/1071 08/01/74 0 305 3558N 11933W 56*9 114 UGG
1739-17582 00000/0000 10027/1072 08/01/74 40 305 3433N 12000W 57*2 112.1 UGPU
1739.17584 00000/0000 100E7/1073 08/01/74 90 305 3306N 12026W 57.5 10997 UGGU
1740*14334 00000/0000 100e7/1039 08/02/74 20 317 4722N 06514W 52*5 132.; GGGP
1740614341 00000/0000 10027/1040 08/02/74 20 317 4558N 06548W 53.2 130.3 GGU
1740014343 00000/0000 10027/1041 08/02/74 40 .317 4433N 06621W 53.8 188. UGGU
1740*14350 00000/0000 10027/1042 08/02/74 10 317 4307N 06654W 544 186.1 GGGU
1740e16163 00000/0000 10027/1043 08/02/74 100 318 4846N 09028W 51.7 194* GGG
1740*16170 00000/0000 10027/1044 08/02/74 100 318 4722N 09104W 52v5 132.* GGGC
1740*16172 00000/0000 10027/1045 08/02/74 100 318 4558N 09138W 53*1 130. UGGG
1740416175 00000/0000 10027/1046 08/02/74 80 318 4432N 09211W 53*8 128.3 GGGG
1740.16181 00000/0000 10027/1047 08/02/74 80 318 4306N 09244W 5444 126.1 UGGU
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % .*.o.,.,*** oo,* 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CeVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY **o*****,o*** BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GGOBBD, P=P BRe
"amJA -PAMIS
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09*'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0019
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
9BSERVATI5N MICR8FIM ROLL NB./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIMs RBV MSs
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1740*16184 00000/0000 10027/1048 08/02/74 90 318 4140N 09315W 55*0 124.0 GGG
1740*16190 00000/0000 100e7/1049 08/02/74 70 318 4015N 09346W 5505 121.8 UGGQ
1740*16193 00000/0000 10007/1050 08/02/74 50 318 3850N 09415W 56*0 11994 UGGU
1740-16195 00000/0000 10027/1051 08/02/74 60 318 3725N 09443W 56.4 117*2 UGG
1740*16202 00000/0000 10027/1052 08/02/74 20 318 3559N 09blOW 56'* 114s8 fGGU
1740016204 00000/0000 100e7/1053 08/02/74 50 318 3434N 09b36W 57.1 112.5 UGGG
1740.16211 00000/0000 100e7/1112 08/02/74 30 318 3308N 09602W 57.3 1101 UGGU
1740016213 00000/0000 10007/1113 08/02/74 50 318 3141N 09627w 57.- 107.6 UGG
1740U16220 00000/0000 10027/1114 08/02/74 90 318 3016N 09652W 57*7 105.2 PGGU
1740*16222 00000/0000 10027/1115 08/02/74 50 318 2849N 09/16W 57q8 102*1 GGPP
1740016225 00000/0000 10027/1116 08/02/74 20 318 2722N 09739W 57.8 100.3 UGGU
1740-16231 00000/0000 1007/1117 08/02/74 10 318 2556N 09802W 57.8 97.8 GGGU
1740*17595 00000/0000 10027/1118 08/02/74 60 319 4846N llblsW 5197 134.4 PPPU
1740w18001 00000/0000 10027/1119 08/02/74 80 319 4721N 11654W 52.4 132.9 GGGU
1740-18004 00000/0000 100d7/1120 08/02/74 50 319 4556N 11729W 53.1 130.* UGGU
1740418010 00000/0000 10027/1121 08/02/74 60 319 4431N 11802W 53*8 128. GGGP
1740-18013 00000/0000 10027/1122 08/02/74 20 319 4305N 11834W 54*4 126.2 (GGU
1740.18015 00000/0000 10027/1123 08/02/74 10 319 4140N 11905W 55.0 124.0 UGG
1740*18022 00000/0000 100e7/1124 08/02/74 10 319 4015N 11935W 55.5 121.8 GGGO
1740*18024 00000/0000 10027/1125 08/02/74 20 319 3849N 12004W 5569 1i90B GGGU
1740018031 00000/0000 10027/1126 08/02/74 10 319 3724N 12032W 564 127.2 UGGU
1740*18033 00000/0000 10027/1127 08/02/74 40 319 3558N 12100N 56*7 114~ PPGU
1740*18040 00000/0000 10027/1128 08/02/74 70 319 3433N 12127W 57.1 112*0 UGGG
1740418042 00000/0000 10027/1129 08/02/74 100 319 3307N 12153W 5793 110.1 UGGU
1741*14392 00000/0000 100?7/1130 08/03/74 50 331 4723N 06640W 5203 132o6 UGGU
1741414395 00000/0000 10027/1131 08/03/74 80 331 4558N 06715W 52.9 130*6 GGG!
1741014401 00000/0000 10027/1132 08/03/74 60 331 4432N 06748W 53*6 128*5 GGGU
1741-14404 00000/0000 10027/1133 08/03/74 70 331 4307N 06820W 542 126. UGGU
1741914410 00000/0000 100E7/1114 08/03/74 50 331 4142N 06851W 54,8 124.3 GGGU
1741914413 00000/0000 10027/1135 08/03/74 20 331 4016N 06921W 55.3 122.1 UGGU
1741916221 00000/0000 10027/0959 08/03/74 20 332 4848N 09154W 51'5 134,6 PGPE
1741.16224 00000/0000 10027/0960 08/03/74 60 332 4722N 09230w 52.2 132.4 (GGU
1741-16230 00000/0000 10007/0961 08/03/74 70 332 4558N 09305W 52*9 130.6 GGGU
1741*16233 00000/0000 10027/0962 08/03/74 80 332 4432N 09338W 53.6 128.0 UGG
1741*16235 00000/0000 10027/0963 08/03/74 100 332 4306N 09410W 54* 126s4 PPP
1741416242 00000/0000 10027/0966 08/03/74 60 332 4141N 09441W 5448 124.3 U
KEYS CLBUD COVER X% .. ,.****..**** 0 TO 100 a % CLBUD CBVERo ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY '.............. BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEQO G=GOBDO PPBSOOB
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0020
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSCRVATIDN MICREILM ROLL NB*/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, ALIM N8V MS5
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1741416244 00000/0000 10027/0965 08/03/74 30 332 4016N 09b10 55.3 122.3 GO
1741*16251 .00000/0000 10027/0958 08/03/74 30 332 3851N 0940OW 55*8 119.8 G GU
1741*16253 00000/0000 10027/0964 08/03/74 20 332 3725N 09608W 5612 117*6 GGGU
1741*16260 00000/0000 10027/11$8 08/03/74 10 332 3559N 09636W 56.6 115.2 GGGU
174116262 00000/0000 10027/1159 08/03/74 90 332 3433N 097021 5609 112. PGG9
1741i16265 00000/0000 10027/1160 08/03/74 50 332 3308N 09728W 57*2 110*4 UGGG
1741w16271 00000/0000 10027/1161 08/03/74 30 332 3142N 09753W 57.4 108.1 PGGU
1741416274 00000/0000 10027/1162 08/03/74 40 332 3016N 09817W 5746 105.6 PGGU
1741*16280 00000/0000 10027/1174 08/03/74 30 332 2849N 0984W 57*7 103.2 GO
1741.16285 00000/0000 10027/1163 08/03/74 10 332 2557N 09927W 57*7 98.3 PP
1741418053 00000/0000 100e7/1164 08/03/74 10 333 4847N 11744W 51*5 134 6 PGGP
1741418055 00000/0000 10027/1165 08/03/74 10 333 4722N 11820W 52.2 132*7 PGGU
1741*18062 00000/0000 10027/1166 08/03/74 10 333 4557N 11855W 52.9 130.6 PGGG
1741418064 00000/0000 10027/1167 08/03/74 10 333 4432N 11928W 53*6 128.6 GGGU
1741.18071 00000/0000 10027/1168 08/03/74 10 333 4306N 12000W 54*2 126.o GPGU
1741&18073 00000/0000 10027/1169 08/03/74 10 333 4140N 12030W 54*8 124*3 PGGU
1741d18080 00000/0000 10027/1170 08/03/74 10 333 4015N 12100W 5593 122.1 PGGU
1741w18082 00000/0000 10027/1171 08/03/74 10 333 3849N 12129 55.8 119.9 UGGU
1741.18085 00000/0000 100e7/1175 08/03/74 0 333 3724N 12157W 56.2 117.6 u
1741.18091 00000/0000 10027/1172 08/03/74 0 333 3559N 12224W 56.6 15.94 PPGP
1741618094 00000/0000 10027/1173 08/03/74 0 333 3433N 12251W 56*9 12.*9 GGGU
1742.14451 00000/0000 100E7/0968 08/04/74 80 345 4719N 06108W 52*1 132.8 GGP
1742914453 00000/0000 10027/0969 08/04/74 60 345 4554N 06844W 5248 130*8 uGG
1742914460 00000/0000 10027/0970 08/04/74 50 345 4429N 06917W 53*4 128.7 GGGU
1742*14462 00000/0000 100?7/0971 08/04/74 30 345 4304N 0649W 54.0 126,56 UGGP
1742614465 00000/0000 10027/0972 08/04/74 30 345 4138N 07U19W 54*6 1U.45 pppP
1742.14471 00000/0000 100?7/0973 08/04/74 10 345 4014N 07049W 55.1 122.3 GPPG
1742*14474 00000/0000 10027/0967 08/04/74 10 345 3848N 07118W 5516 120.1 P GP
1742014480 00000/000 10027/0975 08/04/74 40 345 3722N 07146W 56.1 117.8
174 *14483 00000/0000 10027/0974 08/04/74 40 345 3557N 07213W 56*5 1I25s* G
1742.16280 00000/0000 100e7/1220 08/04/74 40 346 4844N 09323W 51.3 134.8 GGGU
1742.16282 00000/0000 10027/1221 08/04/74 30 346 4719N 09358W 5210 132 8 6GGU
1749216285 00000/0000 10027/1222 08/04/74 40 346 4554N 09433W 52.7 130*8 GGGQ
1742.16291 00000/0000 10027/1223 08/04/74 30 346 4429N 09b06W 53*4 12.8 UGGU
1742*16294 00000/0000 10027/1219 08/04/74 0 346 4303N 09638W 54*0 126*7 G
1742*16300 00000/0000 1007/1156 08/04/74 20 316 4137N 09609W 54&6 1294. GGGU
KEYS$ CLOUD COVER % *...****..oo 0 TO 100 = CLOUD COVER* *# a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ******,*.* BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GOOGBD* P=5bORe
ERTSwI
07154 SEP 09t74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CU8 PAGE 0021
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICRbFILM RBLL NOt/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1742*16303 00000/0000 10097/1197 08/04/74 0 346 4012N 09638W 55*1 122*3 GGGQ
1742*16305 00000/0000 100E7/118 08/04/74 0 346 3847N 09708W 55.6 1l0e1 UGGU
1748*16312 00000/0000 10027/1199 08/04/74 0 346 3721N 09736W 56*1 117.8 UPGU
1748216314 00000/0000 100e7/1200 08/04/74 60 346 3556N 09804w 56*4 1595 UGGU
1742616321 00000/0000 10027/1201 08/04/74 80 346 3430N 09831W 56,8 113.2 GGU
1742816323 00000/0000 100?7/1202 08/04/74 80 346 3304N 09856W 57*1 110.8 GGGO
1742416330 00000/0000 100?7/1203 08/04/74 100 346 3138N 09921W 57.3 108*9 uPGU
1742816332 00000/0000 10027/1804 08/04/74 100 346 3013N 09!45W 57*5 106.0 GGGP
1742816335 00000/0000 100?7/1205 08/04/74 80 346 2846N 10009M 576b 103e6 UGGm
17428163*1 00000/0000 10027/1206 08/04/74 40 346 2721N 10033W 57*6 101.1 GGG4
1742416344 00000/0000 10027/1207 08/04/74 10 346 2554N 10056W 57*6 98.7 GGGG
1748*18111 00000/0000 10027/1208 08/04/74 20 347 4847N 11911W 51*3 134.9 GGG1
1742618114 00000/0000 100e7/1209 08/04/74 10 347 4724N 11948W 52*0 132*9 GGGU
1742*18120 00000/0000 100E7/1810 08/04/74 0 347 4600N 12023 52*7 130.9 SGG
1742T18123 00000/0000 10027/1211 08/04/74 0 347 4433N 12057W 5344 128.9 UGGU
1742818125 00000/0000 100e7/1212 08/04/74 40 347 4306N 12128N 54*0 126.8 GGGU
1742418112 00000/0000 10027/1213 08/04/74 $0 347 4141N 12158W 54.6 124e6 GGP
1742418134 00000/0000 10027/1214 08/04/74 10 347 4015N 12227W 55*1 12291 UGGU
1742-18141 00000/0000 10007/1215 08/04/74 30 347 3849N 12256W 5546 120v2 GGGQ
1742618143 00000/0000 10027/1216 08/04/74 90 347 3724N 12324W 56.0 118*0 UGG9
1742418150 00000/0000 10027/1217 08/04/74 100 347 3558N 12352W 56*4 115*6 GGG
1742418152 00000/0000 10007/1218 08/04/74 100 347 3432N 12418W 56s8 113. PGGU
174a.14505 00000/0000 10027/1974 08/05/74 60 359 4720N 06932W 5108 133.1 GGGU
174014511 00000/0000 10027/1075 08/05/74 60 359 4555N 07006W 5245 131*. GGGG
1743014514 00000/0000 100?7/1076 08/05/74 90 359 4429N 07039W 53*2 12890 GGGU
1741414520 00000/0000 10027/1077 08/05/74 40 359 4304N 07111W 538 127*0 UGGG
1740114523 00000/0000 10027/1078 08/05/74 50 359 4139N 07142W 54t4 124v8 GGGU
174R214525 00000/0000 10027/1079 08/05/74 60 359 4013N 07212W 5590 122.7 GGGU
1744414532 00000/0000 100?7/1080 08/05/74 70 359 3848N 07241W 55.5 120.0 GGGU
1744*14534 00000/0000 10027/1081 08/05/74 60 359 3722N 07309W 55*9 118.2 GGGU
1743414541 00000/0000 10027/1082 08/05/74 70 359 3556N 07337W 56.3 15.*9 UGG9
1743*14543 00000/0000 10027/1083 08/05/74 50 359 3430N 07403W 56.6 113.6 GGGU
1742414550 00000/0000 100?7/1084 08/05/74 50 359 3305N 07429W 56,9 111.2 GGG
1743*14552 00000/0000 10027/1095 08/05/74 40 359 3139N 07453W 57*2 108.8 (GGF
1743*16334 00000/0000 10027/1086 08/05/74 30 360 4846N 09448W 51.1 135.0 UGGU
1743*16340 00000/0000 10027/1087 08/05/74 10 360 4720N 09b25W 5148 133.1 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % **oo*..*o..mm 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER4 ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,.m o..*,* BLANKBuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED9 G*GO5BD PrOObeK
ERTSlI07154 SEP 09s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAGE 0022
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY10 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1743*16343 00000/0000 100E7/1088 08/05/74 30 360 4555N 09559w 52v5 131. GGG174a16345 00000/0000 100e7/1089 08/05/74 30 360 4429N 09632W 53.2 129.0 GGGU1743*16352 00000/0000 10027/1090 08/05/74 0 360 4304N 09703w 53*8 127.0 GGPU1743.16354 00000/0000 10027/1091 08/05/74 70 360 4138N 09733W 54.4 :14.9 QGPU174316361 00000/0000 10027/1092 08/05/74 100 360 4012N 09803W 5499 122.7 UGGU1743*16363 00000/0000 10027/1093 08/05/74 80 360 3848N 09832W 55*4 120. GGU1743*16370 00000/0000 10027/1094 08/05/74 40 360 3722N 09900w 55*9 1 8.2 OGG1743*16372 00000/0000 10027/1095 08/05/74 50 360 3556N 09927W 56*3 3,5. GGGQ174a#16375 00000/0000 10027/1096 08/05/74 50 360 3431N 09954H 5616 1.3.6 GGGU1743116381 00000/0000 10027/1097 08/05/74 100 360 3305N 10019W 56*9 13.1. 2GGU1743-16384 00000/0000 10027/1098 08/05/74 100 360 3140N 10045W 57*2 108.9 UGGU1743*16390 00000/0000 10027/1099 08/05/74 90 360 3014N 10110w 57*3 106.4 GGGG1743-16393 00000/0000 10027/1100 08/05/74 40 360 2847N 10134W 57.5 104*0 GGGU1743616395 00000/0000 10027/1101 08/05/74 50 360 2720N 10157W 57wb 101.6 GGGU1743618163 00000/0000 10027/1102 08/05/74 30 361 5009N 11957W 5093 136.9 UPGP
1743.18165 00000/0000 10027/1103 08/05/74 0 361 4845N 12035W 51*1 135.0 GPGo1743*18172 00000/0000 10027/1104 08/05/74 0 361 4720N 12112W 51.8 133.1 PPGU1744618174 00000/0000 10027/1105 08/05/74 0 361 4554N 12147W 52.5 131*1 GGGQ1743.18181 00000/0000 10027/1106 08/05/74 20 361 4429N 12220W 53.2 129.l UPPU1743618183 00000/0000 10027/1107 08/05/74 60 361 4304N 12252w 53*8 127*0 QPPP
174d*18190 00000/0000 10027/1108 08/05/74 100 361 4138N 12323w 54.4 1e4.9 UP P1743-18192 00000/0000 10027/1109 08/05/74 100 361 4013N 12353W 5449 12297 GPGU1743.18195 00000/0000 10027/1110 08/05/74 60 361 3847N 12422W 55*4 120*5 GPPu1743'18201 00000/0000 10027/1111 08/05/74 60 361 3721N 12449 55*9 12 R82 GGG1744014563 00000/0000 10027/1309 08/06/74 30 373 4724N 07053w 51*b 1933.4 GG1744014565 00000/0000 10027/1310 08/06/74 30 373 4559N 07127W 52e3 131.9 GGGU
1744*14572 00000/0000 10027/1311 08/06/74 40 373 4435N 07202W 53*0 129.4 SGG1744*14574 00000/0000 10027/1312 08/06/74 30 373 4309N 07235w 53.6 127*3 UGGo1744*14581 00000/0000 10027/1313 08/06/74 40 373 4143N 07305W 54,2 125.2 PGGU1744*14583 00000/0000 10027/1314 08/06/74 50 373 4018N 07335w 54*7 123.1 GGGP1744.14590 00000/0000 10027/1315 08/06/74 80 373 3852N 07404w 55*2 120*9 GGGS1744*14592 00000/0000 10027/1316 08/06/74 100 373 3727N 07432w 55.7 1:I897 GGGG1744*14595 00000/0000 10027/1317 08/06/74 100 373 3601N 07b00w 56.1 1:26.9 GGU1744.15001 00000,'0000 10027/1318 08/06/74 100 373 3436N 07527W .56.5 1:4l1 UGGU1744.15004 00000/0000 10027/1319 08/06/74 100 373 3311N 07553W 56.8 111.7 GGU174*915010 00000/0000 10027/1320 08/06/74 70 373 3145N 07619W 57*0 109*. UGGU
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *@*********.* 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER* *et NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY **..*.**.*.. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/PEQUESTED* GGOOD PPFBOOR
ERTS-1
07154 SEP 09o'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR CUB 
PAGE 0023
FRBM 08/01/74 Tu 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RBL6 NB*/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID ROSITIBN IN 8LL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEVs AZIM* RBV MSi
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45670
174415013 00000/0000 100e7/1321 08/06/74 50 373 3019N 07644W 57.2 107.0 GGU
1744*15015 00000/0000 10027/1322 08/06/74 40 373 2853N 07708W 57.4 104*. GGGU
1744w15022 00000/0000 100V7/1323 08/06/74 40 373 2728N 07731W 57.4 102.2 UGGU
1744*16392 00000/0000 100?7/1324 08/06/74 0 374 4848N 09609W 50*4 135.4 GGGU
1744.16394 00000/0000 100e7/1325 08/06/74 0 374 4725N 09646W 51*6 133.94 GGG
1744416401 00000/0000 10027/1326 '08/06/74 0 374 4559N 09721W 52*3 131.9 GGU
174416403 00000/0000 10027/1327 08/06/74 10 374 4433N 09754W 5249 12964 .GGG
174*416410 00000/0000 100?7/1328 08/06/74 20 374 4308N 09825W 53.6 127.* UGG
1744*16412 00000/0000 10027/1329 08/06/74 40 374 4143N 09856W 54*. 125.3 GGGU
1744616415 00000/0000 10027/1291 08/06/74 70 374 4016N 09925W 5497 123*1 uGPP
1744616421 00000/0000 100?7/1292 08/06/74 90 374 3851N 09954W 5542 180.9 UGPF
1744416424 00000/0000 10097/1293 08/06/74 80 374 3726N 10022W 55.7 128.7 UGPP
1744*16430 00000/0000 10027/1294 08/06/74 70 374 3600N 10049W 56*1 116.s* GPP
1744*16433 00000/0000 10027/1295 08/06/74 70 374 3435N 10116W 5645 114.1 GGPP
1744416435 00000/0000 10097/1296 08/06/74 70 374 3310N 10142W 56. 121.5 UGPP
1744416442 00000/0000 10027/1297 08/06/74 60 374 3144N 10208W 57*0 109*9 UGPP
1744.16444 00000/0000 100?7/1298 08/06/74 60 374 3018N 10233W 57.2 107.0 UGPP
1744416451 00000/0000 100i7/1999 08/06/74 50 374 2851N 10256W 57.4 104.6 GGPP
174416453 00000/0000 10027/1300 08/06/74 60 374 2725N 10319W 57.4 102.2 GGPA
1744418224 00000/0000 10097/1301 08/06/74 10 375 4849N 12158W 50*8 135*3 GGGG
1744418230 00000/0000 10027/1302 08/06/74 20 375 4724N 12235W 51*5 133.r GGGq
1744418233 00000/0000 10027/1303 08/06/74 40 375 4558N 12309W 52*3 131.4 GGPU
1744418235 00000/0000 100e7/1304 08/06/74 20 375 4434N 12342W 529 129.f GG G
1744418242 00000/0000 100?7/1905 08/06/74 0 375 4308N 12414W 53*6 127.4 P 0
174#418244 00000/0000 100E7/1306 08/06/74 10 375 4142N 12445W 54.2 125.3 PPG
1744*18261 00000/0000 100?7/1307 08/06/74 10 375 4017N 1215W 54.7 123*1 PP
174418253 00000/0000 10027/1308 08/06/74 10 375 3852N 12544W 55*2 180.9 PPG
1745*15024 00000/0000 10027/1330 08/07/74 0 387 4559N 07255W 52*1 131.7 
GGS
174515030 00000/0000 10027/1331 08/07/74 10 387 4434N 07328W 5207 129.7 GGGU
1745415033 00000/0000 100?7/1332 08/07/74 50 387 4309N 07400W 5394 I17.7 GGGU
174015035 00000/0000 10027/1333 08/07/74 90 387 4143N 07431W 54*0 125*6 GGGB
1745615042 00000/0000 10027/1334 08/07/74 80 387 4018N 07b2W 5445 123.*9 GGU
1745*15044 00000/0000 100V7/1335 08/07/74 90 387 3851N 07532W 55*1- 121.3 UGGU
1745415051 00000/0000 100?7/1336 08/07/74 80 387 3725N 07600W 55.5 119.1 GGGU
1745*15053 00000/0000 10027/1337 08/07/74 70 387 3559N 07628W 55.9 116.8 GGb
1745 15060 00000/0000 10027/1338 08/07/74 60 387 3434N 07654W 56.3 114.5 UGGq
KEYS: C60UD COVER % *o*. o**** **.** 0 TO 100 w % CLBUD COVER. * * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... i... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDs GOGBDsD PPROBRo
ERTS-I07154 SEP 09.'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS P4GE 0024
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICReEIlM ROLL NO4/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE GUALITYID POSITION IN BOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSiRBV MSS LAT LONG 183 45670
1745-15062 00000/0000 10027/1339 08/07/74 50 387 3309N 07 720W 56.6 112.E2 PGU1745415065 00000/0000 10027/1340 08/07/74 50 387 3143N 07745H 56*9 109*8 GPGU1745015071 00000/0000 10027/1341 08/07/74 40 387 3018N 07810W 57*1 :107.9 4GG9174515074 00000/0000 10027/1342 08/07/74 50 387 2852N 07835W 5793 105.0 UGG91745115080 00000/0000 10027/1343 08/07/74 70 387 2726N 07859W 57*3 102*6 GGGU1744*15083 00000/0000 10027/1344 08/07/74 80 387 2600N 07922W 57*4 1002 GGGU1745615085 00000/0000 10027/1345 08/07/74 90 387 2435N 07945W 57*4 97.8 UGG(174*616450 00000/0000 10027/1364 08/07/74 0 388 4850N 09738W 50*6 135*6 UGGU1745016453 00000/0000 100?7/1365 08/07/74 0 388 4725N 09614W 51,3 133.7 GGG1745016455 00000/0000 10097/1366 08/07/74 0 388 4559N 09849W 52*0 131.7 UGGU1740'16462 00000/0000 100e7/1367 08/07/74 10 388 4433N 09922W 52*7 1.297 GGGU1745416464 00000/0000 10097/1368 08/07/74 20 388 4307N 09953W 53*4 17.7 UGGU1745016471 00000/0000 10027/1969 08/07/74 50 388 4143N 10024W 54*0 125.6 GGGU174016473 00000/0000 100?7/1370 08/07/74 60 388 4017N 10053W 54#5 123*5 UGGU1745416480 00000/0000 10027/1371 08/07/74 50 388 3852N 10122W 55*0 121.3 0GGG1745*16482 00000/0000 10027/1372 08/07/74 10 388 3726N 10150W 5545 11991 GGGU1745*16485 00000/0000 10027/1373 08/07/74 10 388 3601N 10217W 55*9 116.8 GGGU174516491 00000/0000 10027/1374 08/07/74 10 388 3436N 10243W 56*3 114. UGGGU1740w16494 00000/0000 10087/1375 08/07/74 20 388 3310N 10309W 56.6 112.2E GGU1745'16500 00000/0000 10027/1376 08/07/74 30 388 3145N 10334W 5609 109.8 GGGU1745 16503 00000/0000 10027/1377 08/07/74 20 388 3018N 10359W 57*1 107. UGGU1745116505 00000/0000 10087/1378 08/07/74 40 388 2853N 10423W 5742 105.1 GGe174516512 00000/0000 10027/1379 08/07/74 50 388 2727N 10446W 57*3 102.7 GGGU1745418282 00000/0000 100e7/1380 08/07/74 10 389 4849N 12326W 50.6 135.6 UGG174$418284 00000/0000 10027/1381 08/07/74 30 389 4724N 12403 51*3 133.7 UGG1745018291 00000/0000 10027/1382 08/07/74 70 389 4559N 12438W 52.0 131.7 UGGU1745*18293 00000/0000 100$7/1383 08/07/74 60 389 4434N 12512W 52*7 1;29.7 GGGU1745,8300 00000/0000 10097/1384 08/07/74 10 389 4308N 12b44W 53.4 127.7 QGGG1746415075 00000/0000 10037/1428 08/08/74 80 401 4722N 07348W 5161 133.9 (GPU174615082 00000/0000 10087/1429 08/08/74 80 401 4558N 07423W 51.8 132.0 UGP91746415084 00000/0000 10027/1430 08/08/74 20 401 4432N 07456w 52*5 130*0 GGPG1746*15091 00000/0000 10087/1431 08/08/74 10 401 4308N 07529W 532 li?8.0 UGPO1746615093 00000/0000 100?7/1432 08/08/74 30 401 4142N 07601W 5348 105*9 GGPu1746615100 00000/0000 10027/1433 08/08/74 80 401 4016N 07631W 54*4 183.~ GGPU1746415102 00000/0000 10097/1434 08/08/74 90 401 3850N 077 00W 54.9 121.6 GPPU1746615105 00000/0000 10027/1435 08/08/74 90 401 3724N 07727W 55*4 11S9. GGPG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X o*oo*e*o.e.o* 0 TO 100 * X CLOUD CBVER% *t * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *ooooo*o oo BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G'GOOL) PaRBBOM
ERTS*1
07154 SEP 09''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUB PAGE 0025
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE UUALITY
ID PBSITIbN IN MBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIMw RBV MS$
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1746*15111 00000/0000 1007/1436 08/08/74 90 401 3600N 07755W 55*8 117*. GGPG
1746415114 00000/0000 100e7/1437 08/08/74 80 401 3434N 07821W 56.2 114.9 UGPM
1746*15120 00000/0000 10027/1438 08/08/74 70 401 3309N 07847W 56*. 112*6 (GPU
1746915123 00000/0000 10027/1439 08/08/74 40 401 3144N 07913W 56.8 110*4 UGPU
1746615125 00000/0000 10007/1440 08/08/74 20 401 3018N 07938W 57.0 107. GGPQ
1746.15132 00000/0000 100?7/1441 08/08/74 10 401 2850N 08003W 57*1 105. UGPU
1746415134 00000/0000 10027/1442 08/08/74 20 401 2725N 08027W 57.2 103.1 GGPG
1746615141 00000/0000 10027/1443 08/08/74 20 401 2600N 08049W 57.3 100.7 GGPU
1746*16504 00000/0000 100e7/1444 08/08/74 10 402 4847N 09905W 5043 135.8 GGPU
1746616511 00000/0000 10027/1445 08/08/74 20 4Q2 4721N 09941W 51.1 133.~ UGPU
1746*16513 00000/0000 100e7/1446 08/08/74 40 402 4557N 10015W 51.8 132.0 PGPi
1746*16522 00000/0000 10047/1447 08/08/74 30 402 4307N 10121W 53*2 128.0 GGU
1746416525 00000/0000 10027/1448 08/08/74 20 402 4142N 10152W 53.8 125.9 GGGU
1746*16531 00000/0000 10027/1449 08/08/74 30 402 4017N 10221W 54.3 123.8 GGG(
1746*16534 00000/0000 100e7/1450 08/08/74 40 402 3852N 10250W 54*9 121.7 PGGfi
1746*16540 00000/0000 100?7/1451 08/08/74 40 402 3726N 10318N 55.3 119.5 UGGU
1746*16543 00000/0000 10097/1452 08/08/74 90 402 3601N 10345W 55*8 117.2 GGGP
1746*16545 00000/0000 10027/1453 08/08/74 30 402 3436N 10412W 56*1 114* UGGP
1746616552 00000/0000 10047/1454 08/08/74 30 402 3310N 10437W 56.5 112*6 UGGG
1746616554 00000/0000 10027/1455 08/08/74 30 402 3143N 1002W 5647 110. GGGU
1746*16561 00000/0000 100E7/1456 08/08/74 0 402 3017N 10526W 57.0 107. UGG(U
1746*16563 00000/0000 10007/1457 08/08/74 10 402 2852N 10550W 57.1 105.~ GGP
1746618340 00000/0000 10027/1458 08/08/74 10 403 4847N 12454W 50.3 135.8 UGG9
1746418342 00000/0000 10027/1459 08/08/74 40 403 4721N 12b30W 51q1 133*9 UGG
1746618345 00000/0000 10027/1460 08/08/74 90 403 4556N 12605W 5148 132.0 OGGG
1747*15131 00000/0000 10027/1527 08/09/74 30 415 4848N 07437W 50.1 136.0 UGG
1747.15133 00000/0000 10027/1528 08/09/74 20 415 4723N 07513W 5049 134.E UGGG
1747w15140 00000/0000 10007/1529 08/09/74 10 415 4558N 07648W 51.6 132*. UGGU
1747*15142 00000/0000 10027/1530 08/09/74 20 415 4432N 07621W 52*3 130.3 UGGU
1747915145 00000/0000 10027/1531 08/09/74 50 415 4307N 07653W 53.0 128.3 UGGt
1747*15151 00000/0000 10097/1532 08/09/74 90 415 4142N 07724W 53.6 126.2 GGGU
1747-15154 00000/0000 10047/1533 08/09/74 90 415 4017N 07753W 54.* 1e4l1 UGGU
1747e15160 00000/0000 10027/1534 08/09/74 100 415 3851N 07822W 54*7 122*0 UGGU
1747e15163 00000/0000 10027/1535 08/09/74 100 415 3726N 07850W 55.2 119.8 UGGU
1747*15165 00000/0000 10027/1586 08/09/74 100 415 3601N 07918W 55*6 117.6 UGGG
1747615172 00000/0000 10027/1537 08/09/74 100 415 3435N 07944W 56.0 15.53 (GGP
KEYSI CLOUD COVER 2 .*e**.*.*****o* 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *.o..**osoe.... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GGO5BOD P=ROBlo
ERTS-1
07154 SEP 09'74 STANDARD CATALUG FOR CUS PAGE 0026
FROM 08/01/74 Tb 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NBY/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN !OLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1747015174 00000/0000 10027/1538 08/09/74 100 415 3310N 08010 56.3 123.0 PGGU
1747415181 00000/0000 100e7/1539 08/09/74 70 415 3144N 08035W 56.6 110*7 UGGU
174?415183 00000/0000 100E7/1540 08/09/74 60 415 3019N 08100W 56.* 108.*9 GGU
1747.15190 00000/0000 10027/1541 08/09/74 30 415 2852N 08124W 57*0 106.0 UGGU
1747615192 00000/0000 100?7/1542 08/09/74 20 415 2725N 08148W 57.1 103.6 UGGU
1747615195 00000/0000 100d7/1543 08/09/74 30 415 2559N 08212W 57.2 101.2 GGGi
1747e16563 00000/0000 10027/1544 08/09/74 40 416 4847N 10027W 50.1 136*0 PGGG1747616565 00000/0000 10027/1545 08/09/74 50 416 4722N 10103W 50*9 134.2 GGGU
1747*16572 00000/0000 10027/1546 08/09/74 60 416 4557N 10138W 5196 132.3 GGGf
1747416581 00000/0000 10027/1461 08/09/74 90 416 4307N 10243W 52.9 128.3 GGG(
1747*16590 00000/0000 10027/1462 08/09/74 30 416 4017N 10345W 54.1 124.2 GGGU
1747*16592 00000/0000 10027/1463 08/09/74 30 416 3851N 10414W 54*7 1220 UGGU
1747616595 00000/0000 10027/1464 08/09/74 20 416 3726N 10442W 55*2 129*8 GGGu
1747*17001 00000/0000 100?7/1465 08/09/74 10 416 3601N 10509W 55.6 117.6 UPGU
1747#17004 00000/0000 100E7/1466 08/09/74 10 416 3436N 10b36W 56*0 115. GGGU
1747*17010 00000/0000 10027/1467 08/09/74 20 416 3310N 10602W 56.3 113*1 UGGU
1747417013 00000/0000 10027/1468 08/09/74 10 416 3145N 10627W 5606 :110.7 GGGU
1747*17015 00000/0000 100?7/1469 08/09/74 10 416 3018N 10652W 56*8 108 * UGGU
1747*18394 00000/0000 10027/1514 08/09/74 20 417 4847N 12613W 501 :L36.1 PP P
1748*15185 00000/0000 10027/1547 08/10/74 0 429 4847N 07605W 49.9 136.3 GGGU
174515192 00000/0000 10027/1548 08/10/74 0 429 4722N 07641W 50#7 134*9 UGGU
1748*15194 00000/0000 10027/1549 08/10/74 10 429 4557N 07716W 51*4 132o5 UGGU
1748-15201 00000/0000 10027/1550 08/10/74 30 429 4432N 07750W 52*1 130*6 UGGU
1748*15203 00000/0000 10027/1551 08/10/74 30 429 4307N 07822W 52*7 128.6 UGGU
1740*15210 00000/0000 10027/1552 08/10/74 60 429 4141N 07853w 53.4 126*6 UGGU
1748615212 00000/0000 10027/1553 08/10/74 70 429 4015N 07923W 54.0 124.5 GGG
1748415215 00000/0000 10027/1554 08/10/74 60 429 3850N 07952W 5495 122.o UGGU
1748*15221 00000/0000 10027/1555 08/10/74 80 429 3726N 08020W 55*0 120.2 GGGU
1748-15224. 00000/0000 100?7/1556 08/10/74 90 429 3601N 08048W 55*4 18s0 (GGU
1748*15230 00000/0000 10027/1557 08/10/74 60 429 3435N 08114w 55.8 115*8 GGGU
1748-15233 00000/0000 10027/1558 08/10/74 50 429 3309N 08140W 56,2 113#0 UGGU
1748015235 00000/0000 10027/1559 08/10/74 40 429 3144N 08206W 56*5 111.2 GGU
1748015242 00000/0000 100E7/1560 08/10/74 30 429 3018N 08231W 56*7 108.8 GGGU
1748*15244 00000/0000 100e7/1561 08/10/74 30 429 2852N 08256W 56*9 106.* GGGU
1748415251 00000/0000 10027/1562 08/10/74 30 429 2725N 08320W 57.0 104*1 UGGU
1748*15253 00000/0000 10027/1563 08/10/74 20 429 2559N 08343W 57.1 101.7 GGU
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X *,*o*,o****oe 0 TO 100 %  CLOUD COVER* ** a NO CLOUD QATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY '-e*..o***,*** BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/1EQUESTED* GAGBOD* PPRBBOf
ERTS-1
07154 SEP 09#'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAiE 0027
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATIBN MICRBEILM ROLL N50/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID0 OSITISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1748017021 00000/0000 10027/1564 08/10/74 40 430 4846N 10156W 49 9 136*03 GGG
1748o17023 00000/0000 10027/1565 08/10/74 100 430 4721N 10233W 50.6 134* UGGU
1748.17030 00000/0000 10027/1470 08/10/74 100 430 4555N 10308W 51.4 132o4 U G (
1748617032 00000/0000 10027/1471 08/10/74 100 430 4431N 10341W 52.1 13096 G GP
1748'17035 00000/0000 1007/1472 08/10/74 100 430 4306N 10412w 52*7 12886 u GU
1748*17041 00000/0000 10027/1473 08/10/74 70 430 4141N 10443W 53.4 186*6 GGGG
1748*17044 00000/0000 10027/1474 08/10/74 40 430 4016N 10O13W 53.9 124s5 UGGU
1748*17050 00000/0000 I00e7/1475 08/10/74 30 430 3851N 10b42W 54*5 122,* GG
1748*17053 00000/0000 10027/1476 08/10/74 10 430 3724N 10610 55.0 120*2 CGGU
1748*17055 00000/0000 1007/1477 08/10/74 10 430 3559N 10637W 55*4 18*0 UGGG
1748*17062 00000/0000 10027/1478 08/10/74 10 430 3434N 10/03W 55*8 115.8 UGGU
1748*17064 00000/0000 10027/1479 08/10/74 10 430 3307N 10729W 56*2 113o. GGGU
1748417071 00000/0000 10027/1480 08/10/74 10 430 3142N 10754W 56*5 lle.2 UGGU
174817073 00000/0000 10027/1481 08/10/74 10 430 3016N 10819W 56.7 108.9 UGGi
174915243 00000/0000 10027/1346 08/11/74 30 443 4847N 07732W 4946 136#. PGGU
1749 15250 00000/0000 100 27/1347 08/11/74 40 443 4722N 07807W 5064 134*7 GGU
1749015252 00000/0000 10027/1348 08/11/74 10 443 4557N 07842W 51o2 132*8 GGU
1749215255 00000/000 100e7/1349 08/11/74 10 443 4432N 07915W 519 1309. GGU
1742415261 00000/0000 1007/1350 08/11/74 20 443 4307N 07947W 52.5 128.9 GGk
1749V15264 00000/0000 10027/1351 08/11/74 30 443 4142N 08018W 53*2 126*9 GGO
1749415270 00000/0000 100E7/1352 08/11/74 40 443 4016N 08050 53.8 124 8 PGGU
1745.15273 00000/0000 10027/1353 08/11/74 70 443 3851N 08119W 54#3 122.7 PGGU
1742-15275 00000/0000 10027/1354 08/11/74 90 443 3726N 08148W 54*8 120*6 GPGO
174V.15282 00000/0000 10027/1355 08/11/74 90 443 3600N 08215W 55.3 128. UGGU
174V415284 00000/0000 10027/1356 08/11/74 90 443 3435N 08242W 55.7 116.2 UGGU
174V*15291 00000/0000 10027/1357 08/11/74 80 443 3308N 08307W 56*0 113*9 UPGU
1749*15293 00000/0000 100e7/1358 08/11/74 70 443 3142N 08331W 56*3 I11o PPGU
1742.15300 00000/0000 10027/1359 08/11/74 20 443 3016N 08356W 56.6 109.3 GGU
174V15302 00000/0000 10027/1360 08/11/74 20 443 2849N 08421W 56.8 107.0 PGU
174 *15305 00000/0000 10027/1361 08/11/74 20 443 2723N 08445W 56'9 104.6 GGU
1749415311 00000/0000 10027/1362 08/11/74 20 443 2557N 08b08W 57*0 102e.2 PGU
174915314 00000/0000 100E7/1363 08/11/74 20 443 2431N 08531W 57.0 99.9 PPGU
1749*17072 00000/0000 10027/1593 08/11/74 70 444 5010N 10243W 48*8 138.3 GGGU
1742917075 00000/0000 10027/1594 08/11/74 70 444 4845N 10322W 49.6 136.9 PGGU
1749 17081 00000/0000 10007/1595 08/11/74 50 444 4721N 10358W 50*4 134.7 GGGU
1749*17084 00000/0000 10027/1596 08/11/74 70 444 4556N 10433W 51.1 132.8 GG
KEYS; CLOUD COVER X *,**,,,,** 0 TO 100 X CLBUD COVER4 * a NO CcUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.so.,,s,,,.... BLANKSoBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GaGBBOD P=PBROR
ERTS-i
07154 SEP 09P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0028
FROM 08/01/74 TB 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID ROSITION IN nOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVo AZIMv RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45670
1749*17090 00000/0000 10027/1597 08/11/74 50 444 4430N lOb06W 51.8 13009 GGGU174~417093 00000/0000 10027/1598 08/11/74 10 444 4305N 10538W 525S 128.9 GGU
174*17095 00000/0000 10027/1599 08/11/74 20 444 4141N 10609W 53.1 126.9 GG(
1749517102 00000/0000 10027/1600 08/11/74 10 444 4015N 10639W 53.7 124*0 UGGU
174.*17104 00000/0000 10027/1601 08/11/74 0 444 3850N 10707W 54*3 132.8 UGGU
174917111 00000/0000 10027/1602 08/11/74 10 444 3726N 10736W 54*8 120*6 GGGU
1749217113 00000/0000 10027/1603 08/11/74 20 444 3600N 10804W 55*2 118.4 GGU
1749r17120 00000/0000 10027/1604 08/11/74 10 444 3433N 1083.1W 55.7 116*2 UGGU
1749-17122 00000/0000 10027/1605 08/11/74 10 444 3306N 10857W 56*0 114*0 GGU
1749417125 00000/0000 10027/1606 08/11/74 10 444 3140N 10922W 56*3 111.7 UGGU
174-17131 00000/0000 10027/1607 08/11/74 20 444 3015N 10946W 56*6 109.3 UGGU
1750*15304 00000/0000 100e7/1623 08/12/74 40 457 4719N 07935W 50.2 134.9 PppP
1750*15311 00000/0000 10027/1624 08/12/74 40 457 4555N 08009W 50*9 133.0 PPPP
175015313 00000/0000 10027/1625 08/12/74 40 457 4429N 08043W 51.7 131.9 PPPP
1750615320 00000/0000 10027/1626 08/12/74 40 457 4303N 08115W 5263 129.2 PPPP
1750*15322 00000/0000 10027/1627 08/12/74 50 457 4138N 08146W 5390 127s2 PPPp
1750415325 00000/0000 10007/1628 08/12/74 50 457 4012N 08216w 5346 125.1 PPPP
1750*15331 00000/0000 10027/1629 08/12/74 50 457 3846N 08245W 54.1 123*0 PPPP
1750415334 00000/0000 10027/1630 08/12/74 50 457 3721N 08313W 54.6 12099 PPPP
1750*15340 00000/0000 10027/1631 08/12/74 90 457 3556N 08340W 55.1 128.7 PPPP
1750415343 00000/0000 100?7/1632 08/12/74 90 457 3430N 08406W 5505 16.5 PPPP
1750e15345 00000/0000 100?7/1633 08/12/74 50 457 3305N 08431W 55.9 114.3 pppp
1750415352 00000/0000 10027/1634 08/12/74 30 457 3139N 08456W 56*2 112.0 PPPP
1750.15354 00000/0000 10027/1635 08/12/74 30 457 3014N 08b22W 56.5 109.7 PPPP
1750*15361 00000/0000 10027/1636 08/12/74 30 457 2849N 08b47w 56,7 107.9 PPPP
1750615363 00000/0000 10027/1637 08/12/74 3o 457 2721N 08611W 56*8 105.0 PPPP
1750*15370 00000/0000 10027/1638 08/12/74 20 457 2554N 08635W 5609 102.7 PPPP
1750*17131 00000/0000 10027/1608 08/12/74 60 458 5009N 10411W 48.6 138.6 UGGU
1750*17133 00000/0000 10027/1609 08/12/74 40 458 4845N 10449W 49&4 136.8 UGGG
1750*17140 00000/0000 10027/1610 08/12/74 20 458 4720N 10525W 50*2 135.0 UGPU
1750017142 00000/0000 10027/1611 08/12/74 10 458 4556N 10b59W 50o9 133.1 PGPU
1750417145 00000/0000 10027/1612 08/12/74 10 458 4431N 10632W 51.6 131.2 PGGU1750*17151 00000/0000 10027/1613 08/12/74 10 458 4306N 10704W 52*3 129*. PGPU
1750*17154 00000/0000 10027/1614 08/12/74 10 458 4141N 10735W 52*9 127.3 PGPU1750*17160 00000/0000 10027/1615 08/12/74 10 458 4015N 10805W 53*5 125.* PGPG
1750917163 00000/0000 100d7/1616 08/12/74 10 458 3850N 10834 54*1 123*1 PPPU
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.***..**o.*..* 0 TO 100 % CLOUD COVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *.o.ee.*o*. * BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDO GaGOODe P=PdeR
ERTS-1
071t4 SEP 09s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0029
FR6M 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
8BSERVATION MICROEILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN NRLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER. OF IMAGE ELEVs AZIM* RBV MS5
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
175017165 00000/0000 10027/1617 08/12/74 10 458 3725N 10902w 5496 121.0 PPGU
1750*17172 00000/0000 100E7/1618 08/12/74 10 458 3559N 10930W 55*1 11899 PGGU
1750917174 00000/0000 10027/1619 08/12/74 10 458 3433N 10956W 55*5 116.7 PGPU
1750.17181 00000/0000 10027/1620 08/12/74 10 458 3308N 11022W 55.9 114.4 PGPP
1750*17183 00000/0000 10027/1621 08/12/74 t0 458 3141N 11047W 56.2 112.1 PGPS
1750e17190 00000/0000 10027/1622 08/12/74 10 458 3015N 11112W 56*4 109.8 PPPP
1751015360 00000/0000 10027/1482 08/13/74 90 471 4842N 08026W 49.2 137.0 UPGU
175115362 00000/0000 10027/1443 08/13/74 50 471 4718N 08102W 50*0 135.1 GGGU
1751915365 00000/0000 10027/1484 08/13/74 10 471 4552N 08137W 50*7 133o3 UGG
1751415371 00000/0000 10097/1485 08/13/74 10 471 4427N 08210 51'4 131.9 PGG
1751615374 00000/0000 100?7/1486 08/13/74 20 471 4303N 08242W 52.1 129*5 GGGU
1751*15380 00000/0000 10027/1487 08/13/74 30 471 4138N 08313W 52&8 127.5 UGGG
1751*15383 00000/0000 10027/1488 08/13/74 90 471 4011N 08343W 53*4 185* CGGU
1751015385 00000/0000 10027/1489 08/13/74 60 471 3845N 08412W 53.9 123*4 GGGa
1751*15392 00000/0000 10027/1490 08/13/74 60 471 3720N 08439W 54*4 121.3 GGPO
1751.15394 00000/0000 1007/1491 08/13/74 50 471 3555N 08506W 549 11902 iGGU
1751615401 00000/0000 10027/1492 08/13/74 20 471 3430N 08533W 55,3 117*0 GGGO
1751415403 00000/0000 10027/1493 08/13/74 20 471 3304N 08559W 5547 114.7 UGGU
1751015410 00000/0000 10027/1494 08/13/74 20 471 3138N 08624W 56*1 112. (GGU
1751*15412 00000/0000 100e7/1495 08/13/74 30 471 3013N 08649W 56s3 110.2 UGGQ
1751415415 00000/0000 10047/1496 08/13/74 30 471 2846N 087130 5695 107.9 PPPP
1751415421 00000/0000 100e7/1497 08/13/74 20 471 2721N 08737W 56*7 105. PPPP
1751*17185 00000/0000 100?7/1704 08/13/74 90 472 5007N 10538w 48.3 138*8 PPPP
1751*17191 00000/0000 10027/1705 08/13/74 70 472 4842N 10616W 49*2 137.0 PPPP
1751a17194 00000/0000 10027/1706 08/13/74 0o 472 4716N 10652W 49A9 135*2 PPPP
1751617200 00000/0000 1007/1707 08/13/74 20 472 4551N 10727W 50v7 133.3 PPPP
1751417203 00000/0000 100?7/1708 08/13/74 20 472 4426N 10800W 51*4 131. PPPP
1751*17205 00000/0000 10027/1709 08/13/74 50 472 4301N 10832W 5241 129. PPPP
1751417212 00000/0000 10027/1710 08/13/74 20 472 4136N 10 02W 527 127.5 PPPP
1751*17221 00000/0000 100e7/1711 08/13/74 10 472 3846N 11002W 5399 123.5 PPPP
1751617223 00000/0000 100?7/1712 08/13/74 0 472 3720N 11030W 54*4 121.@ PPPP
1751.17230 00000/0000 10027/1713 08/13/74 0 472 3555N 11057W 54*9 119.2 PPPP
1751*17232 00000/0000 10027/1714 08/13/74 10 472 3430N 11123W 55*3 117.0 PPPP
1751417235 00000/0000 10027/1715 08/13/74 10 472 3304N 11149W 55.7 114.8 PPPP
1751*17241 00000/0000 100?7/1716 08/13/74 0 472 3138N 11214W 56.0 11295 PPPP
1751*17244 00000/0000 1.0087/1717 08/13/74 0 472 3012N 11238W 56*3 110.2 PPPP
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % voo****eo**o* 0 TO 100 X CLOUD COVERb * * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .v..o*o.,....o BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GwGOO88 PaR OOB
ERTSI1
07:54 SEP 095'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR CUB PAGE 0030
FRBM 08/01/74 TB 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM ROBL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITION IN MBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 8F IMAGE ELEV4 AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45675
1758*15414 00000/0000 10027/1769 08/14/74 100 485 4842N 08151W 48*9 137.2 uGGU
1752~15421 00000/0000 10027/1770 08/14/74 100 485 4717N 08228W 49*7 135*. GGGO
1752*15423 00000/0000 10027/1771 08/14/74 100 485 4552N 08302W 50,5 1U3 LGGU
175?415430 00000/0000 10027/1772 08/14/74 100 485 4427N 08335W 51'2 131.7 UGGU
1752*15432 00000/0000 100?7/1773 08/14/74 70 485 4302N 08407W 51.9 129.8 UGGU
1752*15435 00000/0000 100e7/1774 08/14/74 80 485 4137N 08438W 520 1E7.R GGG~
175.615441 00000/0000 100e7/1775 08/14/74 s0 485 4011N 08b08W 53.1 1E5.0 PPPP
175~415444 00000/0000 100?7/1776 08/14/74 10 485 3846N 08536W 53*7 123.8 PPPP
1752.15450 00000/0000 10027/1777 08/14/74 70 485 3721N 08605W 5492 121.7 PPPP
175?415453 00000/0000 100e7/1778 08/14/74 100 485 3555N 08632W 54*7 1Z. : GGG4
1752*15455 00000/0000 10027/1779 08/14/74 100 485 3430N 08659W 55.2 117.1 UGGU
1752*15462 00000/0000 100?7/1780 08/14/74 70 485 3303N 08724W 55.6 115.2 GGGU
1752*15464 00000/0000 100?7/1781 08/14/74 40 485 3137N 08749W 55*9 123.0 GGG9
1752615471 00000/0000 100e7/1782 08/14/74 70 485 3011N 08814W 56.2 110.7 UGGU
1752e15473 00000/0000 10027/1783 08/14/74 60 485 2845N 08837W 56*4 108 9 PGGU
1752*15480 00000/0000 10027/1784 08/14/74 50 485 2719N 08901W 56*6 106,1 GGGU
1754-17250 00000/0000 10027/1718 08/14/74 100 486 4842N 10741W 48r9 137.2 PGG
1752*17252 00000/0000 10027/1719 08/14/74 100 486 4717N 10817W 49.7 135o* PGGU
1752917255 00000/0000 10027/1720 08/14/74 90 486 4551N 10852W 50*5 13396 GGU
1752*17261 00000/0000 10027/1721 08/14/74 60 486 4426N 10925W 51.2 131.7 UGGU
1752-17264 00000/0000 100?7/1722 08/14/74 30 486 4301N 10957W 51.9 139.8 GGGU
1752*17270 00000/0000 100e7/1723 08/14/74 20 486 4136N 11027W 52*5 127.9 UGG
1752617273 00000/0000 10027/1724 08/14/74 20 486 4011N 11057W 53.1 115.9 (GGG
1752*17275 00000/0000 10027/1725 08/14/74 10 486 3846N 11127W 53*7 123.8 UGGU
1752.17282 00000/0000 10027/1726 08/14/74 20 486 3720N 11155W 54*2 121.8 GGGU
1752*17284 00000/0000 10027/177 08/14/74 30 486 3555N 11222W 54*7 129.6 UGGr
175*17291 00000/0000 10027/1728 08/14/74 30 486 3430N 11248W 55.2 117*. UGGU
175Eo17293 00000/0000 10027/1729 08/14/74 10 486 3304N 11314W 55.6 115.2 GGGG
1752.17300 00000/0000 100E7/1730 08/14/74 0 486 3137N 11339W 55.9 123*0 UGGU
1753*15475 00000/0000 100e7/1869 08/15/74 30 499 4717N 083568 49*. 13b57 UGGU
1753*15481 00000/0000 10027/1870 08/15/74 20 499 4552N 08431W 5042 133. GGPP
1753615493 00000/0000 10027/1871 08/15/74 0 499 4136N 08607W 52.3 128.* PGGU
1753*15495 00000/0000 10027/1872 08/15/74 10 499 4010N 08636W 52.9 186*2 GGGU
1753-15502 00000/0000 10027/1873 08/15/74 10 499 3845N 08704W 53*5 124*2 UGGU
1750*15504 00000/0000 10027/1874 08/15/74 20 499 3720N 08732W 154.1 122*1 UPP,
1753*15511 00000/0000 100e7/1875 08/15/74 30 499 3554N 08759W 5445 120*0 UGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER %X ***o**o*s *** 0 TO 100 %  CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ***o****o*..* BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GaGBO0 P.PBBOR
ERTSl1
07154 SEP 09P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0031
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV AZIMW RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1753-15513 00000/0000 10047/1876 08/15/74 40 499 3429N 08826W 55.0 117.9 UGGU
1753615520 00000/0000 10027/1877 08/15/74 30 499 3303N 08851W 55.4 11597 GGG4
1753*15525 00000/0000 10007/1878 08/15/74 30 499 3011N 08941W 56*0 111.2 GPi
175315531 00000/0000 10027/1879 08/15/74 30 499 2846N 0900bW 56*3 108.9 GU
1753*17301 00000/0000 10027/1883 08/15/74 90 500 5006N 10831N 47.8 13993 GGPU
1753*17304 00000/0000 100?7/1884 08/15/74 70 500 4841N 10909W 48&6 137o5 GGGG
1753*17310 00000/0000 10027/1885 08/15/74 40 500 4717N 10945W 49#4 135*7 PP r
1753e17313 00000/0000 100?7/1886 08/15/74 60 500 4551N 11020N 50v2 133.9 uPPU
1753-17315 00000/0000 10027/1887 08/15/74 30 500 4426N 11053W 50*9 132*1 PGPU
1753-17322 00000/0000 100e7/1888 08/15/74 0 500 4300N 11125W 51,6 130*2 PGG(
1753417324 00000/0000 10027/1889 08/15/74 0 500 4135N 11156W 52*3 128.2 PGPQ
1753617331 00000/0000 10027/1890 08/15/74 0 500 4010N 11226W 52*9 126*3 PPP9
1753o17333 00000/0000 10027/1880 08/15/74 0 500 3845N 11255W 53*5 12402 P u
1753.17340 00000/0000 10027/1891 08/15/74 10 500 3720N 11323W 54*0 122*. GGGU
1753*17342 00000/0000 10027/1881 08/15/74, 10 500 3555N 11350W 54*5 180ol P GU
1753*17345 00000/0000 10027/1882 08/15/74 0 500 3428N 11417W 55*0 117.T P GG
1753.17351 00000/0000 100E7/1892 08/15/74 0 500 3303N 11442W 554 115.7 PGGP
1753*17354 00000/0000 10097/1893 08/15/74 .0 500 3137N 11607W 557 113. PGGP
175015530 00000/0000 10027/1821 08/16/74 30 513 4842N 08445W 48*4 137*8 PGG
1754415533 00000/0000 10027/1822 08/16/74 20 513 4717N 08b20W 49*2 136.0 SGG
1754415535 00000/0000 1007/1823 08/16/74 30 513 4552N 08b55W 50*0 134* PPPP
1754415542 00000/0000 100W7/1824 08/16/74 10 513 4427N 08629W 50*7 132* PGGr
1754615544 00000/0000 10027/1825 08/16/74 10 513 4302N 08701W 51*4 130.* GGGQ
1754*15551 00000/0000 10007/1826 08/16/74 20 513 4136N 08732W 52*1 128.6 UGG
1754*15553 00000/0000 100?7/1827 08/16/74 40 513 4010N 08802W 52*7 126.6 PPGP
1754615560 00000/0000 10027/1828 08/16/74 60 513 3845N 08831W 53*3 124*6 PPPP
1754#15562 00000/0000 100e7/1829 08/16/74 a0 513 3719N 08858W 53*9 122*6 GPGP
1754615565 00000/0000 10027/1830 08/16/74 20 513 3554N 08925W 54* 120.5 UGGG
1754*15571 00000/0000 10047/1831 08/16/74 20 513 3429N 08951W 54.8 128.3 GPPQ
1754015574 00000/0000 10027/1832 08/16/74 10 513 3304N 09017W 5592 126.2 GGGU
1754.15580 00000/0000 10097/1833 08/16/74 20 513 3139N 09042W 55.6 113*9 UGG
1754-15583 00000/0000 10047/1834 08/16/74 50 513 3013N 09106W 55*9 1117Z GPP
1754'15585 00000/0000 100?7/1835 08/16/74 20 513 2847N 09130 56*2 109.4 GGGP
1754015592 00000/0000 10027/1836 08/16/74 30 513 2721N 09154W 56"4 10791 u
1754915594 00000/0000 10027/1837 08/16/74 10 513 2554N 09217W 56*5 104*8 P
1754417360 00000/0000 10027/1855 08/16/74 40 514 5006N 109588 47t§ 139#5 UGGU
KEYSI 4LOUD COVER % *.**.* ., o** O0 TO 100 * % CLBUD COVER* ** z NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY **o********** BLANKSfBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GGBBDOU POBBP *
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09*174 STANDARD CATALOG FBR CUB PAGE 0032
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
SBSLRVATION MICRBEILM RBL6 NBO/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE UALITY
ID RBOSITION IN !8LL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVe ALIMv RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1754*17362 00000/0000 10027/1856 08/16/74 20 514 4840N 11035W 48*4 137.8 GGO1759417365 00000/0000 100?7/1857 08/16/74 10 514 4715N 11111w 49t2 136.Q0 GGU
1759*17371 00000/0000 100?7/1858 08/16/74 10 514 4552N 11145W 50*0 1349. UGGU
1754*17374 00000/0000 10027/1869 08/16/74 10 514 4427N 11218W 50*7 132.4 UGGU
175.*17380 00000/0000 100e7/1860 08/16/74 0 514 4301N 11250 51*4 130.5 GGG
1754*17383 00000/0000 10027/1861 08/16/74 0 514 4136N 11322W 52q1 128.0 GGG
1754.17385 00000/0000 10027/1862 08/16/74 0 514 4011N 11352W 52*7 1!6.6 GGU
1754*17392 00000/0000 100e7/1863 08/16/74 0 514 3846N 11420W 53.3 124.6 GG4
1754*17394 00000/0000 10027/1864 08/16/74 0 514 3720N 11448W 53.8 122.6 GGG9
1754*17401 00000/0000 100?7/1865 08/16/74 0 514 3556N 11b16W 54*3 120l GGPP
1754017403 00000/0000 100e7/1866 08/16/74 0 514 3430N 11642W 54*8 118*. UGG
1754417410 00000/0000 10027/1867 08/i6/74 10 514 3304N 11609W 55.2 116.E2 GGU
1754*17412 00000/0000 100?7/1868 08/16/74 30 514 3138N 11634W 5506 11'4*0 G Q
1755*15585 00000/0000 10027/1840 08/17/74 30 527 4842N 08611W 48*1 118*0 PGGG
1755o15591 00000/0000 10027/1841 08/17/74 10 527 4717N 08647W 48*9 136.3 PPGU
1755 15594 00000/0000 10027/1842 08/17/74 10 527 4552N 08721W 4947 134@ GPGU
1755416000 00000/0000 10027/1843 08/17/74 10 527 4427N 08753w 50.5 132.7 PGGU
1755.16003 00000/0000 10027/1844 08/17/74 10 527 4302N 08825w 51*2 130.8 PGGU
1755616005 00000/0000 10027/1845 08/17/74 10 527 4137N 08856W 51.9 1290 PPGU
1755e16012 00000/0000 10027/1846 08/17/74 10 527 4012N 08925W 52.5 127.0 GGGU
175$*16014 00000/0000 100?7/1847 08/17/74 10 527 3846N 08954W 53*1 135.0 PPGU
1755.16021 00000/0000 10027/1848 08/17/74 10 527 3721N 09023W 53.6 1E3.0 PPP
1755-16023 00000/0000 10027/1848 08/17/74 10 527 3554N 09050W 54*2 120. P PP
1755'16030 00000/0000 100e7/1839 08/17/74 0 527 3428N 09117w 54*6 118.8 P PP
1755016032 00000/0000 10027/1849 08/17/74 20 527 3304N 09142W 55*1 116.6 PPPP
175.*16035 00000/0000 100E7/1850 08/17/74 10 527 3139N 09208W 55.4 .124.e PPPP$75$516041 00000/0000 10027/1851 08/17/74 40 527 3014N 09233W 55*8 1292 GPGP
1755*16044 00000/0000 10027/1852 08/17/74 20 527 2849N 09257W 56w0 109. UGGU
1755916050 00000/0000 10027/1853 08/17/74 10 527 2722N 09321W 56e2 107*7 GGU
1759.16053 00000/0000 10027/1854 08/17/74 20 527 2556N 09343W 56*4 105.9 PPGU
175$'17414 00000/0000 10028/0001 08/17/74 10 528 5005N 11122W 47,3 139.8 GGGU
175'17420 00000/0000 10028/0002 08/17/74 10 528 4840N 11200 48w1 138.1 UGGU
1755*17423 00000/0000 10028/0003 08/17/74 0 528 4716N 11235W 4849 136.1 UGGU
1755*17425 00000/0000 100E8/0004 08/17/74 10 528 4551N 11310o 49*7 134*. GGP
1755r17432 00000/0000 10088/0005 08/17/74 10 528 4427N 11344W 50*4 132.7 GGG9
1750*17434 00000/0000 10028/0006 08/17/74 0 528 4302N 11416W 51*2 130.9 UGGG
KEYS$ CLOUD COVER % *,o************ 0 TO 100 * X CLOUD COVER.r * a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALI-Y o***..*...ooo BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEQ GaGBODs PRCOBMe
ERTSi1
07154 SEP 09,174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0033
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
bBSERVATION MICROFILM RbOL NB/ DATE .CBOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV4 AIIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45676
175$*17441 00000/0000 10028/0007 08/17/74 0 528 4136N 11447W 51.8 129.0 UGG
1755617443 00000/0000 10028/0008 08/17/74 0 528 4012N 11517W 52*5 127.0 GGGP
1755417450 00000/0000 10028/0009 08/17/74 0 528 3846N 11546W 53.1 125.0 UGGW
1755417452 00000/0000 10028/0010 08/17/74 0 528 3720N 11614W 53*6 123.0 GGGG
1755417455 00000/0000 100?8/0011 08/17/74 0 528 3555N 11641W 54.2 120.9 UGGU
175$017461 00000/0000 10028/0012 08/17/74 0 528 3430N 11708W 54.6 118.8 PGG
1759.17464 00000/0000 10028/0013 08/17/74 40 528 3305N 11734W 55*0 126.7 PGG
1755117470 00000/0000 100e8/0014 08/17/74 90 528 3139N 11759W 5594 114. QGGU
1756.16043 00000/0000 10028/0047 08/18/74 40 541 4841N 08738W 47*9 198.3 PP P
1756*16052 00000/0000 10028/0048 08/18/74 50 541 4551N 08848W 49.5 194.8 PP P
1756w16061 00000/0000 10028/0049 08/18/74 10 541 4301N 08954W 50*9 131.2 PPP?
1756-16063 00000/0000 10028/0050 08/18/74 20 541 4135N 09025W 51.6 129.3 PPPP
1756916070 00000/0000 10028/0051 08/18/74 30 541 4010N 09055W 52*3 127.9 PPPP
1756*16072 00000/0000 10028/0052 08/18/74 30 541 3844N 09123W 529 185.9 PPPP
1756616075 00000/0000 10028/0053 08/18/74 30 541 3719N 09151W 53.4 123.4 PP P
1756*16081 00000/0000 10028/0054 08/18/74 20 541 3554N 09217W 54.0 121.4 PPPP
1756416084 00000/0000 10028/0055 08/18/74 40 541 3429N 09244W 54*5 119.3 PP P
1756*16090 00000/0000 10028/0056 08/18/74 70 541 3304N 09310 549 117.1 PP 0
1756616093 00000/0000U 10028/0057 08/18/74 60 541 3139N 09335W 55.3 114.9 PP P
1756*16095 00000/0000 10028/0058 08/18/74 60 541 3014N 0940OW 55-6 112.1 PP P
1756616102 00000/0000 10028/0059 08/18/74 50 541 2848N 09425W 5549 110.~ PPPP
1756w16104 00000/0000 10028/0060 08/18/74 60 541 2722N 09449W 56.1 108.2 PPPP
1756*16111 00000/0000 1008/0061 08/18/74 70 541 2553N 09511W 56.3 105.9 PPPP
1756*16113 00000/0000 10028/0015 08/18/74 60 541 2427N 09533W 56.4 103.6 SGGG
1756.17472 00000/0000 10048/0016 08/18/74 20 542 5005N 11249W 47.0 1*0.0 UGGU
1756+17474 00000/0000 10028/0017 08/18/74 20 542 4841N 11327W 47*9 138.3 UGGU
1756*17481 00000/0000 10028/0018 08/18/74 S0 542 4716N 11403W 48*7 136*. GPG6
1756617483 00000/0000 10028/0019 08/18/74 20 542 4551N 11438W 49.4 134.8 UGGU
1756917490 00000/0000 10028/0020 08/18/74 0 542 4427N 11511W 50.2 133*1 GGGU
1756*17492 00000/0000 10028/0021 08/18/74 0 542 4302N 11l3W 50*9 131.2 UGGG
1756*17495 00000/0000 10028/0022 08/18/74 0 542 4135N 11614W 51.6 129.3 uGGj
1756*17501 00000/0000 10028/0023 08/18/74 0 542 4008N 11643W 52*3 127.4 GGGU
1756617504 00000/0000 10028/0024 08/18/74 0 542 3843N 11712W 52*9 15.*5 GGGU
1756*17510 00000/0000 10028/0025 08/18/74 10 542 3720N 11741W 5394 123.4 UGG
1756617513 00000/0000 10028/0026 08/18/74 10 542 3556N 11808W 54.0 121.o* GG
1756*17515 00000/0000 10028/0027 08/18/74 20 542 3429N 11835W 5444 119. GGU
KEYS; CLOUD COVER %X ********** 0 TB 100 a % CLOUD COVERa ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *..o..o*..oor.. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED GuGOBD. PaRBB R
ERTS.1
07154 SEP 09 '74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0034
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROEIM ROL. NBe/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE GUALITY
ID POSITION IN KOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 8F IMAGE ELEV4 AZ.IM RBV MSo
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45674
1756-17522 00000/0000 10028/0028 08/18/74 70 542 3304N 119 01W 549 117*1 GGG
1757614272 00000/0000 10028/0079 08/19/74 10 554 4717N 06347W 4894 136.9 PPGU
1757*16101 00000/0000 10028/0080 08/19/74 70 555 4843N 08902W 47*6 138.6 UGGU
1757016104 00000/0000 10028/0081 08/19/74 30 555 4717N 08939W 4804 136.*9 PPGU
1757616110 00000/0000 10028/0052 08/19/74 10 555 4552N 09012W 49.2 135.1 PPGR
1757*16113 00000/0000 10028/0083 08/19/74 20 555 4428N 09044W 50*0 133.4 PPGG
1757616115 00000/0000 10028/0084 08/19/74 10 555 4304N 09116W 50*7 131.6 GGGU
1757416122 00000/000 10028/0076 08/19/74 20 555 4138N 09148W 51o4 12897 P GU
1757416124 00000/0000 10028/0085 08/19/74 0 555 4012N 09218W 52.0 127*8 UGGU
1757916131 00000/0000 10028/0086 08/19/74 60 555 3847N 09247W 527 125.8 GGGP
1757*16133 00000/0000 10028/0087 08/19/74 100 555 3721N 09315W 53*2 123.8 UPPP
1757616140 00000/0000 10028/0088 08/19/74 80 555 3555N 09342W 53*8 121.8 PPp
1757416142 00000/0000 100e8/0089 08/19/74 30 555 3429N 09409W 543 119.7 PPGU
1757*16145 00000/0000 10028/0090 08/19/74 0 555 3305N 09434W 54*7 117*0 UPPu
1757616151 00000/0000 1008/0091 08/19/74 0 555 3139N 09459W 55.1 115*4 PPGU
1757416154 00000/0000 10028/0092 08/19/74 50 555 3012N 09b24W 55.5 113.2 PGGP
1757*16160 00000/0000 10028/0093 08/19/74 60 555 2846N 09548W 55*8 111.0 UGGP
1757o16163 00000/0000 10028/0077 08/19/74 40 555 2721N 0961aW 56.0 108,8 P P
1757016165 00000/0000 10028/0078 08/19/74 50 555 2553N 09635W 56*2 106. P PP
1757417530 00000/0000 10028/0095 08/19/74 30 556 5006N 11413W 46*7 140.3 PPPP
1757617533 00000/0000 10028/0096 08/19/74 30 556 4842N 11451W 47*6 138.* PGGU
1757417535 00000/0000 100e8/0097 08/19/74 20 556 4716N 11528W 48*4 136.9 PGP
1757.17542 00000/0000 10028/0094 08/19/74 20 556 4551N 11602W 4992 135. P GO
1757417544 00000/0000 10028/0098 08/19/74 40 556 4426N 11636W 49.9 133.4 GGGU
1757-17551 00000/0000 100?8/0099 08/19/74 60 556 4301N 11707W 50*7 131*6 PGGP
1757617553 00000/0000 10028/0100 08/19/74 40 556 4136N 11738W 51*4 129.7 GGGU
1757617560 00000/0000 10028/0101 08/19/74 20 556 4010N 11808W 52.0 127*8 GGGf
1757*17562 00000/0000 10028/0102 08/19/74 0 556 3845N 11837W 52* 125.0 GPP
1757i17565 00000/0000 10028/0103 08/19/74 0 556 3720N 11905W 53*2 1e3.* GPP(
1757*17571 00000/0000 10028/0104 08/19/74 0 556 3555N 11932W 53ab 121*8 P P
1757917574 00000/0000 10028/0105 08/19/74 10 556 3429N 11959N 54o3 119*8 PPPP
1757e17580 00000/0000 10028/0106 08/19/74 10 556 3304N 12024W 54.7 117s6 PGGu
1758.14330 00000/0000 10028/0124 08/20/74 30 568 4721N 06514W 48.1 137.2 PPGP
1758*14333 00000/0000 10028/0125 08/20/74 20 568 4555N 06549W 48*9 135*5 PPGU
1758-14335 00000/0000 10028/0126 08/20/74 0 568 4430N 06622W 49*7 133.8 PPGU
1758-14342 00000/0000 10028/0127 08/20/74 0 568 4306N 06654W 50*4 132*0 PPP
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.***,*...,** 0 TO 100 % CLOUD COVER* *# = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY 9.......**",. BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GwGOODs P=RBBO
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0035
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATIBN MICROeIFM ROLL NB*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
D10 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 8F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM NRBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1758e16155 00000/0000 10028/0107 08/20/74 30 569 4845N 09030 47v3 138*9 PPP
1758*16162 00000/0000 10028/0108 08/20/74 10 569 4719N 09106W 48.1 137.3 PPP(
1750*16164 00000/0000 10028/0109 08/20/74 10 569 4555N 09140W 48*9 135. PPPP
1756*16171 00000/0000 10028/0110 08/20/74 10 569 4430N 09213W 4947 133.8 PPP
1758916173 00000/0000 10028/0111 08/20/74 10 569 4304N 09245W 5094 132*0 PGPP
1758*16180 00000/0000 10028/0112 08/20/74 10 5E9 4139N 09315W 5191 130.1 PPGP
1758*16182 00000/0000 10028/0113 08/20/74 10 569 4015N 09345W 5108 12843 PGGP
1758*16185 00000/0000 10028/0114 08/20/74 0 569 3850N 09414W 52#4 126*3 PGPU
1758'16191 00000/0000 10028/0115 08/20/74 0 569 3725N 09442W 53#0 1244* PGGP
1750-16194 00000/0000 10028/0116 08/20/74 0 569 3559N 30909W 53.6 1e2o* UGGP
1750*16200 00000/0000 100?8/0117 08/20/74 0 569 3434N 09b36W 54.1 1203 GGGR
1758.16203 00000/0000 10028/0118 08/20/74 0 569 3308N 09602W 545 128oa PGPU
1758*16205 00000/0000 10028/0119 08/20/74 0 569 3140N 09626W 54*9 116*0 GPPU
1758*1621E 00000/0000 10028/0120 08/20/74 10 569 3016N 09650W 55#3 113.9 PGG
1758-16214 00000/0000 10028/0121 08/20/74 40 569 2851N 09714W 55.6 11196 PGGf
1754o1622: 00000/0000 10028/0122 08/20/74 10 569 2724N 09737W 55.9 109.4 PGPU
1750*1622' 00000/0000 10028/0123 08/20/74 10 569 2557N 09800W 56'1 107*1 UPGO
KEYSi CLOUD COVER % ********.,**,, 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD CBVERs ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY **.,**o*,**,,,, BLANKSUBAND NbT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GOGeBD. PRfB6R9
ERTS-1
07154 SEP 09s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0036
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
BBSkRVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NB*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM4 RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45670
1717619121 00000/0000 10027/0117 07/10/74 50 9999 5842N 12937w 50.1 1*6.3 GGPU
1717419124 00000/0000 10027/0118 07/10/74 100 9999 5718N 13031W 5190 144R.2 UPP9
1717119130 00000/0000 10027/0119 07/10/74 100 9999 5554N 13122W 519 1*2.1 UGG9
1717*19133 00000/0000 10027/0120 07/10/74 80 9999 5431N 13210W 52.7 140*0 UGGU
1717*20515 00000/0000 100?7/0121 07/10/74 50 0 7051N 14247W 41*0 166.8 GGPU
1717420521 00000/0000 10027/0122 07/10/74 20 0 6933N 14450 42.1 164*1 UGPU
1717020524 00000/0000 100d7/0123 07/10/74 10 0 6814N 14638W 43*2 161.6 GGPU
1717*20530 00000/0000 10027/0124 07/10/74 40 0 6654N 14816W 44.2 159.2 GGPU
1717*20533 00000/0000 10027/0125 07/10/74 40 0 6533N 14945W 45.2 156.9 GGPU
1717*20535 00000/0000 100?7/0126 07/10/74 50 0 6412N 15105W 46*3 1549. GGGQ
1717o20542 00000/0000 10027/0127 07/10/74 20 0 6250N 15219 47.2 152*. UGGU
1717*20544 00000/0000 10027/0128 07/10/74 20 0 6127N 15327W 48*2 150.9 UGGU
1717.20551 00000/0000 10027/0129 07/10/74 10 0 6005N 15430 49E 198,9 GGU
1717020553 00000/0000 10027/0130 07/10/74 40 0 5842N 15b28W 50*1 196.3 GGGU
1717*20560 00000/0000 10027/0131 07/10/74 50 0 5718N 15622W 51.0 194.2 UGGG
1717*20562 00000/0000 100e7/0132 07/10/74 70 0 5554N 15711W 5169 142.1 UGGP
1718*20573 00000/0000 10027/0150 07/11/74 20 14 7048N 14415W 40*9 166*7 GGGU
1718920575 00000/0000 100?7/0151 07/11/74 20 14 6931N 14616W 42*0 1640 GGGU
1718420582 00000/0000 10027/0152 07/11/74 80 14 6812N 14805W 43.1 161.9 GGGQ
1718420584 00000/0000 10027/0153 07/11/74 90 14 6652N 14943W 4491 159.1 UGGU
1718*20591 00000/0000 10027/0154 07/11/74 70 14 6532N 15112 45.1 156.8 UGGU
1718020593 00000/0000 10027/0155 07/11/74 80 14 6410N 15232W 46t2 154.6 GGG
1718*21000 00000/0000 10027/0156 07/11/74 70 14 6248N 15346W 47*1 152*. UGGU
171821002 00000/0000 100?7/0157 07/11/74 70 14 6125N 15453W 48.1 150.4 GGGO
1718421005 00000/0000 10027/0158 07/11/74 80 14 6002N 15b56W 4901 198.3 UGGO
1718-21011 00000/0000 10027/0159 07/11/74 90 14 5839N 15653w 50*0 196.2 UGG
1718s21014 00000/0000 100?7/0160 07/11/74 100 14 5715N 15748W 50*9 14a*.1 GGU
1718*21020 00000/0000 10027/0161 07/11/74 100 14 5551N 15838W 5198 142.1 GGG
1718s22440 00000/0000 10027/0162 07/11/74 80 15 6006N 17820f& 49*0 198.3 GGGU
1712619231 00000/0000 100e7/072 07/12/74 70 27 6004N 13128W 48.9 198.3 GG 9
1719*19234 00000/0000 100e7/0783 07/12/74 40 27 5840N 13226W 4948 1*6.2 GG u
1719.19240 00000/0000 100E7/0784 07/12/74 90 27 5717N 13320W 50#7 14*.2 UP
1719219243 00000/0000 100e7/0785 07/12/74 50 27 5553N 13410W 51.6 1921 PP
1713 19245 00000/0000 1007/0786 07/12/74 40 27 5428N 13458W 52*5 140*0 PP 4
1719~19252 00000/0000 100?7/0787 07/12/74 40 27 5303N 13544W 53.3 137*9 GP G
1721621143 00000/0000 10007/0163 07/14/74 0 56 7050N 14826W 40*5 166.6 GGGP
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X *9....*..*..... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*




07154 SEP 09P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FSR ALASKA PAGE 0037
FROM 08/01/74 TB 08/31/74
OBSERVATIrN MICROFIM RBLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID ROSITION IN MBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSP
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45670
1721921150 00000/0000 100E7/0164 07/14/74 0 56 6932N 15029W 41.5 163,09 G U
1721421152 00000/0000 10027/0165 07/14/74 10 56 6814N 15219W 426 1461. UG U
1721421155 00000/0000 10027/0166 07/14/74 10 56 6654N 15358W 43*6 159.1 Go P
1721621161 00000/0000 10047/0167 07/14/74 30 56 6533N 15526W 44*7 156.8 UGPP
1721421164 00000/0000 1007/0168 07/14/74 10 56 6412N 15648W 45*7 154. GGPP
1721*21170 00000/0000 10027/0169 07/14/74 30 56 6251N 15802W 46*7 152.4 GGPU
1721421173 00000/0000 10027/0170 07/14/74 90 56 6128N 15910W 47*7 150.4 UGPP
1721421175 00000/0000 10027/0171 07/14/74 40 56 6004N 16012W 48*6 1*894 GGPU
1721421182 00000/0000 10027/0172 07/14/74 70 56 5841N 16109W 49.5 116.3 GGP
1721*21184 00000/0000 10027/0173 07/14/74 100 56 5718N 16201W 50*4 14** GGPP
1721421191 00000/0000 10027/0174 07/14/74 100 56 5554N 16251W 51*3 142 E UGPP
1722019393 00000/0000 100e7/0213 07/15/74 40 69 6246N 13346W 4646 15249 GGG
1722*19400 00000/0000 10027/0214 07/15/74 50 69 6124N 13453W 47*5 150*9 UGGO
1722419402 00000/0000 100?7/0215 07/15/74 o00 69 6001N 13655W 48o5 148.3 GGGU
1722619405 00000/0000 10027/0216 07/15/74 90 69 5838N 13653W 4994 146,3 SGG(
1722*19411 00000/0000 10027/0217 07/15/74 80 69 5714N 13747W 50o3 14.2 UGGU
1722619414 00000/0000 10027/0218 07/15/74 50 69 5550N 13837W 51.2 142 2 UGGQ
1722919420 00000/0000 10047/0219 07/15/74 60 69 5426N 13924W 52.0 140*1 GGGG
1722#19423 00000/0000 10027/0220 07/15/74 60 69 5302N 14008W 52.8 138.0 UGGU
1722021202 00000/0000 10027/0221 07/15/74 0 70 7048N 14958W 40.3 166.~ GGU
1722421204 00000/0000 10027/0222 07/15/74 0 70 6930N 15201W 41*4 163.8 GGPU
1722621211 00000/0000 10027/0223 07/15/74 0 70 6811N 15350W 4205 161*3 UGPU
1722*21213 00000/0000 100e7/0224 07/15/74 10 70 6651N 15526W 43.5 159*0 GGGU
1722421220 00000/0000 100e7/0225 07/15/74 50 70 6530N 15654W 44*6 156.7 GGGU
1729*21222 00000/0000 100?7/0226 07/15/74 80 70 6409N 15814W 45*6 154. 4 GG
1722*21225 00000/0000 .100k7/0208 07/15/74 90 70 6247N 15929W 466 152* G Go
1722621231 00000/0000 10007/0209 07/15/74 50 70 6125N 16038W 47.t 150*49 Gg
1722421234 00000/0000 100F7/0210 07/15/74 40 70 6002N 16141W 48*5 198,3 u GO
1722421240 00000/0000 10027/0211 07/15/74 7o 70 5839N 16238W 4994 14693 G GO
1722021243 00000/0000 100e7/0212 07/15/74 100 70 5715N 16331W 5043 144 .2 U
1722*21245 00000/0000 10027/0227 07/15/74 100 70 5551N 16421W 512 192.2 uGGU
1722-21252 00000/0000 100e7/0228 07/15/74 80 70 5426N 16b09W 52*0 1*901 GGPO
1722621254 00000/0000 10027/0229 07/15/74 70 70 5302N 16654W 52*8 138.0 UGGU
1723619445 00000/0000 10027/0231 07/16/74 0 83 6410N 13354W 45*4 154*6 UGGU
1723*19451 00000/0000 10027/0232 07/16/74 sO 83 6248N 13606W 4644 152*5 GGGU
1723619454 00000/0000 10027/0233 07/16/74 60 83 6126N 13613W 4744 150.4 UGGO
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X ,**,****,, ,** 0 TO 100 u % CLOUD CeVER* .* * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.e**********.* BLANKSPBAND NBT PRESENT/IEQUESTED GaeGBOO P-RuOOM
ERTS*1
07354 SEP 09''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0038
FROM 08/01/74 TU 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM RBLL NO*/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* ALIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45670
1721019460 00000/0000 10027/0234 07/16/74 50 83 6003N 13715W 48*3 148*4 GGGU
1723*19463 00000/0000 10027/0235 07/16/74 50 83 5839N 13814W 49t2 146~3 UGGP
1723*19465 00000/0000 10027/0236 07/16/74 80 83 5715N 13908W 50.1 144r GGGP
1723.19472 00000/0000 10027/0230 07/16/74 70 83 5551N 13959N 51*0 192.3 G u
1723*19474 00000/0000 10027/0237 07/16/74 90 83 5427N 14046W 51*8 140* CPGU
172319481 00000/0000 1007/0238 07/16/74 90 83 5304N 14131W 52*7 13981 UGGU
1723421260 00000/0000 10027/0239 07/16/74 0 84 7048N 15124W 40.2 166*5 UGGUI
1721421262 00000/0000 10027/0240 07/16/74 0 84 6930N 15327W 41*2 163.8 GGGG
1724021265 00000/0000 10027/0241 07/16/74 20 84 6812N 15517W 4293 151*3 UGGU
1723421271 00000/0000 10027/0242 07/16/74 20 84 6651N 15655W 43*3 1159.0 GGGU
1723*21274 00000/0000 10027/0243 07/16/74 30 84 6530N 15822W 44#4 156.7 GGGU
1724'21280 00000/0000 100?7/0244 07/16/74 40 84 6409N 15942W 4504 11546 UGGU
1724021283 00000/0000 10027/0245 07/16/74 70 84 6248N 16055 46*4 152s4 UGGU
1721421285 00000/0000 10027/0246 07/16/74 100 84 6125N 16202W 47*4 150*9 GGGj
1723'21292 00000/0000 10027/0247 07/16/74 80 84 6002N 16303W 48.3 1)8.0 UGGU
1724621294 00000/0000 10027/0248 07/16/74 100 84 5840N 16400W 49.2 116.* GGG
1724921301 00000/0000 1007/0249 07/16/74 100 84 5716N 16454W 50*1 144*3 UGGP
1721421303 00000/0000 10027/0E50 07/16/74 100 84 5552N 16545W 51.0 142. GGGU
172 *21310 00000/0000 10027/0251 07/16/74 100 84 5428N 16633W 51'8 1002 GGGi
1723*21312 00000/0000 100e7/0252 07/16/74 90 84 5303N 16718W 5270 1181 GGU
1724#19503 00000/0000 1007/0178 07/17/74 40 97 6413N 13512W 45*2 114.7 G 0
1724*19514 00000/0000 10027/0179 07/17/74 90 97 6007N 13837W 4801 198.5 i
1724*19521 00000/0000 100E7/0180 07/17/74 70 97 5843N 13936W 49.0 1496*5 i
1724.19523 00000/0000 10027/0181 07/17/74 60 97 5719N 14030W 4999 1.4*9 ui
1724*19530 00000/0000 10027/0152 07/17/74 60 97 5556N 141200 50*8 12.94 U
172*419532 00000/0000 100e7/0183 07/17/74 100 97 5432N 14208W 51*6 1.0. i U
1724019535 00000/0000 10027/0184 07/17/74 100 97 5308N 14253W 52s5 138.3 U(
1724921314 00000/0000 100e7/0288 07/17/74 40 98 7051N 15242W 39.9 166.6 GGG
172421321 00000/0000 10027/0289 07/17/74 30 98 6933N 15445W 41*0 163*9 GGPu
1724*21323 00000/0000 10027/0290 07/17/74 60 98 6815N 15635W 42t1 161*9 PGG4
1724*21330 00000/0000 100e7/0291 07/17/74 80 98 6656N 15815W 4301 159*1 GGG
1724-21332 00000/0000 1007/0292 07/17/74 90 98 6535N 15944W 44.2 156.8 UGGU
1724921335 00000/0000 10027/0E93 07/17/74 90 98 6414N 16106W 45.2 154.7 GPGU
1724o21341 00000/0000 10027/0294 07/17/74 90 98 6252N 16220w 46*2 152.6 UPGi
1724621344 00000/0000 10027/0295 07/17/74 90 98 6129N 16328W 47*1 150#5 PPGU
1724-21350 00000/0000 10027/0296 07/17/74 100 98 6007N 16430W 481 198.5 UGGP
KEYSI CLSUD COVER % *.*o..i*****.e 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CeVERe ** * N CLOBUD UATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY * *eo***o****' BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G=GBOU* P=PBBRe
ERTSI
07154 SEP 09*74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0039
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATI5N MICReFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN NOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIMV RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1724*21353 00000/0000 100?7/0297 07/17/74 100 98 5844N 16528W 49*0 146.5 GGWG
1724-21355 00000/0000 10027/0298 07/17/74 100 98 5721N 16622W 49*9 144.4 GGGG
172421362 00000/0000 10027/0299 07/17/74 90 98 5557N 16711W 50*8 192.4 PGGu
1724621364 00000/0000 10027/0300 07/17/74 90 98 5434N 16758W 51*6 10.4 GGGU
1724421371 00000/0000 100?7/0301 07/17/74 90 98 5308N 16843W 5205 138.3 UGGU
1725s19555 '00000/0000 10027/0329 07/18/74 30 111 6532N 13621W 440 156.8 GPU
L725919561 00000/0000 10027/0330 07/18/74 40 111 6411N 13642W 45.0 154*6 PGG5
1725419564 00000/0000 10027/0331 07/18/74 30 111 6249N 13756W 46.0 152.4 PGPU
1725619570 00000/0000 10027/0332 07/18/74 40 111 6127N 13904W 47*0 150.5 GGPG
172519573 00000/0000 100 7/0333 07/18/74 70 111 6004N 14006W 48*0 148.r- QGGU
1725.19575 00000/0000 100?7/0334 07/18/74 90 111 5841N 14104W 48*9 146.4 UGGG
1725*19582 00000/0000 10027/0335 07/18/74 100 111 5717N 14157W 49,8 14#9 GGU
1725419584 00000/0000 100e7/0336 07/18/74 100 111 5554N 14248W 50*7 142.4 GGGU
1725419591 00000/0000 10027/0337 07/18/74 90 111 5430N 14335N 51.5 140,t GGG
1725019593 00000/0000 100?7/0338 07/18/74 90 111 5305N 14420W 52*3 138.3 UGGU
1725*21372 00000/0000 10027/0339 07/18/74 90 112 7052N 15405W 39.8 166.6 GGPU
1725421375 00000/0000 10097/0340 07/18/74 70 112 6935N 15609W 40*8 1§3.9 UGP9
1725$21381 00000/0000 10027/0341 07/18/74 90 112 6817N 15800W 41*9 1*19. GGPU
1725621384 00000/0000 10027/0342 07/18/74 80 112 6657N 15939W 42*9 159.1 GGPU
1725421390 00000/0000 1007/0343 07/18/74 90 112 6536N 16108W 44.0 156.9 UGPU
1725r21393 00000/0000 100E7/0344 07/18/74 100 112 6415N 16228W 45.0 15!47 GGPU
172$w21395 00000/0000 10027/0345 07/18/74 100 112 6254N 16343W 4690 152. GGPU
1720*21402 00000/0000 10027/0346 07/18/74 100 112 6131N 16451W 4740 1500 GGGU
1725*21404 00000/0000 10027/0347 07/18/74 100 112 6008N 16554W 47*9 148.5 GGGU
1725421411 00000/0000 10027/0348 07/18/74 100 112 5844N 16652W 48.8 146.8 GGGU
1725821422 00000/0000 10027/0349 07/18/74 90 112 5434N 16923W 51.5 140#4 GGGU
1725*21425 00000/0000 10027/0350 07/18/74 90 112 5309N 17007W 52*3 138.4 UGPU
1725-21431 00000/0000 10027/0351 07/18/74 90 112 5145N 17049W 53.1 136*3 UGGU
1726020010 00000/0000 10027/0511 07/19/74 40 125 6653N 13520 42%8 159.0 UG U
1726*20013 00000/0000 10047/0512 07/19/74 70 125 6533N 13648W 43*8 156*8 UG U
1726*20015 00000/0000 100?7/0513 07/19/74 90 125 6411N 13809W 44*8 154 6 iG P
1726.20022 00000/0000 10027/0514 07/19/74 50 125 6249N 13923W 45.8 152.# UG U
1726*20024 00000/0000 10027/0515 07/19/74 50 125 6127N 14030W 46.8 150.5 UG U
1726*20031 00000/0000 10027/0516 07/19/74 90 125 6004N 14133W 47*8 1*8.b GG Q
1726.20033 00000/0000 10027/0517 07/19/74 90 125 5841N 14231W 48*7 146*. PG
1726w20040 00000/0000 100e7/0518 07/19/74 70 125 5717N 14325W 49.6 14405 G
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **..***..*.* 0 To 100 w % CLOUD C)VER9 ** a NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *....****e''*e. BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. G=GBBD. P=POOBR
ERTS*107154 SEP 09a'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0040
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROL. NB*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITIBN IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVe AIM4 RBV MSi
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45670
1726620042 00000/0000 10027/0519 07/19/74 100 125 5553N 14416w 5095 142.5 GP P1726-20045 00000/0000 100e7/0520 07/19/74 100 125 5429N 14b03W 5193 140.9 G P1726*20051 00000/0000 100?7/0521 07/19/74 100 125 5305N 14548W 52*1 138. GPPP
1727*20065 00000/0000 10027/0398 07/20/74 100 139 6654N 13645W 42*6 159.Q UG U1727620071 00000/0000 10027/0399 07/20/74 100 139 6532N 13815W 43.6 156.8 LG 01727*20074 00000/0000 100e7/0400 07/20/74 90 139 6411N 13936W 44v7 154.7 UP U1727620080 00000/0000 10027/0401 07/20/74 80 139 6249N 14051W 45.7 142.6 uG P1727620083 00000/0000 10027/0402 07/20/74 100 139 6127N 14158w 46&6 150.6 UG P1727*20085 00000/0000 10027/0403 07/20/74 100 139 6004N 14300W 4746 148. UP 51727620092 00000/0000 100?7/0404 07/20/74 100 139 5841N 14358W 48. 146.9 UP
1727*20094 00000/0000 10027/0405 07/20/74 100 139 5718N 14451W 49*4 194& GP
1727~20101 00000/0000 10007/0397 07/20/74 100 139 5554N 14541W 50,3 192.6 u (
1727e20103 00000/0000 10007/0406 07/20/74 50 139 5430N 14628W 5191 14005 UP U
1727*20110 00000/0000 10047/0407 07/20/74 100 139 5306N 14713W 5240 138.5 p P1727421485 00000/0000 10027/0408 07/20/74 20 140 7048N 15706W 39.4 146*s PG U1727621491 00000/0000 10027/0409 07/20/74 60 140 6931N 15908W 40*5 163.8 uP u1727121494 00000/0000 100e7/0410 07/20/74 60 140 6812N 16057W 41*6 1614 PP P
1727*21500 00000/0000 100e7/0411 07/20/74 70 140 6652N 16234W 42#6 159.0 PP 11727*21503 00000/0000 10027/0412 07/20/74 60 140 6531N 16404W 43*6 156.8 PG P1727s21505 00000/0000 10027/0413 07/20/74 50 140 6410N 16525W 44.7 154.7 PG P172Z.21512 00000/0000 10027/0414 07/20/74 80 140 6248N 16639W 45*6 152.6 GG U1727*21514 00000/0000 10027/0415 07/20/74 80 140 6125N 16747W 46.6 150. PG (
1727s21521 00000/0000 100e7/0416 07/20/74 90 140 6002N 16849W 47*6 198.9 PG 01727921523 00000/0000 10097/0417 07/20/74 80 140 5839N 16946W 48.5 1*6.* PG P
1727021530 00000/0000 100?7/0418 07/20/74 80 140 5716N 17039W 49.4 14.94 UG G1727-21532 00000/0000 1007/0419 07/20/74 90 140 5553N 17130W 50*3 142*6 pP L
1727*21535 00000/0000 100?7/0420 07/20/74 90 140 5429N 17217 51i1 140.* PP P
1727*21541 00000/0000 100?7/0421 07/20/74 80 140 5305N 17302W 52*0 138*. UG U1727*21544 00000/0000 10027/0422 07/20/74 80 140 5140N 17344W 52*7 136.4 UP u
1728*20120 00000/0000 10027/0457 07/21/74 100 153 6813N 13634W 4194 161. GGGU1728*20123 00000/0000 100e7/0458 07/21/74 100 153 6653N 13814W 42.4 159.0 GGGG
1728*20125 00000/0000 10027/0459 07/21/74 100 153 6532N 13943 43.5 156.8 UGGU1728*20132 00000/0000 100?7/0460 07/21/74 100 153 6410N 14103W 44.5 154.7 GGGG
1728420134 00000/0000 10007/0461 07/21/74 90 153 6248N 14216W 45.5 1524. GGG1728.20141 00000/0000 10027/0462 07/21/74 90 153 6127N 14323W 4694 150.6 PGGU
1728*20143 00000/0000 10047/0463 07/21/74 100 153 6004N 14425W 47*4 148.6 GGPU
KEYSI CLOUD COVER %X * .e*.oo..* * 0 TO 100 * X CLOUD COVER. *t = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ****..*.*...*.. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTE0* GGB9OU* P4ePBORe
ERTS.I
07154 SEP 09s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0041
FROM 08/01/74 TV 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROEILM ROBL NOB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUAI4TY
ID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV AZIMi RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1728'20150 00000/0000 10027/0464 07/21/74 100 153 5841N 14523W 48.3 16.6 GGPU
1728.20152 00000/0000 10097/0465 07/21/74 100 153 5717N 14617W 49*2 14.4 UGPU
1728e20155 00000/0000 10087/0466 07/21/74 100 153 5553N 14708W 50*1 192.6 GGPU
1728020161 00000/0000 10027/0467 07/21/74 100 153 5429N 14755W 51.0 140.6 GGPU
1728420164 00000/0000 10087/0468 07/21/74 t00 153 5305N 14840W 51#8 138.6 UGP
1728*21540 00000/0000 10097/0482 07/21/74 0 154 7205N 15614W 38.1 169.* PG U
1728*21543 00000/0000 10087/0483 07/21/74 30 154 7048N 15832W 39*2 166#5 PG U
1724421545 00000/0000 100?7/0484 07/21/74 90 154 6931N 16035W 40*3 163*8 GG u
1728621552 00000/0000 100e7/0485 07/21/74 100 154 6812N 16224W 4194 161. (*G U
1728.21554 00000/0000 100?7/0486 07/21/74 100 154 6652N 16403W 42.4 159.0 GG U
1728*21561 00000/0000 100?7/0487 07/21/74 90 154 6531N 16b31W 4395 156*8 (G P
1728421563 00000/0000 100E7/0488 07/21/74 80 154 6410N 16650W 445 154.7 GG b
1728*21570 00000/0000 100?7/0489 07/21/74 100 154 6248N 16803W 45*5 152.6 GG U
172'021572 00000/0000 10087/0490 07/21/74 100 154 6127N 16910W 46*4 150.6 UG U
1728421575 00000/0000 100e7/0491 07/21/74 100 154 6004N 170130 47.4 198.6 UG U
1728#21581 00000/0000 10027/0492 07/21/74 100 154 5840N 17111W 4843 146*6 UG U
172821584 00000/0000 10087/0493 07/21/74 100 154 5717N 17205W 4992 1*4.6 UG p
172821590 00000/0000 10087/0494 07/21/74 100 154 5552N 1725bW 50*1 142* GG U
1728*21593 00000/0000 10097/0495 07/21/74 100 154 5428N 17344W 51*0 10.6 GG u
1728w21595 00000/0000 100?7/0496 07/21/74 100 154 5304N 17429W 51*8 138.6 GG U
1728*22002 00000/0000 10097/0497 07/21/74 100 154 5139N 17513W 52.6 136*15 G U
1722620175 00000/0000 100e7/027 07/22/74 90 167 6813N 13802W 41*2 161.o9 GGU
1729s20181 00000/0000 100e7/0528 07/22/74 50 167 6653N 13940W 42*2 159.1 UGGU
1729920184 00000/0000 10097/0529 07/22/74 100 167 6532N 14108W 43*3 156.8 GGGU
1729620190 00000/0000 100E7/0530 07/22/74 100 167 6411N 14228W 443 154. GGGU
1729620193 00000/0000 10087/0531 07/22/74 100 167 6249N 14342W 45*3 152.7 UGGU
1729*20195 00000/0000 10027/0532 07/22/74 100 167 6126N 14449W 46.2 150*6 GGGU
1722920202 00000/0000 100?7/0522 07/22/74 100 167 6004N 14551w 47*2 148.6 U GU
1722*20204 00000/0000 10027/0523 07/22/74 100 167 5840N 14649W 48*1 146.7 G PU
1729.20211 00000/0000 10027/0524 07/22/74 90 167 5717N 14743W 49*0 1447* U GU
1722620213 00000/0000 10027/0525 07/22/74 100 167 5553N 14834W 49*9 142*7 G PU
1729*20220 00000/0000 100E7/0526 07/22/74 100 167 5428N 14922W 50*8 190.7 ( Gu
1729 20222 00000/0000 100E7/0533 07/22/74 100 167 5304N 15006W 51.6 138*7 GGGU
1730420230 00000/0000 100?7/0602 07/23/74 80 181 6931N 13736W 39*9 163.8 PGPU
1730420233 00000/0000 10027/0603 07/23/74 90 181 6812N 13926W 41.0 161.4 GGPU
1730*20235 00000/0000 1007/0604 07/23/74 90 181 6652N 14104W 42*0 159*1 GGGU
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ***...*.ooo..e 0 TO 100 2 CLBUD C8VER* ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY **********o BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEQ* GOGBBOO P=RBOM(
ERTS-I
07154 SEP 09s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0042
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM RBLL NBO/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN neLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV'o AZIM.o RBV MS5
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45676
1730420242 00000/0000 10027/0605 07/23/74 90 181 6531N 14233W 43.1 156.9 GGPU
1730420244 00000/0000 100e7/0606 07/23/74 90 181 6410N 14353W 44.1 154*7 GGPU
1730620251 00000/0000 10027/0607 07/23/74 90 181 6249N 140O6W 45.1 152.7 UGPU
1730*20253 00000/0000 10027/0608 07/23/74 80 181 6127N 14614W 4600 15807 GPPG
1730420260 00000/0000 10027/0609 07/23/74 40 181 6004N 14716W 47.0 1*8.7 UGPU
1730*20262 00000/0000 10047/0610 07/23/74 40 181 5840N 14814w 4749 16.*7 GGPU
1730-20265 00000/0000 10027/0611 07/23/74 40 181 5717N 14908W 48.8 1448 GGPU
1730.20271 00000/0000 10027/0612 07/23/74 30 181 5553N 14959W 49.7 12.g8 UGGU
1730*20274 00000/0000 10027/0613 07/23/74 20 181 5429N 15046W 50*6 140.8 GGPG
1730*20280 00000/0000 10027/0614 07/23/74 20 181 5305N 15131W 51*4 138.8 PGGU
1730622062 00000/0000 10027/0615 07/23/74 10 182 6931N 16326W 3999 163.8 UGPU
1730*22064 00000/0000 10027/0616 07/23/74 10 182 6812N 16616W 4100 1616* GGPU
1730.22071 00000/0000 100e7/0617 07/23/74 80 182 6652N 16655W 42*0 1591 GGG
1730o22073 00000/0000 10027/0618 07/23/74 70 182 6531N 16824W 43.1 156*8 UPGP
173022080 00000/0000 10027/0619 07/23/74 40 182 6410N 16945W 44*1 154*7 GGGU
1730.22082 00000/0000 10027/0620 07/23/74 40 182 6247N 17059W 45.1 152*7 GGPG
1730*22085 00000/0000 10027/0621 07/23/74 90 182 6125N 17207W 46.0 150*7 UGGU
173.0*22091 00000/0000 10027/0622 07/23/74 90 182 6002N 17308W 47.0 148.7 UGGU
1730e22094 00000/0000 100E7/0623 07/23/74 90 182 5839N 17405 47*9 146.7 GGGU
1730*22100 00000/0000 10027/0624 07/23/74 90 182 5716N 17459W 48.8 14*.8 GGGU
1730*22103 00000/0000 10027/0625 07/23/74 90 182 5553N 17b49W 49.7 12.*8 GGGU
1730*22105 00000/0000 1007/06Z6 07/23/74 100 182 5429N 17638W 50*6 1,0.8 GGPU
1730.22112 00000/0000 100e7/0627 07/23/74 90 182 5304N 17723W 5164 138.8 GGG
1730622114 00000/0000 100e7/0628 07/23/74 90 182 5139N 17806W 52.2 136.8 UGPW
1731.18500 00000/0000 10027/0657 07/24/74 90 194 5425N 12626W 5094 140.9 UGPU
173120284 00000/0000 10027/0658 07/24/74 50 195 6931N 13902W 39*7 163.~ GGPU
1731420291 00000/0000 10027/0659 07/24/74 30 195 6812N 14052W 40*8 16,1.4 UGPU
1731o20293 00000/0000 10027/0660 07/24/74 50 195 6652N 14229W 41.8 14,901 GGPG
1731o20300 00000/0000 10027/0661 07/24/74 50 195 6532N 14358W 4269 156.9 GGPG
1731420302 00000/0000 100e7/0662 07/24/74 90 195 6410N 10519W 43.9 15,4.8 UGPU
1731*20305 00000/0000 10027/0663 07/24/74 100 195 6248N 14633W 449 152*7 GGPU
1731*20311 00000/0000 10027/0664 07/24/74 100 195 6126N 14741W 45.8 150.7 UGPU
1731620314 00000/0000 10027/0665 07/24/74 100 195 6003N 14844W 46.8 198,8 UG U
1731*20320 00000/0000 100e7/0666 07/24/74 30 195 5840N 14942W 47*7 1*968 UGPU
1731*20323 00000/0000 10027/0667 07/24/74 60 195 5717N 15036W 48.6 144.9 PGPU
1731*20325 00000/0000 10027/0668 07/24/74 100 195 5552N 15126W 4905 142.V GGPU
KEYSI C4OUD COVER % *......*....... 0 TO 100 a % CLBUD CeVER. **t NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.se.**.eosso BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. GaG8O0I PaPOBRo
ERTS-1
07154 SEP 09'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0043
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATIBN MICReEILM ROL6 NO~/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID ; POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM* RBV MS8
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45675
1731420332 00000/0000 10027/0669 07/24/7* 90 195 5428N 15214w 50*4 1*90. GGPU
1731620334 00000/0000 10097/0670 07/24/74 100 195 5304N 15259W 51*2 138.9 GG u
1731422111 00000/0000 100e7/0685 07/24/74 70 196 7204N 16030W 37*5 169*3 UG P
1731922114 00000/0000 10027/0686 07/24/74 60 196 7048N 16249W 38*6 16695 GG U
1731422120 00000/0000 10097/0687 07/24/74 30 196 6930N 16452W 39*7 163.8 UG U
1731622123 00000/0000 100-,,A,3 07/24/74 80 196 6812N 16642W 40.8 161.4 UG U
1731*22125 00000/0000 10027/0689 07/24/74 60 196 6652N 16821W 4108 159.1 UG U
173142213. 00000/0000 10027/0690 07/24/74 50 196 6532N 16951W 42*8 15699 GG U
1731622134 00000/0000 10007/0691 07/24/74 90 196 6410N 17112W 43.9 154.8 UGPU
1731*22141 00000/0000 10027/0692 07/24/74 100 196 6249N 17227W 44*9 152.7 UG u
1731422143 00000/0000 10027/0693 07/24/74 90 196 6126N 17335W 45.8 150.7 UG U
1731*22150 00000/0000 10027/0694 07/24/74 90 196 6003N 17438W 46.8 198.7 GGPU
1731622152 00000/0000 10027/0695 07/24/74 100 196 5840N 17536W 47.7 1*6.8 UGPU
1731.22155 00000/0000 10027/0696 07/24/74 100 196 5716N 17629W 48*6 1448 GGPU
1731.22161 00000/0000 10027/0697 07/24/74 100 196 5552N 17719W 49.5 192*9 GPu
1731422164 00000/0000 100e7/0698 07/24/74 100 196 5428N 17806W 50*4 140*9 UGPU
1731422170 00000/0000 10027/0699 07/24/74 100 196 5304N 17850W 51.2 13899 UGPU
1731422173 00000/0000 10027/0700 07/24/74 90 196 5140N 17933W 52*0 136*9 UGPO
1732.18555 00000/0000 10027/0701 07/25/74 90 208 5425N 127b0W 50.2 141.0 GGPU
173E*20343 00000/0000 100e7/0736 07/25/74 40 209 6927N 14030W 39*5 163*8 UGGU
1732*20345 00000/0000 10027/0737 07/25/74 40 209 6809N 14219W 40.6 161*3 GGGO
1732.20352 00000/0000 10027/0738 07/25/74 30 209 6649N 14356W 41#7 159*0 GGPU
1732.20354 00000/0000 10027/0739 07/25/74 60 209 6528N 14525W 42*7 156.8 GGPQ
1732*20361 00000/0000 1007/0740 07/25/74 50 209 6407N 14645W 43*7 154.7 UGG
1732.20363 00000/0000 10027/0741 07/25/74 30 209 6246N 14759W 44*7 152*7 UGGU
1732.20370 00000/0000 10027/0742 07/25/74 50 209 6123N 14907W 45.7 150.7 GGGP
1732620372 00000/0000 10027/0743 07/25/74 80 209 6000N 15009W 46*6 1*8.7 UGG9
1732*20375 00000/0000 10027/0744 07/25/74 70 209 5836N 15107W 47.6 1*6*8 UGGU
1732.20381 00000/0000 100E7/0745 07/25/74 50 209 5713N 15201W 48*5 144* UGGU
1732.22174 00000/0000 100e7/0746 07/25/74 70 210 6930N 16618W 39.5 163.8 UGGU
1732*22181 00000/0000 100E7/0747 07/25/74 90 210 6811N 16808W 40*6 161,49 GGG
1732.22183 00000/0000 10027/0748 07/25/74 90 210 6652N 16947W 41.6 159.1 UGPU
1732*22190 00000/0000 10027/0749 07/25/74 90 210 6530N 17115W 4296 156.9 PGGU
1732022192 00000/0000 1007/0750 07/25/74 100 210 6409N 17236W 43*7 154.8 GGGU
173?*22195 00000/0000 10027/0751 07/25/74 100 210 6248N 17349W 44*7 152.8 UGPU
1732.22201 00000/0000 10027/0752 07/25/74 100 210 6125N 17456W 45.6 150.8 PGPU
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *******o***oo* 0 TO 100 X% CLOUD CRVER* ** a NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *e..=** *o**=*.* BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G=GOBBD P=POBRI
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09''74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR ALASKA PAGE 00,44
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
SBS&RVATIN MICRBFILM RBLL NB*/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN !BLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER DF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSs
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45670
1732*22204 00000/0000 10027/0753 07/25/74 100 210 6003N 17558W 46,6 1*8*8 GG
1734.19010 00000/0000 10027/0827 07/26/74 90 222 5549N 12830W 49E .143.0 UGPU
1734619013 00000/0000 10027/0828 07/26/74 80 222 5426N 12918W 50.0 141*1 GGPi
1733r20394 00000/0000 100?7/0829 07/26/74 50 223 7045N 13958W 38s3 166@4 (GGU
1733420401 00000/0000 10027/0830 0.7/26/74 20 223 6927N 14201W 3993 16358 UGPG
1733620403 00000/0000 10047/0831 07/26/74 40 223 6808N 14349W 40*4 161.3 UGGU
1733*20410 00000/0000 10027/0832 07/26/74 10 223 6649N 14b26W 4194 159.1 UGG
1733 20412 00000/0000 10027/0833 07/26/74 40 223 6528N 14654W 4245 156*4 GGGU
1733420415 00000/0000 10027/0834 07/26/74 50 223 6407N 14814W 43*5 1548 GGG
1733*20421 00000/0000 100e7/0835 07/26/74 70 223 6245N 14928W 44*5 152*8 GPGU
1733420424 00000/0000 10027/0836 07/26/74 60 223 6122N 15036W 45.5 150.8 GGPU
1733620430 00000/0000 10027/0837 07/26/74 40 223 5959N 15139W 46.4 198*8 UGGU
1730*20433 00000/0000 100o7/0838 07/26/74 30 223 5836N 15236W 4794 196.9 UGG4
1733.20435 00000/0000 10027/0839 07/26/74 SO 223 5713N 15329W 4803 1*5.0 UGGU
1733+20442 00000/0000 10027/0840 07/26/74 S0 223 5549N 15419W 4992 193*0 GGG
1734*19062 00000/0000 1007/0854 07/27/74 40 236 5714N 12906W 48*1 145*1 UGPU
173*419065 00000/0000 10027/0855 07/27/74 30 236 5549N 12957W 4849 143.1 GGGU
1734~19071 00000/0000 10027/0856 07/27/74 10 236 5424N 13044W 49*8 11*?1 UGPU
1734*20453 00000/0000 100?7/0857 07/27/74 30 237 7045N 14117W 38*0 166.4 GGPG
1734*20455 00000/0000 10027/0858 07/27/74 20 237 6927N 14319W 39.1 163.8 UPPU
1734.20462 00000/0000 10027/0859 07/27/74 20 237 6809N 10509W 40#2 141.r UGPO
1734*20464 00000/0000 10027/0860 07/27/74 10 237 6649N 14647W 41.2 159.1 PPPU
1734*20471 00000/0000 10027/0861 07/27/74 10 237 6528N 14816W 42*2 1569 UGPU
1734420473 00000/0000 10027/0862 07/27/74 20 237 6407N 149370 43*3 154*8 GPU
1734*20480 00000/0000 100?7/0863 07/27/74 20 237 6245N 15051W 44,3 1!5298 PGPU
1734*20482 00000/0000 10027/0864 07/27/74 10 237 6122N 15158W 45,2 1!50*8 PGPU
1"734*20485 00000/0000 10027/0868 07/27/74 10 237 6000N 15301W 46.2 1.489 GU
1734*20491 00000/0000 100e7/0865 07/27/74 10 237 5837N 15358W 4741 14)7.0 GGPU
1734e20494 00000/0000 100e7/0866 07/27/74 0 237 5713N 15452W 48.0 1)5.1 UGGG
1734'20500 00000/0000 10097/0867 07/27/74 30 237 5550N 15542W 4809 143.1 (PPU
1734*22300 00000/0000 10047/0869 07/27/74 90 238 6649N 17242W 41*2 159.1 GG Q
1734422302 00000/0000 10027/0870 07/27/74 100 238 6528N 17409W 42*2 .156*9 UGPU
1734*22305 00000/0000 100?7/0871 07/27/74 100 238 6407N 17529W 433 154*8 PGPU
1734422311 00000/0000 100?7/0872 07/27/74 90 238 6245N 17642 44,3 152.8 UGPU
1734022314 00000/0000 1007/0873 07/27/74 50 238 6122N 17750W 45*2 150.8 PPPu
1734*22320 00000/0000 10097/0874 07/27/74 50 238 5959N 17852W 46*2 148*V GGPP
KEYS: ~LOUD COVER % ***oo*o*o***,* 0 To 100 a % CLBUD CBVERs * • NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE@
IMAGE QUALITY *p***e* .. * BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GwGBO6U PusPBr.
OW998id #OQGDwD *031S03VN3S38d ION ONYV99IG '*~~ AlIfl(1 3E)Yb
*31Sv1IvAv VIVOl Qf913 ON a 4. *83AGO anflo % a O0t 91 0 %*****' d 3AaO OnlO ISA3A
0) DO 96TO *.60 M*?2rT N92ti 99 O01 tL/6210 41260/L200T 0000/00000 glol? .9ul
A) Do 4SEfT Gost MLE991 N6*FG 992 00t 4PLI621L E260/L200T 0000/00000 E0t1209EZ
F) DOF 0941 990? M94PL91 NETLg 992 06 4FL1621LO 220/L20OT 0000/00000 O0209~.CL
C4 OF) R&L4 L0941 m~g9T NR99 99 06 *j..61L0 TWI0LR00T 0000/00000 *001209E1?
~ded t*641 L094? mggqg N0009 99 06 4,Z1/621/02O60/LP00T 0000/00000 1001209CLI
F) On 09191 R4*? m49g4,ST NE219 g92 06 itL/6210 6160IL8001 0000/00000 s6g0209ELT
A) Oc) OGEAT V*Et M94,F.91 NI?29 99 01 *1/6Z/10 9160/L80O1 0000/00000 2690209EdIT
)dO0 t '4 M~t N904*9 99 01 4L16Z1L0 LTO/I1001 0000/00000 0690209CLI
F) dFO OO0L91 Vet MIT1Tt N6299 99 09 4P1/621L0 910/LA00T 0000/00000 E990209CLI
dOD) 90691 L.0*? m2wqr*6* N6*Y99 92 06 *14/62/t0 9160/1R00T 0000/00000 TV90209ELT
el UF) 401Tt L*6E mgoORT N60V9 99 01 4YL1621L ts,0/1200T 0000/00000 *tL902-9ELT
FOF 9*Eql 4WVE m9T9*tl NLE69 99 041 *?L/6210 E160/LROOT 0000/00000 U9029q1T
F)0 '9 'E MiFT**t N9410L 99 Oe tL/62/L0 2160/LR00T 0000/00000 990209EL.r
Md D) A*T* *#6* M9EEEl N9249 4792 OE 4P162110 *C90/12001 0000/00000 E816104WI
0 *4 '* m0PRET N0999 *92 OE *L1621L0 1t60IL7001 0000/00000 l9T6T&9ELl
Odes t*q*T 9.1? M99TET *N9119 *?92 01 tL1621L0 0tS0/19001 0000/00000 *t6109Ehl
OddcO 96L41 L69* MTOTET MIE13 *?92 04 4P1/621L 6060ILP00T 0000/00000 aUT~to9E
F)ddF) 10641 PG*S MEOOET N1009 *?92 0*) *L161L0 9060/Lg00T 0000/00000 9916Tq.9ELT
tOdOf)) 90*1~ 966t mgq/GT N9t %92 06 tL/8EI10 L060ILR00T 0000/00000 T990204CLI
Fj~l) E#T L40* MttST N0999 T92 09 *L1g/LO 9060/LR00T 0000/00000 *690204WL
qdOF9) 2*qi4T 9*1* M1299T NET19 T92 0s *1/Ba/bL 9060ILP00T 0000/00000 2SG0Zt9E~t
0doF) t$L6T 609t mgqsl NLE99 19 0c 41I1O *060/1P.00T 0000/00000 911902A~fEL
L'OF 0**t0'* tgl N0009 192 Ct *LI921LO E060IL900T 0000/00000 E119SZA.E1?
OF)c 6,00 0694t M62FGT NE219 t92 0* *L1t/LO 2060/La00T 0000/00000 09,02A.UET
f) 99) 66291 0401 MT2291 N94729 T92 01 4YL1921LO 1060IL2001 0000/00000 4PE90294ELI
F) On) gotgT 0.* MLOTGT NLO*9 T92 09 *LI9210 0060/L200T 0000/00000 TE902!AE1?
n OFm 04L91 0*2t ML+,r*T N9299 T92 06 4L/Ba/LO 6620/L200t 0000/00000 920a.-Eh?
'1 0 9g '* MT* N6t99 T92 O0t *Y1/21/b 8690/Z200T 0000/00000 22902vgELI
F F 9T 66 Tqt N6099 T92 06 *1/92/ZO L690ILR0OT 0000/00000 0204EZI
FOF) qE9T 6oVE M29+tt N9269 192 06 *41Ba/b 96g0/LRCOT 0000/00000 E1902VIELT
c.1 OF) *99@ v*LE UO)2tT N94104 T9 06 *1/Ba/tO 96VOIL2001 0000/00000 T10209ELT
L) 04Tt 9.6 MOTRET N92a*g 092 oc *4/92/0 6190/LROOT 0000/00000 9216T.gEL%
O~dOF) r'FA#T L.B M22TET N0999 092 02 *Z1B/tO SL2014R0T 0000/00000 E2T6To9EZT
ndg.9) 8#q*t 96Z* M2E0EI NtL9 092 CE 41/B2/L0 iL90/100T 0000/00000 0aT61#AELT
F) On) t?*lt 609t MBEFAT3 NLE89 0r"2 09 t11921L0 9LS0/LR00T 0000/00000 *FT161t.gE1
OdF L' 6* M0GLT N9EBF) RE2 09 *L1/la/b 9L901LA001 0000/00000 EE22*EZT
VL994? C2t ONal Ivi SSWA8
qSwJ ASH *WTV *A313 3ovWI A@ 83ewflN N3Aa) 038IlOV IIGW NI N911IS~d at
AIiflD 30VWI N(0S NflS iNlad lYdTJN18d 18Q9 anglo 31vO /69N 1198 WITA983W NCI1VAMS99
*L/TEIV901 4U *1/tO/B WG8
9'7O0 39, V)XSV1V 89 DOIdVV CHVGNViS *Lit60 d3S *tlL0
TISI83
ERTSI1
07;54 SEP 09s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR ALASKA PAGE 0046
PF M 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RBLL NOs/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1736622433 00000/0000 10027/0925 07/29/74 30 266 5959N 17814k 45.7 199.1 UP u
1737619224 00000/0000 10027/0940 07/30/74 80 278 5957N 13135W 45*6 19.*1 GGPU
1737*19230 00000/0000 100e7/0941 07/30/74 100 278 5834N 13232W 46*b 147. GGPP
1737*19233 00000/0000 10027/0942 07/30/74 90 278 5711N 13326W 47*4 145.3 UGP
1737*19235 00000/0000 1007/0943 07/30/74 60 278 5547N 13416W 48*3 143.0 UGPP
1737-19242 00000/0000 10027/0944 07/30/74 90 278 5423N 13503W 49.2 141.4 GGPU
1737*19244 00000/0000 10027/0945 07/30/74 40 278 5259N 13547W 50.0 139.7 UGGU
1737021023 00000/0000 10028/0062 07/30/74 20 279 7045N 14541W 37*3 1564 PP P
1737*21030 00000/0000 10028/0063 07/30/74 40 279 6927N 14743W 38*4 163. PP P
1737621032 00000/0000 10028/0064 07/30/74 80 279 6808N 14931W 39.5 161.* PP P
1737721035 00000/0000 10028/0065 07/30/74 90 279 6648N 15109W 40.5 159.2 PP P
1737621041 00000/0000 10028/0066 07/30/74 90 279 6528N 15238W 41.5 157.1 PP P
1737*21044 00000/0000 10028/0067 07/30/74 90 279 6406N 15359W 42.6 1!5.0 PP P
1737*21050 00000/0000 10028/0068 07/30/74 90 279 6245N 15b12W 43.6 1!53*0 PG P
1737*21053 00000/0000 10028/0069 07/30/74 90 279 6123N 15619W 445b 1151.1 PP P
1737921055 00000/0000 10028/0070 07/30/74 90 279 6000N 15721W 45.5 1.9#2 PG P
1737*21062 00000/0000 10028/0071 07/30/74 80 279 5837N 15819W 46*5 1.7.3 PP P
1737621064 00000/0000 10028/0072 07/30/74 30 279 5714N 15913W 4744 195.r PP P
1737621071 00000/0000 100e8/0073 07/30/74 70 279 5550N 16004W 48*3 143.5 PP P
1737*21073 00000/0000 10028/0074 07/30/74 90 279 5425N 16052W 4901 141#6 PP P
1737421080 00000/0000 100?8/0075 07/30/74 90 279 5301N 16137W 50.0 139.7 PP P
1738419275 00000/0000 10027/0995 07/31/74 90 292 6124N 13153W 44.3 151.2 GGPU
1738019282 00000/0000 10027/0996 07/31/74 90 292 6001N 13256W 45.3 149.3 GGPU
1738'19284 00000/0000 10027/0997 07/31/74 10 292 5838N 13353W 46*2 147.f GGP
1738419291 00000/0000 10027/0998 07/31/74 10 292 5714N 13446W 47*1 145*5 UGG
173819293 00000/0000 10027/1000 07/31/74 10 292 5550N 13536W 48*0 143.7 U
1738419300 00000/0000 10027/0994 07/31/74 10 292 5427N 13625W 48,9 141.8 P GU
1738*19302 00000/0000 100E7/0999 07/31/74 20 292 5303N 13710W 4998 1319. PGGU
1738e21081 00000/0000 10027/1003 07/31/74 80 293 7046N 14703W 37'1 166#5 P P
1738e21084 00000/0000 100?7/1004 07/31/74 90 293 6929N 14905W 38*1 163.9 GP P
1738+21090 00000/0000 10027/1005 07/31/74 90 293 6810N 15053W 39.2 161*4 UG U
173821093 00000/0000 10027/1006 07/31/74 80 293 6650N 15231W 4093 159.3 PP P
1738s21095 00000/0000 10027/1007 07/31/74 80 293 6529N 15359W 413 157.2 UG P
1738*21102 00000/0000 10027/1008 07/31/74 80 293 6408N 15b20W 42*3 155.1 UP U
1738'21104 00000/0000 10027/1009 07/31/74 60 293 6246N 15633W 43*3 153*1 UG U
1738-21111 00000/0000 10027/1010 07/31/74 20 293 6124N 15/41w 44*3 151.2 UG U
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **oo.**...oo.o 0 TO 100 X % CLOUD COVER. * = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .****o,,*.***** BLANKBSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GwGOO. P=PBOO
ERTSP
07:54 SEP 09I'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA 
PAGE 0047
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
BBSERVATISN MICROFILM RBLL N54/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45670
1738*21113 00000/0000 10027/1001 07/31/74 70 293 6001N 15844W. 45*3 149.3 u U
1734o21120 00000/0000 100E7/1011 07/31/74 90 293 5838N 15942W 4642 147.o GP
1738.21122 00000/0000 10027/1012 07/31/74 90 293 5714N 16036W 4741 145*5 UP U
173821125 00000/0000 10027/1013 07/31/74 80 293 5550N 16127W 48.0 143.7 UG P
1738.21131 00000/0000 10027/1002 07/31/74 90 293 5426N 16215W 48.9 141.8 u U
1739421140 00000/0000 100e7/1015 08/01/74 60 307 7045N 14830W 36.8 166.6 UPPU
1739r21142 00000/0000 10027/1016 08/01/74 30 307 6927N 15033W 3799 164*0 GP U
1739~21145 00000/0000 100a7/1017 08/01/74 70 307 6809N 15222W 39.0 161.6 GG U
1739.21151 00000/0000 10027/1018 08/01/74 40 307 6649N 15400W 400 159. GPPP
1739-21154 00000/0000 10027/1019 08/01/74 30 307 6529N 15b29W 4140 157.2 PG U
1739621160 00000/0000 10027/1014 08/01/74 40 307 6407N 15650W 4241 155. P PU
1739421163 00000/0000 10027/1020 08/01/74 70 307 6246N 15804W 43*1 153.2 GG U
1739921165 00000/0000 10027/1021 08/01/74 70 307 6123N 15911W 44*1 151.3 UGPU
1739*21172 00000/0000 10027/1022 08/01/74 80 307 6000N 16013W 4500 149.9 GGPU
1739*21174 00000/0000 10027/1023 08/01/74 80 307 5837N 16111W 46*0 197,0 uGPP
1739421181 00000/0000 10027/1024 08/01/74 90 307 5714N 16205W 4609 145.7 uGPU
173 *21183 00000/0000 10027/1025 08/01/74 90 307 5550N 16255W 47.8 1*3.8 GGU
1739421190 00000/0000 1007/1026 08/01/74 90 307 5426N 16343W 48*7 142*0 UGPQ
1739*21192 00000/0000 10027/1027 08/01/74 90 307 5301N 16427W 49*5 140*1 UGGU
1740619385 00000/0000 10027/1136 08/02/74 60 320 6243N 13343W 42*9 153.2 GG U
1740419392 00000/0000 10027/1137 08/02/74 30 320 6120N 13451W 4399 151.3 UG 4
1740*19394 00000/0000 10027/1138 08/02/74 80 320 5957N 13553W 44*8 149.4 UG G
1740*19401 00000/0000 10027/1139 08/02/74 90 320 5834N 13650W 45*8 147*6 UGPP
1740*19403 00000/0000 100e7/1140 08/02/74 90 320 5711N 13744W 46*7 145s7 UG P
1740019410 00000/0000 10027/1141 08/02/74 90 320 5547N 13834W 4746 143. GG U
1740*19412 00000/0000 10027/1142 08/02/74 90 320 5424N 13921W 48.5 192.0 PG P
1740619415 00000/0000 10027/1143 08/02/74 100 320 5259N 14005W 49.3 140.2 GG G
1740921194 00000/0000 10027/1144 08/02/74 10 321 7042N 15004W 36,6 166.5 UGPU
1740421200 00000/0000 100?7/1145 08/02/74 10 321 6924N 15205W 3747 163.9 QG U
1740*21203 00000/0000 10027/1146 08/02/74 20 321 6806N 15354W 387 161.6 GG U
1740*21205 00000/0000 10027/1147 08/02/74 10 321 6646N 15b32W 3948 159*. GG U
1740021212 00000/0000 10027/1148 08/02/74 10 321 6525N 15701W 40*8 157.2 PG Q
1740621214 00000/0000 10027/1149 08/02/74 30 321 6404N 15821W 41*9 155.2 GG Q
1740621221 00000/0000 10027/1150 08/02/74 30 321 6242N 15934W 42.9 153.2 UG U
1740*21223 00000/0000 10027/1151 08/02/74 30 321 6121N 16040W 43.8 151.3 UG u
1740o21230 00000/0000 10027/1152 08/02/74 40 321 5958N 16141W 44*8 14991 G U
KEYS$ CLOUD COVER % *..O*O*.... 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CSVER* ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,s*............ BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GaGOBD PPO~RBB
ERTSI1
07:54 SEP 09,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0048
FRBM 08/01/74 TU 08/31/74
BBStRVATIBN MICRBFILM RBL6 NSB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSs
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1740*21232 00000/0000 100E7/1153 08/02/74 70 321 5835N 16238W 45.8 1*7.6 UG 0
1740421235 00000/0000 10027/1154 08/02/74 100 321 5711N 16331W 46*7 15.*7 UG U
1740021241 00000/0000 10027/1155 08/02/74 90 321 5547N 16421W 47.4 1'3.9 GcG
1740*21244 00000/0000 10027/1156 08/02/74 90 321 5423N 16b09W 48#5 142.*0 QG
1740421250 00000/0000 10027/1157 08/02/74 90 321 5259N 16b54W 4913 1)0.2 PG P
1741619441 00000/0000 10027/1176 08/03/74 80 334 6405N 13357W 4196 1155.3 UGGU
1741619444 00000/0000 10027/1177 08/03/74 90 334 6244N 13b11W 42#6 153*. GGGU
1741*19450 00000/0000 10027/1178 08/03/74 100 334 6121N 13618W 43#6 151*4 UGGU
1741419453 00000/0000 10027/1179 08/03/74 100 334 5958N 13720w 44*6 149.6 (GGU
1741*19455 00000/0000 10027/1180 08/03/74 100 334 5835N 13817w 455 147.7 UGGU
1741019462 00000/0000 10027/1181 08/03/74 100 334 5712N 13911w 46*5 145*9 GGGU
1741419464 00000/0000 10027/1182 08/03/74 100 334 5548N 14001W 47*4 14s*1 GG
1741.19471 00000/0000 10027/1183 08/03/74 100 334 5424N 14048W 48*. 192.2 UGGU
1741*19473 00000/0000 10027/1184 08/03/74 100 334 5300N 14132W 4941 140.4 UGGU
1741-21255 00000/0000 10027/1185 08/03/74 0 335 6925N 15335W 37.4 164.0 PGGU
1741*21261 00000/0000 10027/1186 08/03/74 50 335 6806N 15b23W 386b 161.6 GGGU
1741*21264 00000/0000 10027/1187 08/03/74 0 335 6647N 15701W 3995 199*4 UGGU
1741*21270 00000/0000 10027/1188 08/03/74 10 335 6525N 15829W 40,6 157.3 UPGU
1741*21273 00000/0000 10027/1189 08/03/74 30 335 6404N 15948W 41.6 155.3 GGGQ
1741*21275 00000/0000 10027/1190 08/03/74 60 335 6242N 16101w 42.6 153.3 UGGU
1741621282 00000/0000 100d7/1191 08/03/74 30 335 6120N 16207W 4306 151.9 GGGU
1741e21284 00000/0000 100e7/1152 08/03/74 50 335 5958N 16310w 4446 1+9. (GGU
1741621291 00000/0000 10027/1193 08/03/74 90 335 5835N 16407W 45ab 1.7.*7 UGGU
1741621293 00000/0000 10027/1194 08/03/74 90 335 5712N 16bOOW 4604 15.*9 UGGO
1741 21300 00000/0000 100e7/1195 08/03/74 90 335 5548N 16550W 47.3 14#1 UGGG
174?819493 00000/0000 1007/1241 08/04/74 90 348 6527N 13401W 40.3 157.4 SGGP
1742e19495 00000/0000 10027/1242 08/04/74 80 348 6406N 13b20W 41*3 11,5.4 Gppp
1742~19502 00000/0000 10027/1243 08/04/74 70 348 6244N 13633W 42.0 153.4 UG U
1742.19504 00000/0000 10027/1244 08/04/74 60 348 6122N 13741W 43*3 151.5 UGPP
1742 19511 00000/0000 10027/1245 08/04/74 80 348 5959N 13845W 4403 109s7 GGPU
1742e19513 00000/0000 10027/1246 08/04/74 40 348 5836N 13943W 453 147.9 GPGG
1742'19520 00000/0000 10027/1247 08/04/74 30 348 5712N 14038W 46.2 196.0 GPG
1742*19522 00000/0000 10027/1250 08/04/74 30 348 5548N 14129W 47.1 14*.2 u
1742*19525 00000/0000 10027/1248 08/04/74 50 348 5423N 14216W 48.0 142.4 GPPU
1742619531 00000/0000 10027/1249 08/04/74 70 348 5259N 14300W 48*9 10.# GUPPU
1742921310 00000/0000 100e7/1251 08/04/74 0 349 7043N 15253W 36*1 166.6 UG U
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % * *.***..oo* 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CBVER* *e * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.*o**o**.o. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G.GOOBD PuRBOBR
ERTS-1
07154 SEP 09D'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0049
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROEIM ROL6 NB*/ DATE CLUD BORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN KBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MS5
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45670
1742421313 00000/0000 10027/1252 08/04/74 0 349 6926N 15454w 37o2 164o0 UG U
1742421315 00000/0000 10027/1253 08/04/74 10 349 6807N 15643W 38.2 161.7 GGPP
1742e21322 00000/0000 10027/1254 08/04/74 40 349 6646N 15820W 39.3 159#5 UPPU
1742~21324 00000/0000 100E7/1255 08/04/74 0 349 6525N 15948W 40q3 1579 PPPU
1742621331 00000/0000 10027/1256 08/04/74 10 349 6404N 16108W 4193 155.4 GPGU
1742*21333 00000/0000 100?7/1257 08/04/74 20 349 6243N 16222W 42s3 153.4 UGPU
1742421340 00000/0000 10027/1258 08/04/74 30 349 6121N 16330w 43.3 151. GGGG
1742*21342 00000/0000 10027/1259 08/04/74 40 349 5958N 16432W 44.3 149*7 GGGI
1742621345 00000/0000 10027/1260 08/04/74 90 349 5835N 16b30W 45*3 147*9 GPGU
1742*21351 00000/0000 10027/1261 08/04/74 100 349 5712N 16623W 46.2 196.0 uGPq
1742#21354 00000/0000 .10027/1262 08/04/74 100 349 5548N 16714w 471 lf4.2 PGGU
1742*21360 00000/0000 10027/1263 08/04/74 90 349 5424N 16801W 4840 192. UGGP
1742*21363 00000/0000 10027/1264 08/04/74 90 349 5259N 16846W 4848 140. GGGU
1742*21365 00000/0000 10027/1265 08/04/74 90 349 5135N 16928W 4997 -18.7 UGPU
1743.19551 00000/0000 10027/1266 08/05/74 10O 362 6528N 13526W 40u1 15795 GGGG
1743619553 00000/0000 10027/1267 08/05/74 100 362 6406N 13645W 41.1 155.b uGPP
1743*19560 00000/0000 10027/1268 08/05/74 100 362 6244N 13756w 42.1 153. GPGP
1743419562 00000/0000 10027/1269 08/05/74 100 362 6122N 13904W 43.1 151.7 GGPG
1743019565 00000/0000 10027/1270 08/05/74 100 362 5959N 14008W 44.1 149.8 UGPP
1743-19571 00000/0000 100E7/1271 08/05/74 100 362 5836N 14107W 45.0 198*0 UPGU
1743*19574 00000/0000 10027/1272 08/05/74 90 362 5712N 14201W 45*9 16.2 PGGs
1744*19580 00000/0000 10027/1273 08/05/74 90 362 5548N 14251W 4609 1444 UGGU
1743*19583 00000/0000 10027/1274 08/05/74 90 362 5424N 14338W 4797 142*6 GGGU
174319585 00000/0000 10027/1275 08/05/74 100 362 5300N 14423W 48.6 14907 GPGU
1743*21365 00000/0000 10027/1277 08/05/74 30 363 7044N 15420 3548 166.6 UGGU
1743w21371 00000/0000 10027/1278 08/05/74 20 363 6926N 15622W 3649 164*1 GGU
1743*21374 00000/0000 10027/1279 08/05/74 10 363 6807N 15810W 38*0 161.8 GGU
174 *21380 00000/0000 10027/1280 08/05/74 20 363 6647N 15947W 3940 159.5 UGG
1743.21383 00000/0000 10027/1281 08/05/74 20 363 6526N 16115W 4000 157.5 GPU
1743*21385 00000/0000 10027/1282 08/05/74 30 363 6405N 16235W 41*1 155*. G P
1743s21392 00000/0000 10027/1290 08/05/74 10 363 6243N 16348W 4201 153.~ P
1743*21394 00000/0000 10027/1276 08/05/74 20 363 6120N 16456w 43.1 151.7 G GP
1743421401 00000/0000 10027/1283 08/05/74 60 363 5957N 16558W 44.1 149.8 UG P
1743.21403 00000/0000 10027/1284 08/05/74 80 363 5834N 16656W 45*0 148.0 GGPU
1743*21410 00000/0000 100E7/1285 08/05/74 100 363 5711N 16751W 45.9 146*2 GGPU
1743*21412 00000/0000 10027/1286 08/05/74 100 363 5548N 16841W 4649 194.9 GPU
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *0**.,,*,,**** O TB 100 * % CLOUD COVER. ** * NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY oo........... BLANKS-BAND'NOT PRESENT/MEQUESTED* GGOOBSD PP5RBR*
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0050
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATIN MICROFILM RBLL N59/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN NBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIMo RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45670
1743'21415 00000/0000 10027/1287 08/05/74 100 363 5424N 169 28W 47,7 14214 UGPP
1743*21421 00000/0000 1007/1288 08/05/74 90 363 5259N 17013W 48*6 140@7 UGPU
1743*21424 00000/0000 10087/1289 08/05/74 90 363 5135N 17055W 49.4 138.9 GGPU
1744421420 00000/0000 100d7/1385 08/06/74 20 377 7159N 15324W 3444 169*4 UP P
1744*21423 00000/0000 10027/1386 08/06/74 20 377 7043N 15!41W 35.5 166.7 UP F
1744*21425 00000/0000 1007/1387 08/06/74 10 377 6925N 15743W 36*6 164*2 UP i
1744*21432 00000/0000 100e7/1388 08/06/74 10 377 6807N 15931W 37*7 161.8 UG u
1744*21434 00000/0000 1007/1389 08/06/74 10 377 6647N 16109W 38*7 15996 GP P
1744*21441 00000/0000 100e7/1390 08/06/74 30 377 6526N 16238W 39.8 1!57.b UPPO
1744621443 00000/0000 10027/1391 08/06/74 30 377 6406N 16358W 40B8 15595 GPPU
1744*21450 00000/0000 10027/1392 08/06/74 80 377 6244N 16512W 41.8 1!53*6 UPPU
1744.21452 00000/0000 100&7/1393 08/06/74 90 377 6121N 16621W 42*8 151.8 GPPP
1744*21455 00000/0000 10027/1394 08/06/74 90 377 5957N 16723W 43.8 19)9.9 GPPP
1744*21461 00000/0000 10087/1395 08/06/74 90 377 5834N 16821W 44*7 198.1 PPPP
1744*21464 00000/0000 1007/1396 08/06/74 90 377 5712N 16513W 45*7 146.3 UP P
1744*21470 00000/0000 100E7/1397 08/06/74 90 377 5549N 17003W 46.6 144.4 Up U
1744*21473 00000/0000 10047/1398 08/06/74 90 377 5424N 17051W 47*5 1I42.7 GPGU
1744621475 00000/0000 10027/1399 08/06/74 90 377 5300N 17137W 48.4 140.9 GPPP
1744.21482 0000.0/0000 10027/1400 08/06/74 80 377 5136N 17219 4992 199.1 UPPP
1745*20061 00000/0000 100?7/1401 08/07/74 30 390 6647N 13651W 38*5 159*7 GGGU
1746*20063 00000/0000 100e7/1402 08/07/74 80 390 6526N 13819W 39*5 157.6 UGGG
1745r20070 00000/0000 1007/1403 08/07/74 50 390 6406N 13939W 40*5 155#7 UGGU
1745420072 00000/0000 10027/1404 08/07/74 10 390 6243N 14051 41*6 153.7 UGGU
1745420075 00000/0000 10027/1405 08/07/74 10 390 6122N 14158W 42*6 1)1.9 uGGU
1745*20081 00000/0000 10027/1406 08/07/74 60 390 5959N 14300W 43*b 150.1 UPGU
174520084 00000/0000 100e7/1407 08/07/74 90 390 5836N 14357W 44*5 198*4 GGGG
1745-20090 00000/0000 1007/1408 08/07/74 90 390 5713N 14451W 454 14.6*5 UGG
1740*20093 00000/0000 10027/1409 08/07/74 80 390 5549N 14641W 46*4 14.*7 UGGU
1745620095 00000/0000 1007/1410 08/07/74 80 390 5424N 14629W 47*2 142o.9 GGU
1745.20102 00000/0000 10027/1411 08/07/74 100 390 5300N 14714W 48.1 141.1 UGGU
1745*21474 00000/0000 10027/1412 08/07/74 30 391 7159N 15455W 3442 1,69r GG U
1745.21481 00000/0000 10087/1413 08/07/74 60 391 7043N 15712W 35.3 1667 GG U
1740421483 00000/0000 10027/1414 08/07/74 20 391 6925N 15913W 36.3 164.2 GPU
1740#21490 00000/0000 10087/1415 08/07/74 40 391 6807N 16101W 37#4 161.9 GG U
1745 21492 00000/0000 10007/1416 08/07/74 40 391 6647N 16238W 38.5 199*7 UG U
1745*21495 00000/0000 100?7/1417 08/07/74 60 391 6527N 16406W 39.5 15796 UGPU
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *4s*.** s**,* 0 TB 100 a % CLOUD COVER& ** a NO CLOUD OATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *.*.*.o****o** BLANKSaBAND NOT PRESENT/EQUESTED* GGBBOOD PuPBeMs
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09*'74 STANDARD CATALpG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0051
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/7*
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN M8LL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT. LONG. 123 45678
1745421501 00000/0000 100e7/1418 08/07/74 80 391 6405N 16b27W 40*b 155o6 GGPU
1745*21504 00000/0000 10027/1419 08/07/74 50 391 6243N 16640W 41.6 153*7 GG u
1745*21510 00000/0000 100?7/1420 08/07/74 40 391 6121N 16748W 42*5 151*9 UGPP
1740421513 00000/0000 100e7/1421 08/07/74 60 391 5958N 16851W 43,* 190.1 PG P
1745*21515 00000/0000 100e7/1422 08/07/74 90 391 5835N 16948W 4495 148.3 GGPU
1745$21522 00000/0000 10027/1423 08/07/74 100 391 5713N 17042W 45. 146.s GGPU
1745i21524 00000/0000 10027/1424 08/07/74 90 391 5549N 17133W 46.3 144.7 GGP
1745*21531 00000/0000 10027/1425 08/07/74 70 391 5423N 17L.20W 47.2 12#.9 GG~
1745421533 00000/0000 10027/1426 08/07/74 50 391 5259N 17304W 48.1 14911 GPPU
1745021540 00000/0000 10027/1427 08/07/74 70 391 5135N 17347W 48*9 139*3 GGPU
1746420113 00000/0000 10027/1515 08/08/74 70 404 6806N 13641w 37.1 161*9 PPPP
1746*20115 00000/0000 100 7/1516 08/08/74 80 404 6647N 13818W 38.2 199.8 PP P
1746420122 00000/0000 10027/1517 08/08/74 80 404 6526N 13946W 39s2 157*7 PP P
1746.20124 00000/0000 10027/1518 08/08/74 60 404 6405N 14106W 40*3 155.7 PP P
1746420131 00000/0000 1.0027/1519 08/08/74 70 404 6243N 14219W 41.3 153.8 PP P
1746420133 00000/0000 100?7/1520 08/08/74 90 404 6120N 14327W 42*3 152*0 PG U
1746420140 00000/0000 100e7/1521 08/08/74 80 404 5957N 14430W 4343 150*2 PP c
174620142 00000/0000 100 7/1522 08/08/74 50 404 5835N 14b27W 44.2 148.0 PP P
1746020145 00000/0000 10027/1523 08/08/74 60 404 5712N 14619W 45*2 146#6 PP P
1746*20151 00000/0000 10027/1524 08/08/74 70 404 5549N 14709W 46*1 144. PPPP
1746*20154 00000/0000 10097/1525 08/08/74 90 404 5426N 14756W 47*0 1*3.* PPPF
1746*20160 00000/0000 10027/1526 08/08/74 90 404 5302N 14841W 47*9 1*1.3 PPPP
1746.21533 00000/0000 10047/1498 08/08/74 60 405 7159N 15619W 33.9 169*. PPPP
1746*21535 00000/0000 10027/1499 08/08/74 40 405 7042N 15839W 35.0 166.8 PPPP
1746021542 00000/0000 10027/1500 08/08/74 20 405 6924N 16041W 36.1 164.3 PPPP
1746*21544 00000/0000 10027/1501 08/08/74 20 405 6806N 16228W 371 161. PPPP
1746421551 00000/0000 100?7/1502 08/08/74 70 405 6646N 16402W 38*2 159.8 PPPP
1746*21553 00000/0000 10027/1503 08/08/74 80 405 6526N 16530 39.2 157*7 PP P
1746421560 00000/0000 10027/1504 08/08/74 80 405 6404N 16651W 40*3 155.7 PPPP
1746621562 00000/0000 100e7/1505 08/08/74 80 405 6243N 16804W 41*3 153.8 PPPP
1746021565 00000/0000 10027/1506 08/08/74 90 405 6120N 16!12W 42.3 152.0 PP P
1746*21571 00000/0000 10027/1507 08/08/74 s0 405 5958N 17015W 43.3 150s. PPPP
1746*21574 00000/0000 10047/1508 08/08/74 70 405 5835N 17113W 44.2 148.1 PPPP
1746021580 00000/0000 10027/1509 08/08/74 80 405 5712N 17207W 45.2 196.6 PPPP
1746421583 00000/0000 10027/1510 08/08/74 90 405 5547N 17257W 46.1 1449 GP P
1746*21585 00000/0000 10047/1511 08/08/74 90 405 5422N 17:43W 47.0 143.1 PG P
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ****.****.**., 0 TO 100 %  CLOUD C6VER *e * NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ir*ooo**.*. BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* G"GOOD# PaFOOPe
ERTS*1
07154 SEP 09,'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0052
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATIN MICROFIM RSLL N9O/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE GUALITY
10 POSITION IN NMLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM4 RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1746*21592 00000/0000 10027/1512 08/08/74 80 405 5259N 17427 4749 191.3 PP P
1746*21594 00000/0000 10027/1513 08/08/74 30 405 5135N 17b10W 48.7 139.5 PPPP
1747.20171 00000/0000 10027/1653 08/09/74 80 418 6806N 13804W 36s9 162*0 GGG
1747*20173 00000/0000 100E7/1654 08/09/74 90 418 6646N 13941W 37.9 15998 UGGU
1747e20180 00000/0000 100?7/1655 08/09/74 90 418 6526N 14109W 3900 157.8 GGU
1747020182 00000/0000 10027/1656 08/09/74 80 418 6404N 14229W 40.0 155.8 GGGu
1747420185 00000/0000 10047/1657 08/09/74 80 418 6243N 14342K 41'0 153*9 UGGU
1747420191 00000/0000 100?7/1658 08/09/74 80 418 6121N 14450W 42*0 152.1 UGGU
1747020194 00000/0000 10027/1659 08/09/74 80 418 5958N 14bb2W 43.0 150.3 GGGU
1747420200 00000/0000 100E7/1660 08/09/74 90 418 5835N 14649W 4400 148.5 GGG31747*20203 00000/0000 10027/1661 08/09/74 80 418 5712N 14742W 44.9 146.8 UGGU
1747020205 00000/0000 10027/1662 08/09/74 70 418 5547N 14833W 45*8 15.*0 GGGU
1747920212 00000/0000 100E7/1663 08/09/74 80 418 5423N 14919W 4667 19*33 GG1747420214 00000/0000 10027/1664 08/09/74 100 418 5300N 15004w 47.6 1*91. (GG
1747422000 00000/0000 10027/1665 08/09/74 50 419 6924N 16203W 35*8 164.3 SGGG1747622002 00000/0000 1007/1666 08/09/74 40 4 1q 6805N 16352w 36*9 162.0 GGGU1747*22005 00000/0000 10027/1667 08/09/74 40 41- 3645N 16b30W 37.9 159.8 UGGU
1747.22011 00000/0000 100E7/1668 08/09/74 40 419 6524N 16657W 39s0 157*8 UGGU
1747*22014 00000/0000 100E7/1669 08/09/74 60 419 6404N 16816W 40*0 155.8 UGGU1747622020 00000/0000 10007/1670 08/09/74 80 419 6243N 16928W 41.0 153.9 UGG
1747*22023 00000/0000 10027/1671 08/09/74 100 419 6121N 17035W 42*0 152.1 GGGU
1747422025 00000/0000 10027/1672 08/09/74 90 419 5959N 17138W 43*0 150.3 GGGU
1747*22032 00000/0000 10027/1673 08/09/74 90 419 5835N 17236W 44.0 1*8.4 GGGU
1747*22034 00000/0000 10027/1674 08/09/74 90 419 5711N 17331W 44.9 196.8 UGGU
1747422041 00000/0000 10027/1675 08/09/74 90 419 5546N 17422W 45.8 1*5.0 GGGU1741422043 00000/0000 10027/1676 08/09/74 80 419 5423N 17509W 46*7 19*33 GGGU
1747422050 00000/0000 10027/1677 08/09/74 90 419 5259N 17553W 47.6 1 1.5 GGU
1747422052 00000/0000 10027/1678 08/09/74 80 419 5134N 17636W 48*5 139.7 GGGU
1748-20222 00000/0000 10027/1592 08/10/74 20 432 6924N 13745W 35.5 164 4
174820225 00000/0000 10027/1566 08/10/74 40 432 6805N 13933W 36.6 162*1 UPGU
1748620231 00000/0000 1007/1567 08/10/74 90 432 6646N 14110W 37*7 159*9 PGP
1748.20234 00000/0000 10027/1568 08/10/74 80 432 6525N 14239W 3897 157.9 GGPQ
1748420240 00000/0000 10027/1569 08/10/74 80 432 6404N 1440OW 39.7 155.9 cGP
1748020243 00000/0000 10027/1570 08/10/74 60 432 6242N 14513W 40*8 14*.0 PPGQ
1748620245 00000/0000 10027/1571 08/10/74 10 432 6120N 14619W 4168 152r2 PPGJ
1748.20252 00000/0000 10027/1572 08/10/74 40 432 5957N 14720W 42,7 150.4 PPP
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % **,,**.**** 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CBVER* ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. ***,..***.. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED# G*GBBD* PPBBfOW
ERTSop
.07154 SEP 09,t74 STANDARD CATALOG F8R ALASKA PAGE 0053
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION) MICRBFIIM RBL NB*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE GUALITY
Ib POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MS$
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1748*20254 00000/0000 100?7/1573 08/10/74 70 432 5835N 14816w 43.7 14987 GGP
1748e20261 00000/0000 10027/1574 08/10/74 6.0 432 5711N 14910W 44*7 1*69 GPPp
1748*20263 00000/0000 10027/1575 08/10/74 70 432 5547N 15000W 45*6 1*5o2 uPPP
1748'20270 00000/0000 10027/1576 08/10/74 80 432 5423N 15048W 4605 193.5 GGU
1748*20272 00000/0000 10027/1577 08/10/74 80 432 5259N 15133W 47*4 1*17 GG Q
1748022045 00000/0000 1002 ,1578 08/10/74 50 433 7158N 15919W 333 169*6 UGGU
1748622054 00000/0000 100E7/1579 08/10/74 40 433 6925N 16336W 35*5 164*9 PG
174822061 00000/0000 10027/1580 08/10/74 20 433 6806N 16525W 36,6 162.1 iG
1748422070 00000/0000 10027/1581 08/10/74 60 433 6525N 16829W 38.7 157.g i' P
1748422072 00000/0000 10027/1582 08/10/74 70 433 6404N 16549W 39*7 155.9 G
1748*22075 00000/0000 10047/1583 08/10/74 90 433 6242N 171010 40,7 154*0 UG u
1748.22081 00000/0000 100e7/1584 08/10/74 90 433 6120N 17208W 41*7 152.2 GGGU
1748922084 00000/0000 100e7/1585 08/10/74 90 433 5958N 17310W 4247 150.9 GGPG
1748'22090 00000/0000 10027/1586 08/10/74 90 433 5836N 17408w 43*7 198.7 UGPG
1748o22093 00000/0000 100?7/1587 08/10/74 90 433 5711N 17502W 4406 1*6*9 UGP
1748522095 00000/0000 10027/1588 08/10/74 90 433 5547N 17551W 45.6 1*5.2 GP
1748422102 00000/0000 100e7/1589 08/10/74 90 433 5423N 17638W 4605 1*3.5 GGP
174822104 00000/0000 10047/1590 08/10/74 90 433 5259N 17722W 4704 191.7 UGPU
1748622111 00000/0000 10027/1591 08/10/74 90 433 5134N 17804W 48*2 139*9 PGPU
1749418493 00000/0000 1-007/1639 08/11/74 90 445 5423N 12625W 46.2 193*6 UGGU
1749w20281. 00000/0000 10027/1640 08/11/74 90 446 6924N 13909W 35*2 164.9 UGGG
1742*20283 00000/0000 10027/1641 08/11/74 80 446 6804N 14058W 36*3 162.1 UGG
1749220290 00000/0000 100271642 08/11/74 30 446 6645N 14235W 37*4 1600 UGGtJ
1749e20292 00000/0000 100E7/1643 08/11/74 60 446 6525N 14403W 38*4 158.0 GPGG
174920295 00000/0000 10027/1644 08/11/74 90 446 6404N 14523W 39*5 156*0 UGGO
1749~20301 00000/0000 10027/r645 08/1.1/74 90 446 6242N 14635W 40*5 154,2 GGGU
1749.20304 00000/0000 10027/1646 08/11/74 80 446 6120N 14742W 4195 1523 GGGO
1749420310 00000/0000 10027/1647 08/11/74 60 446. 5958N 14845W 42*5 150.6 PGGG
174920313 00000/0000 10027/1648 08/11/74 90 446 5835N 14943W 43*4 1*98.8 GG
1749.20315 00000/0000 10027/1649 08/11/74 90 446 5711N 15037W 44*4 147..1 GGGU
1749*20322 00000/0000 10027/1650 08/11/74 90 446 5548N 15128W 45.3 1954 UGG
1749V20324 00000/0000 10027/1651 08/11/74 90 446 5423N 15216W 46*2 14936 GGGU
1749~20331 00000/0000 10027/1652 08/11/74 90 446 5258N 15301W 47*1 191*.9 GGU
1749422103 00000/0000 10027/1224 08/11/74 90 447 7158N 16045W 33*0 169.6 UGGU
1749*22110 00000/0000 10027/1225 08/11/74 100 447 7041N 16302W 3491 166.9 - GG
174V*22112 00000/0000 10027/1226 08/11/74 70 447 6923N 16b04W 35*2 164.4 UGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ***.*.**** 0 TO 100 a.X CLOUD CBVER .* * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY '***..*******'s BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED' GOGOOD. PPBBOOR
ERTS.?
07154 SEP 09#174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 00:54
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN KOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV4 A.ZIM*. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1749422115 00000/0000 10027/1227 08/11/74 30 447 6804N 16652W 36.3 16291 GGO
1749422121 00000/0000 10027/1228 08/11/74 60 447 6644N 168281 37,4 100*0 GGPS
1741*22124 00000/0000 1007/1229 08/11/74 100 447 6524N 16956W 38.4 158.0 (3GP
1749122130 00000/0000 10027/1230 08/11/74 100 447 6403N 17116W 39.4 156*0 LGGr
1749*22133 00000/0000 10027/1231 08/11/74 100 447 6242N 17231w 4095 154.2 GGG
1749*22135 00000/0000 10027/1232 08/11/74 100 447 6119N 17338W 41#5 152.3 GGU
1749*22142 00000/0000 10027/1233 08/11/74 100 447 5956N 17440w 4295 15006 UGGU
1749422144 00000/0000 100e7/1234 08/11/74 100 447 5833N 17b37W 43&4 148.8 GGG
1749422151 00000/0000 10027/12a5 08/11/74 100 447 5708N 17630W 44*4 147.1 GGGG
1749*22153 00000/0000 100V7/1236 08/11/74 100 447 5545N 17720W 4593 145.4 GGU
1742o22160 00000/0000 10027/1237 08/11/74 100 447 5421N 17807W 46.2 193. PPGi
174V*22162 00000/0000 10027/1238 08/11/74 100 447 5257N 17651W 47.1 191.0 GGGU
1749 22165 00000/0000 10027/1239 08/11/74 100 447 5133N 17932W 48*0 10.*1 UGGf
1750*18551 00000/0000 100e7/1240 08/12/74 30 459 5423N 12750W 46*0 143*8 UGGU
1750620332 00000/0000 100e7/1679 08/12/74 80 460 7041N 13836W 33,9 167.0 UGGU
1750.20335 00000/0000 10027/1680 08/12/74 100 460 6923N 14037W 3499 164v4 UGGU
1750*20341 90000/0000 10027/1681 08/12/74 100 460 6805N 14225W 36.0 162.e UGG
1759020344 00000/0000 100?7/1682 08/12/74 80 460 6645N 14402W 37.1 160.1 GGGU
1759*20350 00000/0000 10027/1683 08/12/74 90 460 6524N 14529W 3891 158*1 GGGU
1750920353 00000/0000 10027/1684 08/12/74 90 460 6403N 14648W 39.2 156.1 GPGO
1750420355 00000/0000 10027/1685 08/12/74 90 460 6242N 14801W 40.* 154.3 GGGG
175020362 00000/0000 10027/1686 08/12/74 50 460 6119N 14909W 41.2 152.0 GGO
1750420364 00000/0000 10027/1687 08/12/74 20 460 5956N 15011W 4202 150.7 GGGU
1750020371 00000/0000 10027/1688 08/12/74 60 460 5834N 15109W 43*2 1~9.0 GGGG
1750620373 00000/0000 10027/1689 08/12/74 70 460 5711N 15203W 44.1 147.3 GGGj$750920380 00000/0000 10027/1690 08/12/74 90 460 5547N 15254W 4500 15*5 GGG
1750e22164 00000/0000 10027/1691 08/12/74 100 461 7040N 16429n 33.8 166.9 SGG
1750e22170 00000/0000 10027/1692 08/12/74 100 461 6922N 16630W 34*9 164.* GGGu
1750422173 00000/0000 100?7/1693 08/12/74 90 461 6803N 16817W 36.0 162.e GGG
1750*22175 00000/0000 10027/1694 08/12/74 90 461 6644N 16954W 37*1 160.1 UGGU
1750*22182 00000/0000 10027/16 5 08/12/74 100 461 6524N 17122W 38*1 158.0 GGGG
1750e22184 00000/0000 10027/1696 08/12/74 100 461 6403N 17242W 39*2 156.1 UGGP
1750*22191 00000/0000 10027/1697 08/12/74 100 461 6241N 17355W 40.2 154.3 PGGU
1750*22193 00000/0000 10027/1698 08/12/74 100 461 6118N 17b02W 41.2 152.5 GGGG
1750*22200 00000/0000 100?7/1699 08/12/74 100 461 5955N 17604W 4292 150.7 UGGU
1750*22202 00000/0000 100a7/1700 08/12/74 100 461 5832N 17701W 43.1 1f9*.0 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *0o***********o O TB 100 X % CLOUD CBVER* *t * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.**.o****o,** BLANKSaBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED' GGOBBD. P=POOBB
.0.A
ERTS-1
07154 SEP 09s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 0055
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN MOLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEVi AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 4567$
1750422205 00000/0000 10027/1701 08/12/74 100 461 5708N 17754W 44*1 197.r GGGa
1750*22211 00000/0000 10027/1702 08/12/74 100 461 5544N 17844W 45*0 145.5 UGG
1750.22214 00000/0000 10027/1703 08/12/74 100 461 5421N 17931W 45.9 143.8 UGG
1751.22225 00000/0000 100e7/1738 08/13/74 90 475 6921N 16800W 34*6 164*5 GGGG
1751'22231 00000/0000 10027/1739 08/13/74 90 475 6804N 16948W 35.7 16293 PGGU
1751*22234 00000/0000 10027/1740 08/13/74 90 475 6644N 17126W 36.8 160.1 GGGU
1751422240 00000/0000 1007/1741 08/13/74 90 475 6522N 17254W 37.8 158.1 GGGQ
1751622243 00000/0000 10027/1742 08/13/74 90 475 6401N 17413W 3899 15692 GGGU
1751*22245 00000/0000 10027/1743 08/13/74 90 475 6239N 17b25W 39.9 154* GGGU
1751422252 00000/0000 100e7/1744 08/13/74 90 475 6117N 17630W 40*9 152*6 GG
1751622254 00000/0000 10027/1745 08/13/74 80 475 5955N 17731W 41*9 150.8 UGGU
1752*19054 00000/0000 1007/1731 08/14/74 10 487 5706N 12908W 43&6 1*7.*t GGGB
1752019061 00000/0000 1007/1732 08/14/74 10 487 5543N 12958W 44.5 145.8 PGGG
1752419063 00000/0000 10027/1733 08/14/74 50 487 5419N 13046W 45*5 144*2 GG
1752420445 00000/0000 10027/1746 08/14/74 30 488 7040N 14133W 33*3 167*1 GGGU
1752.20451 00000/0000 10027/1747 08/14/74 80 488 6923N 14334W 34*3 164.6 GGGU
1752E20454 00000/0000 10027/1748 08/14/74 80 488 6805N 14522W 35.4 162*~ GGGU
1752.20460 00000/0000 10007/1749 08/14/74 90 488 6644N 14700W 36*5 160.3 UGGU
1752420463 00000/0000 100?7/1750 08/14/74 90 488 6523N 14827W 37*5 158.3 UGGU
1752*20465 00000/0000 10027/1751 08/14/74 40 488 6402N 14946W 38*6 156.4 UGGU
1752 20472 00000/0000 10027/1752 08/14/74 50 488 6240N 15058W 39*6 154*5 GGGU
1752*20474 00000/0000 100e7/1753 08/14/74 40 488 6118N 15205W 40*6 152.7 GGGU
175E20481 00000/0000 10027/1754 08/14/74 30 488 5956N 15306W 41*6 15.1.0 GGU
1752*20483 0000/0000 100E7/1755 08/14/74 20 488 5832N 15404W 42.6 1*990 GGGU
1752*20490 00000/0000 100e7/1756 08/14/74 50 488 5708N 15457W 43*6 147*6 PGGU
1752w20492 00000/0000 10027/1757 08/14/74 80 488 5545N 15546W 44#5 1*5.0 GGGG
1752*22292 00000/0000 10027/1758 08/14/74 100 489 6644N 17250W 36*5 160.2 GPGU
1752-22294 00000/0000 10027/1759 08/14/74 100 489 6524N 17418 37.5 198*2 UGGU
1752*22301 00000/0000 100e7/1760 08/14/74 100 489 6403N 17537W 38*6 156.3 GGU
1752 22303 00000/0000 100217/1761 08/14/74 100 489 .6240N 17650W 39*6 :154*. UGGQ
1752-22310 00000/0000 10027/1762 08/14/74 90 489 6118N .17757W 4-0*6 152Z7 UGGU
1752022312 00000/0000 10027/1763 08/14/74 100 489 5955N 17858W 41.6 151.9 GPGU
1752.22315 0000/0000 10027/1764 08/14/74 100 489 5831N 17955W 42.6 149*3 GGGG
1753+19110 00000/0000 10027/1765 08/15/74 60 501 5828N 12945W 42*4 149.f4 GG
1753*19112 00000/0000 :10027/1766 08/15/74 40 501 5705N 13038W 4303 1*7.*,7 GGG
175319115 00000/0000 10027/1767 08/15/74 "20 ;:501 :5541N-,' 13128W 44*3 14*60 GGGGu
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ****o** oo*i* O0 TO 100 * X CLOUD COVER* ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY o .o..e sss...* BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GwGOBD* P=RdbOR
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07:54 SEP 09P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR ALASKA PAGE 0056
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OBSkRVATISN MICROFILM RBL6 NS*/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN NOLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVO AZIM RBV MS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1753-19121 00000/0000 10027/1768 08/15/74 70 501 5418N 13215W 45.2 1*4.4 GGG61753i20503 00000/0000 100 7/1785 08/15/74 50 502 7040N 14257W 33.0 167.1 UGG
1753*20505 00000/0000 10027/1786 08/15/74 80 502 6922N 14458W 34*0 164*7 GGGP
175320512 00000/0000 10027/1787 08/15/74 60 502 6803N 14646W 35.1 162.4 GGGP
1753e20514 00000/0000 100E7/1788 08/15/74 90 502 6643N 14823W 3692 160*3 UPGU
1753*20521 00000/0000 100?7/1789 08/15/74 90 502 6522N 14950W 37.2 158.4 UGGU
1753*20523 00000/0000 10027/1720 08/15/74 50 502 6402N 15110W 38t3 156.9 GGGU
1753*20530 00000/0000 1007/1791 08/15/74 30 502 6240N 15223W 39*3 154*. UGGG
1753'20532 00000/0000 10027/1792 08/15/74 30 502 6118N 15330W 40.3 152*9 UGGU
1753-20535 00000/0000 10027/1793 08/15/74 10 502 5956N 15432W 41*3 151.1 GGGU
1753420541 00000/0000 10027/1794 08/15/74 20 502 5833N 15b30W 42*3 1*9*0 GGG6
1753-20544 00000/0000 100e7/1795 08/15/74 50 502 5709N 15622W 43*3 147*4 GGG
1753.20550 00000/0000 10027/1796 08/15/74 90 502 5546N 15711W 44*2 146*1 GGGU
1753$20553 00000/0000 100e7/1797 08/15/74 90 502 5422N 15757W 45*1 194.* 6GG
1754-22362 00000/0000 10027/1798 08/15/74 100 503 6241N 17814W 39*3 154e6 GGPU
1753#22364 00000/0000 10027/1799 08/15/74 100 503 6119N 17921W 40.3 152.9 UGGU
1753*22371 00000/0000 10027/1800 08/15/74 100 503 5956N 179361 41.3 1511 GGGU
1754*19164 00000/0000 10027/1734 08/16/74 20 515 5828N 13111W 42.1 149.5 PGU1754419171 00000/0000 10027/1735 08/16/74 10 515 5704N 13204W 43.0 197.9 GPGU
175419173 00000/0000 10027/1736 08/16/74 40 515 5541N 13254W 4440 4196, GPGU
1754-19180 00000/0000 10027/1737 08/16/74 70 515 5419N 13340W 44*9 1*4.6 GPGU
1754.20561 00000/0000 10027/1895 08/16/74 70 516 7036N 14433W 32.7 167.1 GGGP1754620564 00000/0000 10027/1894 08/16/74 50 516 6918N 14633W 33*8 164.7 G PG
1754*20570 00000/0000 10027/1896 08/16/74 70 516 6759N 14819W 34+9 162* 4GPPo
1754420573 00000/0000 10027/1897 08/16/74 70 516 6640N 14955W 35*9 1600* PGPU
1754920575 00000/0000 100e7/1898 08/16/74 70 516 6519N 15122W 37*0 158.*9 GPP
1754-20582 00000/0000 10027/1899 08/16/74 80 516 6358N 15241W 38.0 156. GGPU
1754*20584 00000/0000 10027/1900 08/16/74 90 516 6236N 15353W 39.1 154.7 6GPU
1754*20591 00000/0000 100e7/1901 08/16/74 90 516 6115N 15459W 40*1 152.9 GGPU
1754*20593 00000/0000 10027/1902 08/16/74 90 516 5952N 15601W 41.1 15192 UGPU
1754621000 00000/0000 10027/1903 08/16/74 60 516 5829N 15659W 42.1 19.*6 GGPU
1754*21002 00000/0000 10027/1904 08/16/74 50 516 5706N 15753W 43.0 147.9 UGPU
1754421005 00000/0000 10027/1905 08/16/74 70 516 5542N 15842W 44.0 146.2 GGPO
1754*21011 00000/0000 10027/1906 08/16/74 80 516 5419N 15929W 44.9 1*4*6 GGGG
1755r19220 00000/0000 10028/009 08/17/74 50 529 5952N 13139W 4068 151.9 GGG
1755419222 00000/0000 1008/0030 08/17/74 10 529 5829N 13236W 41.8 149.7 GGGi
KEYSt CL;UD CtVER X t*.* ... **.** 0 TB 100 * % CLBUD CBVERo ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
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FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
8BSRVATIBN MICRBFI.M RBL NBw/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PUINT SUN SUN IMAGE (UALITY
ID ROSITION IN ROLL ACOUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV# AZIMr RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1755.19225 00000/0000 100e8/0031 08/17/74 90 529 5705N 13329W 42.7 1*8.1 UGGU
1755419231 00000/0000 100e8/0032 08/17/74 90 529 5542N 13419W 437 146.* UGGG
1755419234 00000/0000 100e8/0033 08/17/74 90 529 5419N 13b05W 44.6 144*8 GPPU
1755921015 00000/0000 100?8/0034 08/17/74 200 530 7036N 14b55W 32~4 167.2 GGGP
1755*21022 00000/0000 10028/0035 08/17/74 100 530 6918N 14755W 33*5 164#8 UGPF
1755~21024 00000/0000 10028/0036 08/17/74 90 530 6759N 14942W 3445 162.6 GGGU
1755421031 00000/0000 10028/0007 08/17/74 90 530 6641N 15117W 3596 160*5 GGGP
175$*21033 00000/0000 10028/0038 08/17/74 100 530 6520N 15245W 36.7 158o5 GGPP
1755421040 00000/0000 100R8/0039 08/17/74 100 530 6400N 15406W 3747 156*. GPGO
1755421042 00000/0000 10028/0040 08/17/74 90 530 6238N 15520W 38*8 15498 UPGP
1755421045 00000/0000 10028/0041 08/17/74 80 530 6115N 15627W 3948 153.1 GGGG
1755021051 00000/0000 10028/0042 08/17/74 60 530 5952N 15729W 4008 101.9 GGGG
1755021054 00000/0000 10088/0043 08/17/74 80 530 5829N 15826W 4118 1*9.7 UGGP
1750421060 00000/0000 10088/0044 08/17/74 80 530 5706N 15920W 42s7 1*8.1 GGPU
1750.21063 00000/0000 10028/0045 08/17/74 90 530 5542N 16010W 43*7 196.s 4GG
1755*21065 00000/0000 10028/0046 08/17/74 100 530 5419N 16056W 44.6 144.8 GGJG
1756*19272 00000/0000 10027/1801 08/18/74 70 543 6115N 13201W 3915 153*e GGGU
1756*19274 00000/0000 100e7/1802 08/18/74 70 543 5952N 13302N 40*5 151*6 UGGG
1756-19281 00000/0000 10027/1803 08/18/74 40 543 5830N 13359W 41#5 149. UGGGU
1756019283 00000/0000 100e7/1804 08/18/74 60 543 5706N 13453W 42*4 1*983 GGGU
1756*19290 00000/0000 10027/1805 08/18/74 100 543 5542N 13543W 43*4 146*6 GGGU
1756o19292 00000/0000 10097/1806 08/18/74 100 543 5419N 13630 44*3 145*0 UGGU
1756419295 00000/0000 100e7/1807 08/18/74 100 543 5255N 13714W 45.2 1.39 GGG9
1756*21074 00000/0000 10027/1808 08/18/74 100 544 7036N 14718W 32.1 167.3 UGGU
1756621080 00000/0000 1007/1809 08/18/74 100 544 6919N 14918W 33*1 16449 GGGU
1756*21083 00000/0000 10027/1810 08/18/74 80 544 6800N 15107W 3402 162.6 GGGU
1756*21085 00000/0000 100e7/1811 08/18/74 70 544 6640N 15245W 35*3 160*6 GGGU
1756*21092 00000/0000 1007/1812 08/18/74 100 544 6520N 15413W 36*4 158.6 GGGG
1756#21094 00000/0000 100E7/1813 08/18/74 90 544 6400N 15533W 37*4 156*8 GGGU
175662i101 00000/0000 10027/1814 08/18/74 100 544 6237N 15645W 38.4 155.0 GGGU
1756621103 00000/0000 10097/1815 08/18/74 40 544 6114N 15751W 39.5 153.2 fGG
1756*21110 00000/0000 100e7/1816 08/18/74 10 544 5952N 15852W 40*5 151.6 UGGU
1756421112 00000/0000 10027/1817 08/18/74 50 544 5829N 15949W 4I 5 199*9 UGGU
1756*21115 00000/0000 10027/1818 08/18/74 90 544 5706N 16042W 42*4 148.3 GGG$
1756021121 00000/0000 100e7/1819 08/18/74 50 544 5543N 16132W 43*4 1496*. GGU
1756621124 00000/0000 10097/1820 08/18/74 80 544 5418N 16219W 4443 145.0 GGGU
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ... o..o..o* * 0 TO 100 2 % CLOUD CeVER* * * NE CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY '.oo.....***o*o BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/PEQUESTED9 GaGOOD. Pu=R ~B
COORDINATE LISTING
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09a'74 COORDINATE LISTING PAGE 0058
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT* BBSERVATIBN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PKINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATION CC QUALITY
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS BF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE XD X ROV MSS
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 65NG 6AT 19345678
06345W 4733N 1703-14291 70 PP P 07110W 4311N 1725*14024 60 PPPP 07402W 3437N 172b-14551 bO P UG
06347W 4722N 1739-14280 30 GGGG 07111W 4304N 1743-14$20 40 GGUU 07403W 3*30N 1743-14543 b0 BUUG
06347w 4717N 1757-14272 10 PPGG 07118W 3848N 1742-14474 10 P UH 07404W 4314N 1709-1044 bO U PG
064a0W 4608N 1703-14294 90 PG G 07127W 4559N 1744*14065 30 GGGU 07404W 3852N 1744-1*590 80 UgUG
06513W 4731N 1704-14345 50 GGGP 07131W 4602N 1726w14573 60 GGUU 07405W 4310N 17271l*040 40 UOUG
06514.W 4722N 1740-14334 20 GGGP 07141W 4145N 1725-14530 50 PPPP 07407W 3855N 1726-14594 60 UQUG
06514W 47d1N 1758-14330 30 PPGP 07142W 4139N 1743-14423 50 GGGU 07423W 4458N 1746-10082 80 UPOG
06548W 4605N 1704-14352 30 GGPP 07146W 3722N 1742-14480 40 U 07424W 4602N 1728-19090 40 LiUG
06548W 4558N 1740-14341 20 GGGG 07202W 4435N 1744-14572 40 GGUW 07427W 3311N 172t-1*553 50 PPUG
06549W 45bSN 1758-14333 20 PPGG 07205W 4437N 1726m14580 70 GGU 07429W 3305N 1743-1550 0 UGUG
06621w 44S3N 1740-14343 40 GGGG 07211W 4020N 1725-14533 50 PP45 07431W 4143N 1745-1"035 90 UGUG
066a2W 4439N 1704-14354 40 G G 07212W 4013N 1743-1425 60 GGG( 07432W 3727N 1744*14592 100 UOUG
06622W 4430N 1758-14335 0 PPGG 07213W 3557N 1742-14483 40 GG u 07434W 4150N 1709'10051 30 P UG
06640W 4723N 1741-14392 50 GGGG 07226W 4725N 1727-15025 40 GGUU 07435W 3730N 1726-10000 60 UpuG
06654W 4314N 1704-14361 40 SGPG 07227W 47 31N 1709-15033 60 G UU 07436W 4145N 1727"19043 j0 URUG
06654W 4307N 1740-14350 10 UGGG 07235W 4309N 1744-14574 30 GGUU 07437W 4848N 1747-10131 30 UauG
06654W 4306N 1758-14342 0 PPP 07237W 4311N 1726-14482 60 GGGU 07453W 3145N 1725b-*160 60 UPUG
06715W 4558N 1741-14395 80 GGGG 07241W 38 54N 1725-14535 50 PPP4 07453W 3139N 1743"14552 40 UGUP
06748W 4432N 1741-14401 60 UGGG 07241W 3848N 1743*14b32 70 GGUU 07456W 4432N 1746-15084 20 UPG
06808W 4719N 1742*14451 80 GGGP 07255W 45594 1745-15024 0 GGGU 07458W 4436N 1728w1092 S0 UOUG
06820W 4307N 1741-14404 70 GGGG 07300W 4600N 1727-15031 20 PGUU 07500w 3601N 1744-1*b95 100 UuUG
06844W 4554N 1742-14453 60 GGG 07301W 460 6N 1709-15035 40 P G 07502W 4018N 1745-19042 80 UGUG
06851w 4142N 1741-14410 50 UGGG 07305W 4143N 1744-14581 40 PGUG 07503W 3604N 1726'19003 0o UGuG
06917w 4429N 1742-14460 50 GGGG 07309W 4145N 1726-14585 40 GGGU 07504W 4023N 1709-10053 0 U PG
06921W 4016N 1741-14413 20 GGGG 07309W 372 8N 1725-14042 60 PPUP 07506W 4019N 1727-1045 10 UGUG
06929W 4727N 1725-14512 100 PGG 07309W 3722N 1743-14534 80 GGU 07513W 4723N 1747o1133 20 UguG
06932W 4720N 1743-14505 60 GGGG 07328W 4434 N 1745-15030 10 GG(g 07515W 4727N 1729-1141 60 PPUG
06949W 4304N 1742-14462 30 UGGP 073@3W 4440N 1709-15042 80 P (U 07527W 3936N 1744*1$901 100 UGUG
07004w 4601N 1725-14515 50 PPGP 07333W 4435 N 1727-15034 30 GGGU 07529W 4308N 1741091 10 UQPG
07006W 4555N 1743-14511 60 GGGG 07335W 4018N 1744-14583 50 GGUP 07530w 4311N 172801*095 60 uuUG
07019w 4138N 1742-14465 30 PPPP 07336W 3603N 1725-14*44 70 PGGU 07530W 3438N 1726P15005 SO URUG
07037W 4436N 1725-14521 30 P GP 07337W 3556N 1743-14541 70 GGWG 07532W 3858N 1709-10060 0 u UG
07039W 4429N 1743-14514 50 QGGG 07338W 4020N 1726-14091 40 GGGU 07532W 385 1N 1740510044 90 UgUG
07049W 4014N 174214471 10 5PPG 07348W 4727N 1728-15083 70 GGG1 07534W 3853N 1727w15052 10 USUG
07053W 4724N 1744*14563 30 GGGG 07348W 4722N 1746-15075 80 GGP4 07548W 455 8N 1747-15140 10 UubG
07056W 4728N 1726-14571 70 GPGP 07400W 4309N 1745915033 50 GGUW 07550W 4602N 1729-19144 60 PUG
KEYS; CLOUD COVER % ,o.*=oo**o**=o 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD COVER. *t * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,o**.*..**** BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GoGOeD. PpeeRe
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09j'74 COBRDINATE LISTINU PAGE 0059
STANDARD CATALOG FO CUS
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL T. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID x R8V MSS
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 134*0678
075b3W 3311N 1744-15004 100 5UGG 07724W 4142N 1747.15151 90 GGGU 07853W 4145N 1730-10213 100 UgUP
075tZW 3313N 1726-15012 30 QGGG 07727W 4146N 1729-15155 40 PPU 07853w 4141N 1748-10210 60 6UUG
07600w 3733N 1709-15062 0 P PP 07727W 3724N 1746-15105 90 GGPW 07855W 3729N 1729w1171 30 UWiG
07600w 3725N 1745-15051 80 (GGG 07728W 3729N 1728.15113 50 GGUU 07857W 4850N 1732-10305 *0 POu
07601W 4145N 1728-15101 60 .GG 07731W 2728N 1744-15022 40 GGUU 07859W 2726N 1727-10084 20 UGPG
07601W 4142N 1746-15093 30 GGPG 07732W 4848N 1731.15251 40 PPPU 07859W 2726N 1740*1080 70 UGUG
07603W 4852N 1730-15193 90 GGGP 07732W 4847N 1749-15243 30 PGUu 07901W 2729N 1709,18092 90 P qG
07603W 3728N 1727-15054 20 PPGP 07732W 27 28N 1726.15030 30 GPUw 07912W 3147N 1728-10131 60 UiUG
07605w 4847N 1748*15185 0 GGGG 07745W 3143N 1745-15065 50 GPGU 07913W 3144N 1746-1123 *0 UgPG
07619W 3145N 1744-15010 70 GGGG 07746W 3145N 1727.15072 70 PPUP 07915W 4432N 1749-10255 10 00
07621W 4432N 1747-1b142 20 GGGG 07748W 3149N 1709-15080 90 G RR 07917W 4433N 1731-10263 o0 PrPG
07622W 3145N 1726-15014 30 QPPG 07750W 4437N 1730.15204 100 GGfP 07918w 3601N 17*47*1165 100 UIG
07623W 4437N 1729-15150 50 PPGG 07750W 4432N 1748-15801 30 GGUU 07922W 4020N 1730.18220 100 RUP
0768W 3607N 1709-15065 0 P PG 07753W 4017N 1747-15154 90 GGGU 079224 3602N 1729-10t73 20 PRG
07628W 3559N 1745-15053 70 GGGG 07755W 3603N 1728-15115 90 GGUB 07922h 2600N 1740-10083 s0 uJUG
076~0W 3602N 1727-15061 30 PGGP 07755W 3600N 1746*15111 90 GGPU 07923W 4015N 1749-10212 70 UuOU
07641W 4020N 1728-15104 40 PGGG 07757W 4020N 1729-15162 30 PPUB 07923W 2600N 1727-10090 20 UROG
07631W 4016N 17116 -15100 80 UGPG 07807W 4722N 1749"15250 40 GUU 07924W 2602N 1709-10094 60 U UG
07640w 4728N 1730-15195 100 PGGP 07809W 4723N 1731-15254 60 PPPW 07933W 4724N 1732-10312 80 U9 G
07641W 4722N 1748-15192 0 UGGG 07810W 301 8N 1745-15071 40 GGOU 07935W 4719N 17bo0-1304 10 PPP
07644W 3019N 1744-15013 50 GGOG 07811W 3020N 1727-15075 70 GPU 07937W 3021N 1728-1133 90 UiUG
07646W 3018N 1726-15021 30 GGGG 07813W 3022N 1709*15083 90 G G 07938W 3018N 1746-10125 20 ugfG
07653W 4307N 1747-15145 50 QGGG 07821W 3437N 1728.15122 100 GGQU 07944W 3435N 1747-10172 100 uUG
07654w 3434N 1745-15060 60 QGGG 07821W 3434N 1746-15114 80 GGRW 01945W 2435N 1745P10085 90 UPUG
07655W 4311N 1729-15153 30 PGPG 07822W 4311N 1730.15e11 100 GGP 07946W 2434N 1727-10093 20 UPUG
07605w 3441N 1709-15071 30 P PG 07822W 4307N 1748-15203 30 GGGW 07947W 4307N 1749*10261 20 (uG
07656W 3436N 1727-15063 10 PGGP 07822W 3851N 1747-15160 100 GG 0?947W 2 36N 1709'15101 20 U UG
07700W 38b4N 1728-15110 40 QGGG 07826W 3854N 1729*15164 40 PGQU 01949W 4307N 1731-19265 40 PRPG
07700w 3850N 1746-15102 90 GPPG 07835W 2853N 1727-15081 30 UP 07949W 3437N 1729-10180 20 PPUG
07708w 2853N 1744-15015 40 GGGG 07835W 2852N 1745-15074 50 GGSo 07951w 3854N 1730w10222 100 uGup
07709W 2853N 1726-15023 30 GPG 07838W 2856N 1709-15085 90 w 07952W 3850N 1748-19215 60 0QUG
07716w 4603N 1730-15202 100 PGGP 07842W 4557N 1749-15252 10 GUU 08002W 2855N 1728-10140 100 UGIG
07716w 4557N 1748-15194 10 BGGG 07844W 45 58N 1731.15260 50 PP~W 08003W 2850N 1746-10132 10 UUPG
07720W 3309N 1745-15062 50 GPGG 07847W 3312N 1728-15124 80 PGGU 08008W 4558N 1732-18314 90 UGG
077a1W 3311N 1727-15070 30 PPGG 07847W 3309N 1746-15120 70 GGPW 08009W 4555N 1750"10311 40 PPP
077 22w 3316N 1709.15074 80 P PP 07850W 3726N 1747-15163 100 GGUj 08010W 3310N 1747*10174 100 PWUG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .o*oo****.. 0 TO 100 = X CLOUD COVER, *v u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *...o*.*oo.s.e BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEOD GOGOODB PaPBOlr
ERTS1l
07:54 SEP 09''74 COORDINATE WISTINU PAGE 0060
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS
FRBM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATIBN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. SBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID i RiV oMS
LBNG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 1g349678
08015W 3311N 1729-15182 40 PPGG 08146W 4138N 1750-15322 50 PPRP 08313W 3721N 17b0-10334 b0 PfPP
08018w 4142N 1749-15264 30 GGG 08148W 3726N 1749-15275 90 GPLU 08316W 4848N 1735-1080 90 PR G
08019w 3729N 1730-15225 100 GPGP 08148W 3724N 1731-15283 60 G PB 08316W 2727N 1730010254 40 @RUG
08020w 4141N 1731-15272 50 PPPG 08148W 2725N 1747-15192 20 GGG( 08319W 4852N 171710184 10 laUG
08020W 3726N 1748-15221 80 WGGG 08151W 4842N 1752-15414 100 GGG 08320W 2725N 1748*19251 30 QUG
08024W 4848N 1733-15364 90 P 08152W 4848N 1734*15422 40 PG(W 08331W 3142N 1749,1293 70 PRUG
08025w 2729N 1728-15142 40 GGGG 08153w 2726N 1729.15200 60 PW 08332W 3143N 1731910301 100 PfPG
08026w 4842N 1751-15360 90 GPGG 08202W 3146N 1730-15243 80 GGUU 08335W 4427N 1702-1~930 100 UllG
08027W 2725N 1746-15134 20 9GPG 08206W 3144N 1748-15235 40 GGQ 05336W 4432N 1734-1933 10 PGPG
08035W 3144N 1747-15181 70 QGGG 08209W 4432N 1733-15375 80 Pl 08338W 3559N 1732-10344 80 POUG
08041W 4433N 1732-15321 70 Gi G 08210W 4427N 1751*15371 10 PGQG 08340W 3556N 1750-10340 90 PpPP
08041W 3146N 1729-15185 70 PGG 08212W 255 9 N 1747.15195 30 GGGj 08340W 2601N 1730*19261 00 PBPG
08043w 4429N 1750-15313 40 pPPP 08215W 4016N 1732-15R32 10 PGGu 08342W 4016N 1733o1O391 30 PP
08046w 3602N 1730-15231 100 GGGP 08215W 3600N 1749.15282 90 GGG( 08343W 4011N 1751-19383 30 0OUG
08048W 3601N 1748-15224 90 GGGG 08215W 3559N 1731.15290 90 PPRO 08343W 2559N 1748w19253 20 U(UG
08049W 2603N 1728-15145 50 OGGG 08216W 4012N 175015325 50 PPPR 08353W 4724N 1735b*1~83 70 PR G
08049W 2600N 1746-15141 20 QGPG 08216W 2600N 1729-15203 30 Pqu 08355W 4726N 1717-10490 10 SQ G
08050W 4016N 1731-15274 70 PPPG 08227W 3020N 1730.15245 80 GGU 08356W 4717N 17b31~9475 30 UQua
0800W 4016N 1749-15270 40 PGGG 08228W 4722N 173415424 30 PG4 08356W 3016N 1749,10300 20 O;G
08100W 4723N 1733-15370 100 P 08228W 47 17 N 1752.15421 100 GGUW 08357W 3016N 1731*1304 70 RPP
08100W 3019N 1747-15183 60 UGGG 08231W 3018N 1748.15242 30 GGG( 08403W 3435N 1732-10350 40 U0G
08102W 4718N 1751-15362 50 QGGG 08241W 4307N 1733.15382 50 RP 08403 2435N 173010263 E0 PPPP
08106W 3019N 1729-15191 70 PGG 08241w 3433N 1731-15292 90 PPPU 08406W 3430N 1750*10343 90 PRPP
08111w 3436N 1730-15234 90 5GGP 08242W 4303N 1751w15374 20 GGQJ 08407W 4302N 1752 31932 70 UGpG
08114w 4307N 1732-15323 50 UGGG 082*2W 3435N 1749.15284 90 GGfQ 08408W 4307N 1734*10440 20 PPUG
08114W 3435N 1748-15230 60 GGGG 08244W 3850N 1732-15335 20 PGQU 08411W 38
51N 1733"10393 40 PP
08115W 4303N 1750-15320 40 PPPP 08245W 3846N 1750*15331 50 PPRP 08412W 3845N 17b1*10385 60 UPOG
08119W 38t1N 1749-16273 70 PGGG 08252W 2853N 1730.15252 50 GGRW 0
8 421W 2849N 1749-10302 20 RG
08119w 3850N 1731-15281 80 PGPG 08256W 2852N 1748-15244 30 GGGi 08422W 2851N 1731-10310 30 PG
08124W 2852N 1747-1190 30 GGG 08302W 4557N 1734*15431 10 PGQU 08427W 4558N 173b-1485 40 PrPG
08130W 2852N 1729-15194 70 PGG 08302W 45 52N 1752-15423 100 GG 08429W 4559N 1717-11493 10 UOUG
08135W 4558N 1733-15373 100 PP 08307W 3308N 1731.15295 100 PPP 08430w 3310N 1732-10353 10 UQUG
08137w 4552N 1751-15365 10 GGGG 08307W 3308N 1749-15291 80. GPQU 08431w 4552N 17531o481 20 (OPP
08137W 3311N 1730-15240 90 GGPG 08312W 4142N 1733-15384 50 (R 08431W 3305N 1750=10345 60 PPPP
08140W 3309N 1748-15233 50 GGGG 08312w 3725N 1732-15341 70 PGUU 08438 4137N 17b2-1435 s0 U9G
08145W 4141N 1732-15330 40 GPG 08313W 4138N 1751-15380 30 GGGU 08439W 4141N 17341#1942 30 PUG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *,.*.....* 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER* ** I NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *...****....** BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* Gw=GB8e PPROeBR
ERTS-I
07154 SEP 09s'74 COBRDINATE LISTING PAGE 00,61
STANDARD CATALBG FON CUS
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31//4
PRINCIPAL PT* OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSEnVATION LC QUALITY
OF IMAGE ID % RSV MSS OF IMAGE ID X R5V MSS OF IMAGE ID x eRV MSS
LONG 4AT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12340678
08439W 3724N 1733-15400 80 P 08559W 3304N 1751-15403 20 GGGW 08724W 3303N 17b2"10462 70 UG
08449W 3720N 1751-15392 60 UGPG 08603W 4142N 1735-15001 20 PPP4 08730W 4139N 1736-10b55 10 UQPG
08443W 4846N 1736-15534 90 PGPG 08605W 4143N 1717-15404 100 GGGU 08730W 3728N 173~-1*b12 70 PPPG
08445W 484EN 1754-15530 30 PGGG 08605W 3726N 1734-15454 10 PGGW 08732W 4144N 1718-10563 70 UpUG
08445W 2724N 1731*15313 20 GPPG 08605W 3721N 1752-15450 70 PP' 08732W 4136N 17b4-1b551 10 UUGG
08445W 2723N 1749-15305 20 GGG 08607W 4136N 1753-15493 0 PGUU 08732W 3726N 17171b20 10 UaUG
08447W 4851N 1718-15542 0 QGGG 08609W 4846N 1737-15593 80 GGUG 08732W 3720N 17b53*1504 20 UPPG
08456W 3144N 1732-15355 80 9PGG 08609W 2725N 1732-15371 50 GG 08734W 4847N 1738516051 80 uU~G
08406W 3139N 1750-15352 30 PPPP 08611W 4842N 1755-15485 30 PGGU 08737W 2724N 1733*10425 100 fP
0850W 44S33N 1735-15492 40 PGPG 08611W 2721N 1750-15463 30 PPRP 08737w 2721N 17bl11021 20 PPPP
0850!w 4434N 1717-15495 90 UGGG 08624W 3143N 1733-15414 80 RF 08738W 4841N 17b6-16043 40 PP P
08506W 3555N 1751-15394 50 QGGG 08624W 3138N 1751-15410 20 GGUU 08749W 3137N 175210464 40 UQUG
08507W 3558N 1733-15402 100 PP 08627W 4430N 1736-15050 70 GPGU 08753W 4427N 17bb-16000 10 PUG
08508W 4011N 1752*15441 50 PPPP 08629W 4427N 175415542 10 PGGU 0§754W 4431N 1737"16004 70 UUUG
08508W 2558N 1731*15315 20 P PG 08630W 4434N 1718-15554 0 GGGU 08758W 3601N 1735b-1515 S0 PrPG
08508W 2557N 1749-15311 20 5PGG 08632W 4016N 1735w15403 60 PP w 08758W 3559N 1717*10b22 10 UGrG
08509W 4017N 1734-1445 20 G 08632W 3600N 1734*15460 30 PGGB 08759W 3554N 1753*b11 30 UuUG
08519W 47E1N 1736*15541 90 SGPG 08632W 3555N 1752-15453 100 GGGU 08800W 4013N 1736-10561 10 UGUG
085?OW 4717N 1754*15533 20 UGGG 08633W 25b8N 1732-15373 50 GP W o8801W 4017N 1718-10565 90 UGUG
08521W 3018N 1732-15362 80 G 08635W 4017N 1717-15511 100 GGGU 08802W 4010N 1754-1"b53 40 PPUP
08522w 3014N 1750-15354 30 PPPP 08635W 2554N 1750-15370 20 PPRP 08810W 4722N 1738-*1053 b0 UUG
08523W 4726N 1718-15545 0 QGGG 08636W 4010N 1753-15495 10 GGU( C8814W 3011N 17 2-10471 10 UPUG
08530W 2431N 1731.15322 30 PPPG 08645W 4721N 1737-15*95 80 GG(4 08825W 4302N 175516003 10 PruG
08531W 2431N 1749-15314 20 PPGG 08647W 4717N 1755-15091 10 PPG 08825W 3435N 1735-*1521 bO PRUG
08532w 4308N 1735-15494 10 PPPG 08649W 301 3 N 1751915412 30 GGOU 08825W 3434N 1717-10525 20 uuG
08533W 3433N 1733-15405 100 P 0860W 3018N 1733-15420 80 RP 08826W 4306N 1737-16011 50 UUUG
08533w 3430N 1751*15401 20 GGGG 08659W 3430N 1752-15455 100 GG5W 00826W 3429N 17b53-1513 40 UGUG
08534W 4309N 1717-15502 100 QGGG 08700W 4305N 1736.15*52 20 GPUP 08828W 3848N 1736-10564 20 UGUG
08546W 3846N 1752-15444 10 PPPP 08701W 4309N 1718-15060 10 GPOU 08829W 3852N 1718"10572 60 usUG
08538W 382N 1734-15451 20 PGGP 08701W 4302N 1754w15544 10 GGPQ 08831W 3845N 1754'10560 60 PPPP
08545W 2851N 1732-15364 50 RGGG 08702W 3852N 1735-15510 80 PP 4 08837W 2845N 1752-1*973 60 PqUG
085*7W 2849N 1750-15361 30 PPPP 08704W 3851N 1717*15513 20 GGG 08845W 4556N 1738-16060 40 UGUG
08554W 4556N 1736-15543 90 GGPG 08704W 3845N 1753-15*02 10 GGWO 08848W 4551N 1756"10052 !0 PP P
085*5W 45 5 2N 1754-15535 30 RPPP 08713W 2846N 1751*15415 30 PPPP 00851W 3310N 1717-1*531 40 GPG
08557W 4600N 1718-15551 0 SGGG 08720W 4556N 1737v16002 90 GGU( 08851W 3309N 1735-1b524 50 PPG
085$9W 3308N 1733-15411 100 PP 08721W 4552N 1755-15594 10 GPG4 08851W 3303N 1703-1920 30 uuG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % **oo*o*oo*..* 0 TO 100 -% CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ** *'*'** BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED' GbGBOOD PPOOUBR
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09'74 COORDINATE LISTINU PAGE 
0062
STANDARD CATALOG FO8 CUS
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PTe OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSLNVATION LC QUALITY
09 IMAGE ID % R5V MSS OF IMAGE ID X RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID X ReV MS
LONG lAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 
18346678
08856W 4137N 1755*16005 10 PPGG 09017W 3306N 1736%15582 10 GGGS 0 141W 4559N 
1722v16180 40 UGUG
08856W 3722N 1736915570 30 9GGG 09017W 3304N 175415574 10 GGU 09142W 3304N 
1755-16032 20 PPPP
0885rW 4140N 1737-16013 20 QGGG 09019W 3311N 1718-1590 0 GGUj 09144W 3306N 1737-16040 70 UGU
08857W 3726N 1718.15574 80 UGGG 09022W 4140N 1738-16071 30 GPG( 09148W 4138N 1757-14122 20 
F UG
08858W 3719N 1754-15562 30 PPGP 09023W 3721N 1755-16021 10 PP9R 09149W 3724N 1738-10083 
10 G
08901W 4857N 1703*16120 30 QPPP 09024W 3723N 1737.16025 10 GGG( 09150 4141N 1739-16125 
100 Uu
08901W 2719N 1752-15480 50 rGGG 09025W 4135N 1756-16063 20 PP~R 0151W 3719N 1766-16075 
30 PP P
08992W 4847N 1739-16105 80 9GGG 09028W 4846N 1740.16163 100 GG5U 05153W 4851N 
1723-16225 70 (UUG
08902W 4843N 1757-16101 70 QGGG 09030W 4849N 1722-16171 50 GG(G 09154W 4848N 1741-16221 20 PuPG
08911W 3144N 1735*15530 90 PGPG 0903OW 4845N 1758.16155 30 PPpRk 09154W 2721N 1754"- 592 s0 G
08917W 3143N 1717.15534 20 (GGG 09042W 3139N 1754-15580 20 GGU 09156W 2725N 171,-16004 
0 uQuG
08919W 4431N 1738w16062 30 GGGG 09043W 3141N 1736.1584 30 GGUW 09156W 2723N 
1736-16000 60 uUG
08924W 3600N 1718-15581 80 OGGG 090*4W 4428N 1757.16113 20 PPQ5 09208W 3139N 17b5-16035 10 
P PP
08924W 3557N 1736-15573 20 rGGG 09045W 3146N 1718-15592 10 GGUG 0210W 3140N 1737-16043 
40 uPP
08925W 4012N 1755-16012 10 WGGG 09046W 4431N 1739-16120 70 GGWO 09211W 4432N 1740-16175 
80 UbUG
08925W 3554N 1754.15565 20 QGGG 09050W 3554N 1755-16023 10 P RP 0 213W 4430N 1758*16171 10 PPPG
08927W 4014N 1737*16020 30 QGGG 09051W 3557N 1737-16031 50 GGGU 09214W 4434N 1722,16182 20 UG'G
08937W 4733N 1703-16123 40 PPPP 09052W 4015N 1738-16074 30 GPGi 09216W 3557N 1738-16085 
10 UuUG
08939W 4721N 1739*16111 90 UGGG 09055W 4010N 1756*16070 30 PPHR 09217W 3b54N 1756-16081 
20 PPPP
08939W 4717N 1757-16104 30 PPGG 09104W 4722N 1740-16170 100 GGGG 09217W 2554N 
1754-1o594 10 P
089#1W 3011N 1753*15525 30 GPG 09106W 4724N 1722-16173 50 GGUH 09218W 4012N 1767lb124 
0 UGUG
08942W 3018N 1717-15540 20 BGGG 09106W 4719N 1758-16162 10 PPFR 09218W 2559N 
1718-16010 60 UGUG
08942W 3018N 1735-15533 70 PGPG 09106W 3013N 1754.15583 50 GGRR 0 219W 2556N 1736w10002 
40 UGUG
08951W 4306N 1738.16065 30 9GGG 09108W 3015N 1736*15591 80 GGGi 0 220W 4015N 1739-1132 
100 u(j
08951w 3436N 1718*15583 20 9GGG 09110W 3019N 1718-15595 20 GPUU 09230W 4725N 
1723-10232 40 UuP
08951W 3431N 1736-15575 10 UGGG 09116W 4304N 1757*16115 10 GGUW 09230W 4722N 1741"10224 
60 uGUG
08951W 3429N 1754*15571 20 GPPG 09117w 3428N 1755.16030 0 P RP 0233W 3014N 176516041 
40 U UG
08954w 4301N 1756-16061 10 PPPG 09118w 3431N 1737.16034 80 GGW 09235W 3015N 1737-16045 
20 UuUG
08954W 3846N 1755-16014 10 PPGG 09119w 4306N 1739-16123 90 PGG 09243W 3432N 1736w16092 
s0 UWUG
08956W 3849N 1737916022 20 9GGG 09121w 
3 850N 1738-16080 20 PG(U 09244W 4306N 174016181 80 tUUG
09005w 2846N 1753-15531 30 GG 09123W 3844N 1756-16072 30 PPPR O0244W 3429N 17b66-1084 
50 PP P
09006W *2852N 1735-15535 60 PPPG 09130W 2847N 1754.15585 20 GGUP 05245W 4304N 1758-14173 
0o P PP
09007W 2853N 1717-15543 30 QGGG 09133W 2852N 1718.16001 40 GGGI 09247W 4309N 1722-10185 0 UPG
09012W 4607N 1703-16125 100 PPPG 09133W 2849N 1736-15593 100 PGP 09247W 3847N 1757-16131 
60 U(UP
0901oW 455ON 1757.16110 10 PPGP 09138W 4558N 1740.16172 100 GGUU 09248W 3849N 1739-16134 
80 UUuG
09013w 4556N 1739*16114 70 GGGG 09140W 4555N 1758.16164 10 PPPP 09257W 2849N 17bb-16044 
20 IQUG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER %X *oooo****o*o 0 TO 100 * CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY **-sO*0**060* BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESITEO GaGOBO6 P=PBBRO
ERTS.-
07154 SEP 095'74 CBORDINATE LISTING PAGE 0063
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PTe OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBLsVATION CC QUALITYOF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID X R6V MSS OF IMAGE ID x RBV MSS
LONO 4AT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 123467809208W 2848N 1737-16052 40 UGGG 09415w 3 8 5 0N 1740-16193 50 GGU( 09536W 3434N 17t8-16200 0 WWuP
09304W 4600N 1723*16234 20 UPPG 09423W 2849N 1738-16110 40 PGRP C0538W 4303N 1742-10294 0 UG09305w 4558N 1741*16230 70 UGGG 09425w 2849N 1720-16114 50 GGUP 09538W 3434N 1722-16212 20 WOUG09309W 3307N 1738*16094 60 UGGG 09425W 2848N 1756*16102 50 PPpP 0D54ow 3853N 1723-16255 0 U04G09310W 3304N 1756916090 70 PP P 09433W 4554N 1742-16285 40 GGGU 09540W 3851N 1741-16251 30 U tG09311W 3308N 1720.16102 20 qGGG 09434W 3305N 1757-16145 0 GPPW 09548W 2846N 17b7-16160 60 StUP09315W 414ON 1740-16184 90 OGGG 09437W 3309N 1739-16152 40 PGG 09549W 2850N 1739-16164 40 00iG09315W 4139N 1758.16180 10 PPGP 09441W 4145N 1723.16250 0 GGGU 09553W 4601N 172b516351 10 PuPP09315W 3721N 1757-16133 100 9PPP 09441W 4141N 1741.16242 60 u 09559W 4555N 1743-16343 30 UWAG09316W 3724N 1739-16141 30 GGPG 09442W 4852N 1725-16342 30 PPrP 09602W 3308N 1740-16211 30 UQUG09317W 4142N 1722*16191 0 UGGG 09442W 3725N 1758.16191 0 PG F 07602W 3308N 17b8-16203 0 PUPG09321W 2722N 1755.16050 10 GGG 09443W 3725N 1740916195 60 GGGUU 0604W 33 09N 1722-16214 10 U UG09321W 2721N 1737-16054 40 PGGG 094*4W 3 7 26N 1722*16203 30 GGGU 09608w 3727N 1723-10261 0 UOUG09323W 4844N 1742*16280 40 GGGG 09446W 2723N 1738-16112 30 GGPW 09608W 3725N 1741-16253 20 UiUG09335W 3142N 1738-16101 80 RGPP 09448W 4846N 1743*16334 30 GGUU 09609w 4853N 1726-164l 0 b0 UGUG09335W 8139N 1756-16093 60 RP P 09448W 2723N 1720.16120 60 GGGU 09609W 4848N 1744-16392 0 UGUG09337W 4435N 1723*16241 10 SGGG 09449W 2722N 1756q16104 60 PPPP 09609W 4137N 1742-16300 20 UGUG09337W 3142N 1720*16105 20 QGGG 09459W 3 13 9N 1757.16151 0 PPAw 09612W 2722N 1739-16170 30 UGUP09338W 4432N 1741,16233 80 9GG 09502W 3143N 1739.16155 50 PGUU 09612W 2721N 1767-16163 40 P09342W 3555N 1757.16140 80 PPP 09506W 4 4 29 N 1742-16291 30 GGUW 09626W 4436N 1725-16353 90 PPPG09343W 2556N 1755*16053 20 RPGG 09508 2557N 1738-16115 30 GGPU 09626W 314ON 17b8-10205 0 UMPG09344W 3559N 1739.16143 80 rGGG 09509W 35 59 N 1758.16194 0 GGUP 09627W 3141N 1740-16213 b0 UuaG09344W 2556N 1737-16061 40 9GGG 09510W 4016N 1741.16244 30 g Os09629W 3142N 1722-16221 10 UUG09345W 4015N 1758*16182 10 PGGP 09510W 35 59N 1740-16202 20 GGUU 09632W 4429N 1743-16345 0o U(UG09346w 4015N 1740v16190 70 GGGG 09511W 4 018N 1723.16252 0 GGUI 09635W 3602N 1723-16264 10 G093*7w 4016N 1722.16194 0 9GPG 09511W 3601N 1722.16205 50 GGUU 09635W 2556N 1739-10173 40 UgUG09358W 4719N 1742-16282 30 9GGG 09511W 2556N 1720916123 70 GGUj 09635W 2553N 17b7-1165 b0 P pp09359W 3017N 1738-16103 70 PGPP 09511W 2553N 1756-16111 70 PPRP 09636W 3559N 1741-10260 10 U(UG09400W 3014N 1756-16095 60 PP P 09518w 4726N 1725-16344 30 GPP 0!9638W 4018N 1724-16310 10 PUUG09401W 3015N 1720,16111 30 OGGG 09524W 3 01 2 N 1757.16154 50 PGUP 0638W 4012N 1742-16303 0 UWqG09 409 3429N 1757-16142 30 PPGG 09525W 47 20N 1743-16340 10 GGGu 09 645w 47 27N 1726*16902 30 UjUG09410W 4310N 1723*16243 0 QGGG 09526W 3017N 1739*16161 60 GGW 09646w 4725N 1744-16394 0 UGUG09410w 4306N 1741*16235 100 RPP 09531W 2430N 1738-16121 60 PGR 09650W 3016N 17b~816212 10 PSU09411W 3434N 1739.16150 50 RGGG 09533W 2427N 1756.16113 60 GGU 09652W 3016N 1740-16220 90 PUUG09414W 3850N 1758-16185 0 RGPG 09535W 242 9 N 1720.16125 60 GGG 0!1652W 3015N 1722-10223 40 URUG09415W 3851N 1722.16200 20 9GGG 09536W 3434N 1740.16204 50 GGUU 04658w 4311N 172b-16360 40 PPG
KEYS; CLOUD COVER % * ~*oo*.*** 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CeVER. ** . NO CLOUD PATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *...*....*..... BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDO GsGBOD, P=POOB.
QWALIT
ERTS1P
07354 SEP 09j'74 COBRDINATE LISTING PAGE 0064
STANDARD CATALBG FOP CUS
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT BOBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATIBN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL 
PT, BBSEnVATION CC QUALITY
09 IMAGE ID % ROV MSS OF IMAGE ID x RBV MS5 BF IMAGe 
ID x NBV MSS
LONG LAY 12345678 LUNG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 
1934578
09608W 2430N 1739.16175 50 1 GGG 09825W 4308N 1744-16410 20 GG136 10009W 
2846N 174216b335 0o UGUG
09702W 3436N 1723-16270 10 FGGG 09828W 3435N 1724-16324 0 GGGP 10013W 4602N 
1728o1l521 S0 UOuG
09702W 3433N 1741.16262 90 RGGG 09829W 3854N 1725-16371 0 PPGU 10015W 4557N 1746-1513 
40 pGuG
09703W 4304N 1743*16352 0 QGPG 09831W 3430N 1742.16321 80 GGG 10018W 3310N 1725-16385 20 U(qG
g97g7w 3852N 1724-16313 10 UGGG 09832W 3848N 1743-16363 80 GGGR 10019W 
3305N 1743-16381 100 UOUG
09708W 3847N 1742*16305 0 GGG 09840W 284
9 N 1741w16280 30 GU 10022W 3726N 174410424 0 0UPP
09714W 28bIN 1758-16214 40 PGGG 09841W 2852N 1723.16284 50 GGQU 10024W 
4143N 1745-1b971 bo UPOG
09716W 2850N 1722-16230 20 9GGG 09849W 4
5 59 N 1745.16455 0 GGUW 10025W 4145N 1727-1b074 0 PG
09716W 2849N 1740.16222 50 QGPP 09854W 3310N 1724.16431 20 GGGU 10025W 3730N 1726-16 32 20 UG
09720W 4602N 1726*16405 30 OGGG 09856W 4147N 1726.16420 10 GGGr 10027W 4847N 17*7-10563 40 
PiG
09721W 4559N 1744-16401 0 GGGG 09856W 4143N 1744-16412 40 GGU( 10028W 4852N 1729o16570 0 pG
09727w 3310N 1723-16273 20 OGGG 09856W 3304N 1742-16323 80 GGGU 10031W 
2725N 1724 1 O45 70 UOUG
09728W 3308N 1741-16265 50 GGG 09858W 3728N 1725-16374 10 OPGu 10033W 2721N 
1742-16341 40 (JG
09729W 4146N 1725.16362 0 GPPG o99QoW 3722N 1743.16370 40 GGQU 10043W 3145N 1725-16392 80 
op
09733W 4138N 1743-16354 70 UGPG 09902W 4854N 1728.16512 10 GGU5 10045W 3140N 
17 3-16384 100 UUG
09735W a726N 1724.16315 10 GPGG 09905W 4847N 1746-16404 10 GGPp 10046W 
4437N 1728116524 60 4OUG
09746W 3721N 1742.16312 0 GPGG 09905W 2726N 1723-16291 40 GGUG 10049W 
3600N 1744-16430 10 uGPP
09747W 2724N 1758-16221 10 PGPG 09918W 3144N 1724,16333 20 
GPQW 10052w 3603N 1726-16934 40 UPUG
09738W 4850N 1745-16450 0 QGGG 09921W 3138N 1742*16330 100 GPQ( 10053w 
4017N 1745-16973 60 UGUG
09739W 2725N 1722.16232 30 aGPG 09922W 4433N 1745.1662 10 GGGU 10055W 
4020N 1727-10981 0 PUJG
09749W 272EN 1740-16225 20 GG00G 09925W 401
6N 1744-16415 70 GGRP 10056W 2554N 1742-1344 10 iUUG
09702W 314N 1723.16275 20 GGGG 09926W 3602N 1725-.16380 10 PPLP 10103W 
4722N 174716bb65 50 U(UG
09753W 4437N 1726-16411 90 OGGG 09927W 4021N 1726916423 0 GGCE 10105W 4727N 172916573 
0 OUG
0973W 314EN 1741-16271 30 RGGG 09927W 3556N 1743-16372 50 GGGG 10108W 3020N 1725b16394 
g0 UGUG
09754W 4J33N 1744-16403 10 GGG 09927W 2557N 1741-16?85 10 PP 10110W 
3014N 1743-16390 g0 UUUG
0980OW 4020N 1725.16365 0 OPGG 09928W 2600N 1723-16293 30 GGUW 10116W 
3435N 1744-1b433 70 UPP
0980goW 2557N 1758-16223 10 OPGG 0939W 4727N 1728.16515 30 GGQW 10118w 4311N 1728"16530 
70 (uUG
0982W 3601N 1724-16322 O RGGG 09941W 4721N 1746*16bll 20 GGRW 10119 
3437N 1726-16b41 *0 UGUG
09802W 2556N 1740.16231 10 OGGG 09943 3018N 1724-16340 40 GGQW 10121W 4307N 1746-16b22 
S0 UUG
09893W 4QOleN 1743.16361 100 GGGG 09945W 3013N 1742-16332 100 GGGGU 10122W 3852N 174b-16480 
b0 UGWG
09803W 2557N 1722-16235 0 OGGG 09953W 4307N 1745.16464 20 GGGW 10124W 
3854N 1727-1683 O 5PG
09809W 3556N 1742-16314 60 QGGG 09953W 3436N 1725-16383 10 PPQG 10132W 2854N 
172b5-10401 g0 UQUG
09814W 4725N 1745.16453 O QGGG 09954W 3851N 1744-16421 90 GGRP 10134W 2847N 
1743-10393 "0 UuUG
098127W 301IN 1723916282 30 OGGO 09954W 3431N 1743.16375 50 00GGUW 10138W 
4057N 1747"1bb72 60 i(iG
09817W 301N 1741.16274 40 GGG 09956W 3856N 1726.16425 0 PGQW 10140W 4602N 
1729-16575 0 ppUP
09825W 4311N 1726.16414 20 GGGG 10007W 2852N 1724p16342 50 GGQW 10142W 3310N 
174416435 70 utPP
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X *,.,.,.*,,,,, 0 TB 100 a % CLUD CBVER. ** U NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY v,,.*osoio...oo BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/MEQUESTEgs Go0G000 P*ROOBM
ERTSoI07:54 SEP 09jf74 COORDINATE ISTINU WAUE 00,65STANDARD CATALOG FON CUS
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT* OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT* OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSnVATION (C QUALITYOF IMAGE ID % RaV m1sS O IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID Z RBV MSSLONG LAt 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG 6AT 1934$67810145W 3311N 1726-16443 10 OGGG 10319W 2725N 1744-16453 60 GGRW 10449W 48 45N 17b0-11133 40 UIJG10149W 4146N 1728.16533 40 UGG 10322W 4 8 45 N 1749-17075 70 PGUW 10502 3146N 1728-16562 10 uGUG10100W 3726N 1745-16482 10 GGGG 10o323W 4 849N 1731-17083 30 GGGP 10502W 3143N 174610554 30 %QG10152w 4142N 1746-16525 20 GGGG 10323W 2726N 1726-16461 30 GG(J 10506W 443 2N 1731-17094 30 PAG10153W 3729N 1727-16490 10 RUGG 10394W 3 145 N 1745-16000 30 GG04 10506 4430N 17451 090 aO bG10llw 48b1N 1730-17025 10 9PGG 10338W 3 146N 1727-1604 30 GG(J 10509W 3601N 1747-17001 lO 10RG10156W 4846N 1748-17021 40 PGGG 10339W 4436N 1730-17040 10 PGRW 10511W 4020N 1730-1i052 10 fRPG10156w 2728N 1725-16403 40 PGG 1 0341W 4431N 1748*17032 100 G UP 10512W 3603N 172Y-17005 10 UONGI01oWw 2720N 1743-16395 50 QGGG 10344W 3603N 1728s16051 10 GGQU 10513w 4016N 17481v044 40 UuG10208 3144N 1744-16442 60 QGPP 10345W 4017N 174791690 30 GGG 10523 4723N 1732-1Z144 0 G9'G10211W 3146N 1726-16450 10 GUGG 10345W 3 601N 1746-16543 40 GGUF 10524W 4727N 1714-17151 ED uoG10214W 443ON 1729.-16582 30 PGGP 103*7W 4019N 1729-16593 30 PGU :10525W 4720N 1750-17140 E0 uOpG10217W 3601N 1745-16485 10 GGGG 10358W 47 21N 1749-17081 50 GGQU 1:0526W 302ON 1728-10565 1g UptG10219W 402ON 1728-16535 20 UGGG 103$9W 4723N 1731-17085 10 GGG I0526W 3017N 1746-1b61 O 9tG10220W 3603N 1727-16492 10 PGGG 10359W 3018N 1745-16$03 20 GGWI 10536W 3436N 1747-17004 10 U01G10221W 4017N 1746-16531 30 P2GG 10403W 3020N 1727-16010 20 GGp 1,0538w 5007N 17b1-17185 90 PPP10230W 4727N 1730-17031 O OGG 10411W 5009N 1750-17131 60 GG(U 10538W 4307N 1731-1Z101 *0 WOG102433W 4721N 1748-17023 100 PGGG 10411W 4310iN 1730-17043 0 PGHW 10538W 4305N 174.9-17093 10 UQVG10233W 3018N 1744-16444 60 (GPP 10411W 3 438N 1728-16$53 0 GGq 10539 3*36N 172917011 10 UOG10235W 3020N 1726-16452 60 GGGG 10412W 43 06 N 1748.17035 100 G (W 10541W 385 4N 1730-17054 20 UGPP10243w 501ON 1749-17072 70 9GGG 10412W 34 36 N 1746-16045 30 GGQP 10542W 38 5 1N 1748-17050 s0 UgtG10243w 4307N 1747-16581 90 GGG 10414w 38 51N 1747-16592 30 GG(Ji 10550W 2854N 1728°16571 10 04G10243W 3436N 1745-16491 10 UGGG 10417W 3854N 1729.17000 20 GG(U 10550W 2852N 1746-16563 10 fPG10246w 4310N 1729-16584 10 9GGP 10423W 2 85 3 N 1745-16§05 40 GG(i 10558W 4558N 1732-17150 0 WqG10247W 3438N 1727-16495 10 PGPG 10427w 28 53N 1727-16413 10 GGQU 10559W 455 6N 1750-11142 10 POPG10248 3855N 1728-16542 10 9GGG 10433W 45 57N 1731-170952 20 GGQU 10602w 3310N 1747-117010 20 (iM10250W 38b52N 1746-16534 40 RGGG 10*33W 45 56N 1749917084 70 GG09 I0609W 4142N 1731-11103 bO WUG10256w 28bl51N 1744-16451 50 WiPP 10437W 3312N 1728.16460 10 GGQl 10609W 4141N 1749-11095 20 UUjG10259w 28b4N 1726-16455 50 UGGG 10437W 3310N 1746-16452 30 GGQ( 10609W 3729N 1730-17061 10 PpPG10305W 460EN 1730-17034 10 PGGG 10441W 4145N 1730-17045 0 PPRR 10610W 3724N 1748-1053 10 wtG10308W 45b5N 1748-17030 100 G GG 1042W 3 7 26 N 1747-16095 20 GGU 10616W 48 42N 1751o1 191 70 PRPP10309w 3310N 1745-16494 20 UGGG 10**3W 4141N 1748.1701 70 GGUU 13627W 3145N 1747-17013 10 (IgG10313W 3312N 1727*16501 10 RGGG 104*5W 3728N 1729e17002 10 GG3u 1631W 433N 1732t17153 0 690G10317W 4144N 1729-16591 10 UGGG 10446W 27 27N 1745.-16512 50 GG(J 10632W 4431N 1750-11145 10 ptiG10317w 3729N 1728-16544 0 PGGP 1007W 48 49 N 1732.17±41 .10 GG(JP 11633w 443 7N 1714-17160 30 U9G10318W 3726N 1746-16540 40 GGGG 104*8W 48 52N 1714171245 60 GGP 10636w 3604N 1730-17063 10 PgRG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **ooo*,e,.,.. 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CBVER. ** * N3 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY *.,.,..,,.,..,. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* ObGO0B PtRPOOe
ERTS-l
07154 SEP 09''74 COORDINATE LISTING PAGE 0066
STANDARD CATALOG FBO CUS
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT BOBSERVATION CC QUAWITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY8F IMAGE ID % ROV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID x RBV MSS
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 WONG LAT 1234467810637W 3559N 1748-17055 10 GGGG 10831W 5006N 1753-17301 90 GGPd 10959W 3435N 1714-1?190 70 0QG10639W 4016N 1731.17110 70 GGG 10831W 4306N 1733-17213 0 GGUW 11001W 3850N 1733-17225 20 uFAG10639W 4015N 1749-17102 10 QGGG 10831W 3434N 1731*17124 30 GGE 11002W 3846N 1701*17221 10 PRPP10651W 4723N 1733-17202 0 OPGG 10831W 3433N 1749-17120 10 GGU 11017W 4557N 1735-17321 20 UOUG10652W 4716N 1751-17194 50 PPPP 10832W 4301N 1751-17205 50 PPRP 11020W 4551N 1753-17313 60 URPG10602W 3018N 1747*17015 10 PGGG 10833W 38 52N 1732-17171 10 PGGW 11022W 3308N 17b0-17181 10 POPG
10603W 3019N 1729-17023 100 GGGG 10834W 3850N 1750-17163 10 PPRW 11023W 3308N 1732-17185 10 (UG10703W 3438N 1730*17070 10 PGPG 10836w 38 55N 1714*17174 40 GGOu 12025W 3310N 1714-17192 100 UWIG10703W 3434N 1748-17062 10 QGGG 10852W 4551N 1752-17255 90 GGfJ 11027W 4136N 17b2-17270 20 U00G10704W 4309N 1732-17155 0 PGGG 10853W 4558N 1734-17262 0 GG9 11029W 4142N 1734-17274 20 UfUG
10704W 4306N 1750-17151 10 PGPG 10857W 33 06N 1749.17122 10 GGGL 11029W 3725N 1733*17231 30 a1UG
10705w 4312N 1714-17163 50 PPPP 10858W 3 309 N 1731*17130 40 PGf 11030W 3720N 17*1-1223 0 PROP10707W 3800N 1749-17104 0 9GGG 10902W 4141N 1733-17e20 0 GGGU 11032W 4845N 1736.17370 10 UPG
10709W 3851N 1731-17112 60 UGGG 10902W 4136N 1751-17212 20 PPR~ 12035W 4840N 1754-17362 20 u9G10725W 4557N 1733-17204 0 GGGG 10902W 3725N 1750.17165 10 PPQw 12047W 3141N 1700-1?183 10 pePG10727W 4551N 1751-17200 20 RPPP 10904W 3728N 1714-17181 50 GGRW 11049W 3142N 1732o17191 0 UQUG10728W 3311N 1730-17072 10 QGPG 10905W 4848N 1735-17312 20 GPGW 11050W 3145N 1714-17195 90 aurG10729W 3307N 1748-17064 10 OGGG 10909W 4841N 1753917304 . 70 GGW 11051W 4433N 1735r17323 30 USUG10735W 4143N 1732-17162 0 PGGG 1022W 3 140N 1749-17125 10 GG(W 11053W 4426N 1703-17315 30 P@PG
10735W 4141N 1750-17154 10 PGPG 1023W 3143N 1731-17133 10 GGGP 11056W 3559N 1733-*1234 40 WUUG10736W 3726N 1749-17111 10 GGGG 10925W 4426N 1752-17261 60 GGUW 11057W 4011N 1702-1273 20 A00G10737W 4147N 1714-17165 70 QGGG 10926W 4433N 1734-17E65 0 GGQO 12057W 3555N 1761-1p230 0 PRP
10747W 3725N 1731-17115 40 GGGG 10930W 3600N 1732.17180 10 9 11059W 4016N 1734-11280 30 WUiG10741W 4847N 1734-17253 10 GGGG 10930W 35 59N 1750.17172 10 PG( 11108W 4720N 1736-11372 10 00OG10741W 4842N 1752-17250 100 PGGQ 1032W 4016N 1733-17222 20 GGGs 11111W 4715N 1754-11365 10 U(aG10754W 3142N 1748-17071 10 9GGG 10932W 36 02N 1714-17183 70 GGRI 11112W 3015N 1700-11190 10 PRPP10758W 4432N 1733-17211 0 RGPG 10942W 4723N 1735-17314 10 GGGO 12121W 5010N 1737174*22 20 fouG
10800W 4426N 1751-17203 20 RPPP 10945W 4717N 1753917310 40 PP 5 12122W 5005N 17bb-17014 10 UWG10804w 3600N 1731-17121 20 QGGG 10S46W 3015N 1749-17131 20 GGGP 11122W 3433N 1733-17240 20 QMG10804W 3600N 1749-17113 20 UGGG 10948W 3016N 1731.17135 20 GGU~ 11123W 4308N 1735-1;330 20 U@G10805W 4017N 1732-17164 10 SGGG 10954W 5010N 1736-17463 10 GGq 11123W 343 0N 1751*1?232 10 FPPP
10805W 4015N 1750-17160 10 RGPG 10956W 3 433N 1750-17174 10 PGRF 11125W 4300N 1703*17322 0 POG10807W 4021N 1714-17172 60 QGGG 10257W 4301N 1752-17264 30 GGGU 11127W 3846N 1702-17275 10 SqUG10812w 4723N 1734-17260 20 UGGG 10957W 3434N 1732-17182 10 GGGU 11128W 3850N 1734-1w283 20 U§~G10817W 4717N 1752-17252 100 PGGG 10958W 5 006N 1754-17360 40 GGG 11143W 4554N 1736-17375 20 fuG10819W 3016N 1748-17073 10 UGGG 10959W 4307N 1734917271 0 GGGW 11145W 455 2N 1704*-1371 10 00,
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X . .****.**ooo. 0 TO 100 a 2 CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *********o...e BLANKSxBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTE0o GGOBBDo PePOBBI
ERTS-1
07:54 SEP 09''74 COORDINATE LISTING PAGE 0067
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT* BBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSENVATION CC QUAliTY
OF IMAGE ID % ROV MSS OF IMAGE ID X RbV MSS OF IMAGE ID X ReV MSS
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 ;.ONG LAT 18345678
11148W 3308N 1733*17243 20 GGGG 11322W 4136N 1754-17383 0 GGGU 11451W 4842N 1757-17533 d0 P9UG
11149W 3304N 1751-17235 10 PPPP 11323W 3720N 1753-17340 10 GG(Q 11505W 3142N 1735-14362 70 bmPG
111$4w 4142N 1735-17332 10 UGGG 11324W 4851N 1720-17490 20 GGG9 11507W 3137N 1753-17354 0 P OP
11155w 3720N 1752-17282 20 GGGG 11324W 4847N 1738-17482 0 GGG( 11508W 4431N 1738*1$194 20 UWlG
11156W 4135N 1753-17324 0 PGPG 11327W 4841N 1756-17474 20 GGUU 11510W 4436N 1720-17502 10 UONG
11156W 3724N 1734-17285 20 OGGG 11339W 3137N 1752-17300 0 GGG@ 11511W 4427N 17b6-1190 0 U9UG
11159w 4844N 1737-17424 60 PGGG 11340W 3141N 1734-17303 30 GGGU 11514W 3557N 1736-1004 10 U90G
11200W 4840N 1755*17420 10 GGGG 11344W 4427N 1755-17432 10 GGU5 11516W 3556N 175b41101 0 O~PP
11201W 4851N 1719-17432 0 GUGG 11345W 4430N 1737o17440 30 GGG~ 11517W 4018N 1719-17055 0 UQ10
11213W 3142N 1733-17245 30 UGGG 11346W 4436N 1719.17443 0 GGGU 11517 4013N 1737-17*51 40 UgUG
11214W 3138N 1751*17241 0 RPPP 11348W 3559N 1735-17350 10 GGUW 11517W 4012N 175b-17443 0 uP
11216W 4429N 1736-17381 20 UGGG 11350W 4013N 1736-17393 10 GGU 11527W 4721N 1739-17543 20 U9UG
11218W 4427N 1754-17374 10 9GGG 11350W 3555N 1753-17342 10 P G9 11528W 4716N 17b7-17535 20 P@PG
112a2W 3555N 1752.17284 30 GGGG 11352W 4011N 1754-17385 0 GGGU 11541W 4306N 1738-17600 10 PWIG
1123W 4017N 1735-17335 10 WGG 114QOW 4721N 1738.17485 20 GGUU 11541W 34
3 1N 1736-17911 40 4G
11224W 3559N 1734.17292 10 GGGG 11401W 4727N 1720917493 10 GGQ 11542W 4310N 1720-17504 0 UGUG
11226W 4010N 1753-17331 0 PPPG 11403W 4716N 1756-17481 50 GPl 11542w 3430N 174-17403 0 59UG
11235W 4720N 1737-17431 70 (GGG 11413W 5006N 1757.17530 30 PPRP 11543W 4302N 1756-1Z*92 0 91UG
11235W 4716N 1755-17423 0 OGGG 11415W 3434N 1735-17353 30 GGGQ 11546W 3853N 1719,17061 0 UgUG
11237W 4725N 1719-17434 20 GGGG 11416W 4302N 1755.17434 0 GGQU 11546W 3847N 1737-17954 60 UGUG
11238W 3016N 1733-17252 40 GGGG 11417W 4304N 1737*17442 10 GGGW 11546W 3846N 1705-17#50 0 fGUG
11238W 3012N 1751-17244 0 PPPP 11417W 3428N 1753-17345 0 P (W 11602W 4556N 1739*17550 10 4UG
11248W 4304N 1736-17384 10 9GGG 11418W 4310N 1719*17450 0 GGQ4 11602W 4551N 1757*17542 20 P IG
11248W 3430N 1752-17291 30 GGGG 11419W 3848N 1736,17395 10 GGGU 11607W 3305N 173617413 60 U G
112*9W 5005N 1756-17472 10 UGGG 11420W 3846N 1754917392 0 GGUW 11609W 3304N 17b4517*10 10 WSUG
11250 4301N 1754-17380 0 GGGG 11435W 4555N 1738.17491 30 GGGL 11612W 4144N 1720-17511 0 UPPP
11250W 3434N 1734-17,294 40 GGGG 11437W 4602N 1720-17495 0 GGU 11612W 4140N 1738-17503 10 PLUG
11253W 3851N 1735*17341 10 GGGG 11438W 4511N 1756.17483 20 GGGS 11614W 4135N 1756-1?095 0 U000
11255W 3845N 1753-17333 0 P G 11440W 3308N 1735-17355 20 GGPW 11614W 3727N 1719w17964 0 uOUG
11310W 45blN 1755-17425 10 9GGP 11442W 3303N 1753-17351 0 PGGP 11614W 3721N 1737-17960 10 0giG
11311W 4556N 1737-17433 30 UGGG 11447W 4136N 1755-17441 0 GGW 11614W 3720N 17b5"17152 0 UgGG
11312w 4600N 1719*17441 20 9GGG 11447W 3722N 1736-17402 10 GGG 11618W 4
846N 1740-1795 6Q0 PPG
11314W 3304N 1752-17293 10 GGGG 11448W 4144N 1719-17452 0 GGGW 11620W 4849N 1722018003 20 GUUG
11315W 3308N 1734-17301 30 UGGG 11448W 4139N 1737-17445 30 GGG 11632W 3139N 1736"17420 70 UG-
11319W 4139N 1736-17390 10 9GGG 11448W 3
7 20N 1754-17394 0 GGG 11634W 3138N 1754-17412 30 U0 G
11321W 3725N 1735-17344 10 OGGG 11451W 4845N 1739-17041 20 GGRW 11635W 4431N 1735-17552 30 UW#G
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **...**oo***** 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. * U• NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *.,o*o**,*,o*oo BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED' GaGBOBD PPBOBM*
ERTS-1
07154 SEP 09'174 CBRDINATE LISTING PAGE 0068
STANDARD CATALOG FBN CUS
FROM 08/01/74 T5 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PTo OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PTo. BSEnVATION CC QUAL4TY
BF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE 4D x R8V MSS
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678
11636w 4426N 1757-17544 40 GGGG 11808W 4014N 1739"17564 30 GGU9 12004W 3849N 1740-18024 20 UGUG
11641W 3556N 1737-17463 30 CGGG 11808w 4010N 1757-17560 20 GGOW 12006W 3852N 1722*18932 10 UiUG
11641W 3555N 1755-17455 0 UGGG 11808W 3556N 1756-17513 10 GGU 12009W 4559N 17241r8124 70 uuGe
11642W 4019N 1720-17513 0 9GGG 11819W 4725N 1723P18063 60 GGG 12023W 4600N 1742w18120 0 (0tG
11642w 4014N 1738-17505 20 PGPG 11820W 4722N 1741-18055 10 PGUW 12024W 3304N 1757-17580 10 PGUG
116424 3600N 1719-17470 0 UGGG 11832W 3433N 1738*17423 10 GGRi 12026W 3306N 1739-17584 90 UgUG
11643w 4008N 1756-17501 0 GGGG 11833w 3437N 1720-1731 20 GG P 12030W 4140N 1741-10073 10 PGUG
11654W 4721N 1740-18001 80 QGGG 11834w 4305N 1740-18013 20 GGS( 12031W 4852N 1725*18173 90 UOUG
11657W 4725N 1722-18005 30 GGPG 11835W 3429N 1756*17515 20 GGGG 12031W 4144N 1723-18081 0 UpUG
11707W 4301N 1757-17551 60 PGGP 11836W 4309N 1722-18021 10 GG3S 12032W 3724N 1740-15031 10 fUUG
11707W 3431N 1737-17465 20 OGG 11837W 3848N 1739-17570 20 GGG0 12034W 3727N 172215035 0 UG6
11708W 4306N 1739-17555 70 QGGG 11837W 3845N 1757*17562 0 GRP 12035W 4845N 1743-10165 0 u00G
11708W 3435N 1719-17473 0 PGGG 11853 45 59N 1723-18070 20 GGG 12043W 4434N 1724-1130 70 Ug.G
11708W 3430N 1755-17461 0 PGGG 11855W 4557N 1741*18062 10 PGGi 12057W 4433N 1742-15123 0 UgUG
11710w 3853N 1720*17520 0 UGGG 11859w 3310N 1720917534 40 GGGU 12100W 4015N 1741-1080 10 PROG
11711W 3849N 1738*17512 50 GGPG 11859W 3307N 1738-17530 90 PGRP 1100W 3558N 1740-18033 40 PPUG
11712W 3843N 1756o17504 0 GGGG 11901W 3304N 1756-17522 70 GGGu 12101W 4018N 1723*10084 0 tiUG
11729w 4556N 1740o18004 50 GGGG 11205W 4140N 1740918015 10 GGG5 12102W 3602N 1722*10041 e0 UU4G
11731w 4558N 1722-18012 30 GGGG 11905W 3720N 1757-17165 0 GPRW 12108W 4727N 1725-15180 90 UGS
11733W 3305N 1737-17472 50 UGP 11506W 3 723 N 1739-1773 30 GGUW 12112W 4720N 1743-10172 0 PPUG
11734W 3305N 1755-17464 40 PGGG 11007W 4144N 1722-18023 0 GGQO 12115W 4309N 1724-10133 40 P9UG
11735W 3310N 1719-17475 30 PGPG 11211W 4851N 1724-18115 100 GGG 1E127W 3433N 1740"19040 70 U0dG
11738W 4136N 1757-17553 40 QGGG 11911W 4847N 1742-18111 20 660i 12128W 4306N 1742"10125 40 ualG
11738 3727N 1720-17522 0 GGGG 11927W 4435N 1723-18072 10 GGGi 12128W 3435N 172215044 70 (OPP
11738W 3723N 1738-17514 10 GGPG 11928W 4432N 1741-18064 10 GGU4 12129W 3849N 1741*15082 10 0(G
11739W 4140N 1739-17561 60 UGGG 11932W 3555N 1757-17571 0 P P 12131W 3853N 1723-18090 0 utiG
11741W 3720N 1756-17510 10 OGGG 1103W 3558N 1739o17575 0 GGG 12146W 4143N 1724"10135 30 UPUG
11742w 4850N 1723-18061 90 GGGG 11935W 4015N 1740-18022 10 GGQU 12147W 4554N 1743015174 0 USWG
11744W 4847N 1741-18053 10 PGGG 11937W 401 8 N 1722-18030 0 GG60 12153W 3307N 17401e042 100 u0uG
11759w 3139N 1737-17474 100 GPG 11948W 4727N 1724-18121 100 GGGW 12154W 3308N 1722010050 90 lQPG
11759w 3139N 1755-17470 90 0GGG 11948W 4724N 1742-18114 10 GGGW 12157W 3724N 1741-10085 0 0
11800w 3143N 1719-17482 50 GGG 11957W 5009 N 1743-18163 30 GPUP 1R158W 4852N 17261231 0 U01G
11802w 4431N 1740-18010 60 GGGP 11959w 4309N 1723"18075 0 GPUO 12158W 4849N 1744s14224 10 OUG0
11804W 4433N 1722-18014 20 GGG 11959W 3429N 1757-17574 10 PPRP 12158W 4141N 1742*15132 50 (jPG
11806W 3602N 1720-17525 0 GGGP 12000W 4306N 1741-18071 10 GPU(M 12200W 3728N 1723*10093 10 P 0G
11806W 3558N 1738-17521 20 QGGG 12000W 3433N 1739*17582 40 GGRW 12217W 4018N 1724-18142 0 UOUG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.*.****oooo* 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *0oo.oo. ,o.. o BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GsGBBDI PPOBBRO
ERTS-I
07;54 SEP 09s'74 CBOORDINATE LISTING PAGE 0069
STANDARD CATALOG FBN CUS
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/ 1/74
PRINCIPAL PT BBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, BBSerVATION QC QUALITY
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS BF IMAGE ID X RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID x ROV MSS
LBNQ LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678
12220W 4429N 1743-18181 20 GPPG 12328W 485 1N 1727-18290 20 GGGW 1?449W 3721N 1743*18201 60 UUUG.
12224w 3559N 1741-18091 0 PPGP 12342W 4434N 1744-18235 20 GG u 12451W 4851N 1728"15344 100 PUG
12227W 4015N 1742w18134 10 OGGG 12343W 4438N 1726918243 80 GGUW 12454W 4847N 1746-10340 10 GiUG
12227W 3602N 172318095 10 G 12351W 4021N 1725*18200 30 p 12511W 4435N 1727-10301 10 G
12234W 4728N 1726-18234 80 UGGG 12352W 3558N 1742-18150 100 GGUU 12512W 4434N 174b.10293 60 UGUG
12235W 4724N 1744*18230 20 gGGG 12353W 4013N 1743-18192 100 GPG 12515W 4017N 1744-10251 10 PP
122O0W 4312N 1725-18191 30 g G 12353W 3602N 1724-18153 80 GGUO 12515w 3603N 1725P10212 90 ULPG
12201W 3433N 1741-18094 0 QGGG 12403W 4724N 1745-18284 30 GGQi 12517W 4019N 1726-10254 10 u04G
12252W 4304N 1743-18183 60 GPPP 12404W 4727N 1727*18292 20 GGU 12527W 4726N 1728-1O350 100 UGUG
12253W 3435N 1723.18102 10 P GG 12414W 4308N 1744.18242 0 P W 12530W 4721N 1746-10342 40 UOUG
12256W 3849N 1742-18141 30 PGGG 12416W 4311N 1726.18E45 40 GGG4 12543W 4310N 1727-10304 20 PGUG
12259W 3854N 1724-18144 30 GGGG 12418W 3432N 1742,18152 100 PGOU 12544W 4308N 1745-10300 bo0 UUG
12309W 4603N 1726-18240 70 GGGG 12420W 3855N 1725*18t03 80 GGUG 12544W 3852N 17*4w18253 10 PHU
12309W 4558N 1744-18233 40 9GPG 12422W 3 847 N 1743918195 60 GPP 12601W 4601N 1728-1353 g0 UGUG
12323W 4138N 1743-18190 100 GP P 12438W 4559N 1745918291 70 GGQG 1605w 4556N 1746-10345 90 UUUG
12324W 3724N 1742-18143 90 5GGG 12445W 4142N 1744-18244 10 PP 1?613W 4847N 1747-10394 20 PP P
12326W 4849N 1745-18282 10 QGGG 12447W 4145N 1726-18R52 20 PGLI 12619W 48 53N 1729-18902 90 U0OG
12326W 3728N 1724-18151 90 PGPG 124*8W 37 29N 1725-18205 70 GGG(4
KEYSI CLOUD COVER %X *,ooeo*oeoo* 0 To 100 %  CLOUD COVER* ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY oo. oeo*,0eooo BLANKSGBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEPD 0G6OBD0 PFRUBO,
ERTS-1
07154 SEP 09's74 COORDINATE LISTINU PAGE 0070
STANDARD CATALBG FOR ALASKA
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. eBSEnVATION CC QUALITY
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS BF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID X Rav MSS
LONQ LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678
17936E 59b6N 1753*22371 100 GGGG 13215W 5418N 1753w19121 70 GGGU 13526W 6528N 1743-19551 100 UGUG
17820E 6006N 1718*22440 80 GGGG 13226W 5840N 1719-19234 40 GG U 13536W 5550N 173817293 10 G
17814E 5959N 1736-22433 30 GP G 13232W 5834N 1737.19230 100 GGRP 13543W 5542N 17b6-1290 100 UuUG
12625W 5423N 1749-18493 90 GGG 13236W 5829N 1755-19222 10 GG0U 13544W 5303N 1719-1V252 40 UP G
12626W 5425N 1731-18500 90 UGPG 132*7W 5550N 1736,19181 30 u 13547W 5259N 1737-19244 40 UUO
12750w 5425N 1732*18555 90 QGPG 13254W 5541N 1754-19173 40 GPGU 13553W 5957N 1740*1394 80 U G
12750W $423N 1750918551 30 QGGG 13256w 6001N 1738.19282 90 GGPU 13555W 6001N 1722-14002 100 UGUi
12830W 5549N 1733-19010 90 GGPG 13302W 5952N 1756-19?74 70 GGQU 14613W 6126N 17231wV54 60 UuUG
12906W 5714N 173419062 40 9GPG 13320W 5717N 1719,19240 90 GP 13618W 6121N 1741*-1450 100 UOUG
12908W 5706N 1752-19054 10 OGGG 13326W 57 11N 1737.19Z33 90 GGR 13625W 5427N 1738-17300 10 P wG
12918W 5426N 1733-19013 80 9GPG 13329w 5 705N 1755*19225 90 GGGU 13630w 5919N 1706,1J292 100 UUUG
12937W 5842N 1717*19121 50 GGPG 13305W 5426N 1736.19183 30 G Fl 13633W 6244N 1742"1502 70 ( G
12948w 5837N 1735-19114 60 GG G 13340W 5419N 1754-19180 70 GPUO 13634W 6813N 1728"20120 100 UG!G
12945W 5828N 1753*19110 60 UGGG 13343W 6243N 1740*19385 60 GG U 13641W 6806N 1746-29113 70 PPP
12957W 5549N 1734-19065 30 UGGG 13346W 6246N 1722-19393 40 GGQO 13642W 6411N 17251wV61 40 PUG
12958W 5543N 1752*19061 10 PGGG 13353W 5838N 1738-19284 10 GGR 13645W 6654N 1727-20065 100 Ui G
13003W 6001N 1736*19165 40 9PPG 13354W 6410N 1723*19445 0 GGGU 13645W 6406N 1743m1553 100 UGPP
13041W 5718N 1717-19124 100 GPPG 13357W 6405N 1741-19441 80 GGUU 13648w 6533N 1726-20013 70 uG G
13032W 5714N 1735-19120 30 GGPG 13359W 5830N 1756-19281 40 GGUU 13650W 5834N 1740*1V401 g0 UUp
13038W 5705N 1753-19112 40 GGG 13401W 6527N 1742.19493 90 GG(P 13651W 6647N 1745-20061 30 UUuG
13044W 5424N 1734-19071 10 UGPG 13410W 5553N 1719.19243 50 PP 13653W 5838N 1722-1905 90 ouUG
13046w 5419N 1752-19063 50 QGGG 13416W 5 547N 1737.19235 60 GGRP 13710w 5303N 1738-1302 20 PuG
13101W 5838N 1736-19172 40 QPPG 13419W 5542N 1755-19231 90 GGUG 13714W 5255N 1756-1295 100 UGUG
13111W 5828N 1754-19164 20 PGG 13446W 5714N 1738-19291 10 GGG 13715W 6003N 1723-1*60 bO (GUG
13129W 5554N 1717-19130 100 GGG 13451W 6120N 1740*19392 30 GG U 13720W 5958N 1741-1V453 100 UCiuG
13122w 5550N 1735-19123 20 GGPG 13453W 6124N 1722-19400 50 GGUU 13736W 6931N 1730-20230 80 POPG
13128W 6004N 1719*19231 70 9G G 13453W 5706N 1756-19283 60 GGQiU 14741W 6122N 1742-1504 60 UGPP
13128W 5541N 1753-19115 20 OGGG 13458W 5 428N 1719-19245 40 PP U 13744W 5711N 1740-1I003 g0 GU P
13135W 59b7N 1737-19224 80 GGPG 13503W 5423N 1737"19242 90 GGPU 13745w 6924N 1748-20222 20 G
13139W 5952N 1755-19220 50 GGG 13505W 5419N 1755-19234 90 GPPU 13747W 5714N 1722-11411 80 UUUG
13153W 6124N 1738-19275 90 9GPG 13506W 6248N 1723*19451 50 GGGU 13756W 6249N 172*1bb64 30 PUPG
13156W 5715N 1736-19174 70 GGPG 13511W 6244N 1741-19444 90 GGU 13756W 6244N 1743-1560 100 UPUP
13201W 6115N 1756-19272 70 0GGG 13512W 6413N 1724-19503 40 G W 13802W 6813N 1729-20175 90 (UUG
13204W 5704N 1754-19171 10 UPGG 13520W 6653N 1726920010 40 GG U 13804W 6806N 1747-20171 a0 UgUG
13210W 5431N 1717-19133 80 GGGG 13520W 6406N 1742,19495 80 GPPP 13809w 6411N 1726-20015 90 UQ G
13210W 5426N 1735-19125 30 G 13521W 6532N 1725-19555 30 GPO 13814W 6653N 1728m20123 100 UUG
KEYS: CLOBUD COVER % *,**.,,,***o. 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVERo ** a NO COUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY O*.**.**.oeo BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GaGOBDe PaRBOR*
ERTS-1
S07:54 SEP 09j'74 COBRDINATE LISTING PAGE 0071
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSLEVATION LC QUAITY
OF IMAGE ID % R5V MSS OF IMAGE ID % R8V MSS OF IMAGE ID X RBV MSS
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 S5NG LAT 1234678
13814w 5839N 1723-19463 50 GGP 14030W 6927N 1732-20343 40 GGGU 19225W 6805N 1750-20341 100 UOUG
13815W 6532N 1727-20071 100 0G G 14030W 6127N 1726-20024 50 GG W 1*228W 6411N 1729w20190 100 g~tG
13817W 5835N 1741-19455 100 GGGG 14030W 5719N 1724-19523 60 G U 11229W 6652N 1731-20293 50 UGPG
13818W 6647N 1746e20115 80 RP P 14037W 6923N 1750w20335 100 GGGU 14229W 6404N 1747-20182 80 UGUG
13819W 6526N 1745-20063 80 GGGG 14038W 5 712N 1742*19520 30 GPG 11231W 5841N 1726-20033 90 PG
13834w 5547N 1740-19410 90 GG G 14046W 5427N 1723.19474 90 GPGG 14233W 6531N 1730-20242 g0 UGPG
13836W 7041N 1750-20332 80 GG3G 14048W 5424N 1741-19471 100 GGG5 1 235W 6645N 1749-20290 30 UjUG
13837W 6007N 1724-19514 90 ; G 14051W 6249N 1727w20080 80 GG P 19239W 6525N 1748"20234 80 UGPG
13837W 5550N 1722-19414 50 GGG 14051W 6243N 1745-20072 10 GGUG 11247W 7051N 1717-29515 sO UUPG
13845W 5959N 1742-19511 80 9GPG 14052W 6812N 1731.20291 30 GGPU 1248W 5554N 172b-1b84 100 UUUG
13902W 6931N 1731-20284 50 GGPG 14058W 6804N 1749w20283 80 GGGW 1250W 7045N 173b-20511 90 UG G
13904W 6127N. 1725-19570 40 GGPG 14103W 6410N 1728*20132 100 GG( 1251W 5548N 1743-1b580 g0 UJG
139 04w 6122N 1743-19562 100 GGPG 14104W 6652N 1730-20235 90 GGG 1253W 5308N 1724-1 b35 100 U G
13908W 5715N 1723-19465 80 GGGP 14104W 5841N 1725919075 90 GG6 1*257w 704ON 1753-20o03 50 UGUG
13909W 6924N 1749-20281 90 5GGG 14106W 6 405N 1746-20124 60 PP P 1 300W 6004N 1727-20085 100 UP G
13911W 5712N 1741-19462 100 GGGG 14107W 5836N 1743919471 100 GPGU 1L300W 5959N 1745-20081 60 UFUG
1391W 5424N 1740-19412 90 PG P 14108W 6532N 1729-20184 100 GGUW 1*300W 5259N 1742-1531 70 UPPG
13923W 6249N 1726-20022 50 GG G 14109W 6526N 1747-20180 90 GGGU 19319W 6927N 1734-20455 20 UpIG
13924W 5426N 1722-19420 60 GGGG 14110W 6646N 1748920231 90 PGPU 11323W 6127N 1728-20141 .0 P60G
13926W 6812N 1730-20233 90 GGPG 14117W 7045N 1734-20453 30 GGPU 14325W 5717N 1728-20040 70 U
13933W 6805N 1748-20225 40 GPGG 14120W 55 56N 1724919530 60 G W 19327W 6120N 1746-20133 90 PG G
13936W 6411N 1727-20074 90 rP G 14129W 5548N 1742-19522 30 6 14334W 6923N 17b2"20451 80 UGUG
13936w 5843N 1724-19521 70 0 G 14131W 5304N 1723-19481 90 GG0 14335W 5430N 1725-1b91 O UGUG
13939w 6406N 1745-20070 50 GGGG 14132W 5300N 1741-19473 100 GGGO 1*338W 5424N 1743-17583 90 UGUG
1394OW 663N 1729-20181 50 GGGG 14133W 7040N 1752-20445 30 GGGU 19342W 6249N 1729-20193 100 UGUG
13941W 6646N 1747-20173 90 SGGG 14133W 6004N 1726-20031 90 GG 0 19342W 6243N 1747-20185 80 UjUG
13943W 6532N 1728-20125 100 GGG 14157w 5717N 1725-19582 100 GGG 1*349w 6808N 1733-20403 40 UUG
13943W 5836N 1742-19513 40 GPGG 14158W 6127N 1727-20083 100 GG P 14353W 6410N 1730-20244 90 UQPG
13946W 6526N 1746-20122 80 PP P 14158W 6 122N 1745-20075 10 GGU 14356W 6649N 1732-29352 30 UUPG
13958W 7045N 1733-20394 50 9GGG 14201W 6 9 27 N 1733.20401 20 GGEP 19357W 5836N 1745-20084 90 54G
13959W 5551N 1723-19472 70 G G 14201W 5712N 1743*19574 90 PGGU 19358w 6b32N 1731-20300 0 UGPG
14001W 5548N 1741-19464 100 GGG 14208W 5432N 1724-19532 100 G U 19358w 5841N 1727"20092 100 UP
14005W 5259N 1740*19415 100 GG G 14216W 6248N 1728-20134 90 GGG 14400W 6404N 1748-20240 80 UUPG
14006W 6004N 1725-19573 70 GGGG 14216W 5423N 1742-19525 50 GPP9 14402W 6645N 170-20344 80 OGUG
14008W 5969N 1743P19565 100 GGPP 14219W 6809N 1732-20345 40 GGQU 14403W 6525N 1749-20292 60 UPUG
14008W 5302N 1722-19423 60 GGGG 14219W 6243N 1746-20131 70 PP P 14414W 7045N 1736-20565 30 uG G
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % * .o..oooo.* 0 TO 100 a X CLOUD CGVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ************** BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDP GGBBD8 PP55R9
ERTS-1
07;54 SEP 09i'74 COORDINATE LISTING PAGE 00172
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSENVATION CC QUALITY
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID x ROV MSS
LONG AT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 eONG LAT 11340*78
14415W 7048N 1718*20573 20 GGGG 14617W 5717N 1728-20152 100 GGPW 1*805W 6812N 1718-29582 80 .qUG
14416W 5553N 1726-20042 100 UP P 14619W 6120N 1748-20245 10 PPGU 19805W 6809N 1736-29574 70 U( P
14420W 5305N 1725-19593 90 GGGG 14619W 5712N 1746*20145 60 PP P 11814W 6407N 1733-20415 b0 QGUG
144?3W 5300N 1743-19585 100 GPGG 14628W 5430N 1727w20103 90 GP U 1*814W 5840ON 1730-29262 40 UGPG
14425W 6004N 1728*20143 100 GGPG 14629W 5424N 1745-20095 80 GGQU 19816W 6654N 1717-20530 40 U@PG
14430W 5957N 1746-20140 80 RP G 14633W 6918N 1754-20564 50 G I 11816W 6528N 1734-20~71 10 Gup
14433W 7036N 1754*20561 70 GGGP 14633W 6248N 1731-20305 100 GGRO 1*816W 5835N 1748-29254 70 OiG.
14449W 6126N 1729-20195 100 UGGG 14635W 6242N 1749-20301 90 GG(i 14819W 6759N 1764020570 70 aRPG
14400W 6933N 1717-20521 20 GGPG 14638W 6814N 1717*20424 10 GGRU 14819W 6649N 1735-29522 100 Q G
1440W 6121N 1747-20191 80 UGGG 14641W 6809N 1735.20520 90 GG W 19823W 6643N 1753o20514 90 UPUG
144$1W 5718N 1727-20094 100 UP 14645W 6407N 1732.20361 50 GGUW 1*826W 7050N 1721-21143 0 0UUP
144$1W 5713N 1745-20090 90 9GGG 14646W 6803N 1753.20112 60 GGUP 14827W 6523N 175e220463 g0 UOUG
1442W 6928N 1735-20513 90 GG G 14647W 6649N 1734.20464 10 PPRW 19830W 7045N 1739-24140 60 uPPG
144$8w 6922N 1753*20505 80 UGGP 14648W 6403N 1750920453 90 GPGQ 11833W 5547N 174702E05 70 0OG
14503w 5429N 1726-20045 100 G P 14649W 5840N 1729-2004 100 G PW 1*834W .5553N 1729-20213 100 U PG
14506W 6249N 1730-20251 90 uGPG 14649W 5 8 35 N 1747e20200 90 GGU~ 19840W 5305N 1728-2164 100 UJPG
14509W 6809N 1734-20462 20 QGPG 14654W 6528N 1733*20412 40 GGOU 1*841W 5302N 1746-2160 90 PPPP
14513W 6242N 1748-20243 60 PPGG 14700W 6644N 1752*20460 90 GGU 14844W 6003N 1731-29314 100 u9 G
14519w 6410N 1731*20302 90 GGPG 14703W 7 046N 1738-21081 80 P R 19845W 5958N 1749w20310 60 P~QG
145?2W 6805N 1752-20454 80 QGGG 14708W 5553N 1728-20255 100 GGR@ 1*905W 6g29N 1738-24084 90 UP P
14523W 6404N 1749-20295 90 UGGG 14709W 5549N 1746w20151 70 PPRR 11907W 6123N 1732-20370 bO 9WAG
14523W 5841N 1728-20150 100 GGPG 14713W 5306N 1727.20110 100 GP R 1*908W 5717N 1730-20265 40 UJPG
14525W 6528N 1732-20354 60 QGPG 14714W 5300N 1745*20102 100 GGGU 1909W 6119N 1750-20362 0 UOUG
14526W 6649N 1733-20410 10 GGGG 14716W 6004N 1730*20260 40 GGRU 1*910W 5711N 1748-20261 60 URPG
14527W 5835N 1746-20142 50 PP P 14718W 7036N 1756-21074 100 GGUW 1*918W 6919N 1756*21080 100 uOG
14529W 6524N 1750-20350 90 GUGG 14720W 5 957 N 1748-20252 40 PPR 1*919W 5423N 1747-20212 do (uUG
14541W 7045N 1737-21023 20 PP P 14741W 6126N 1731.20311 100 GGR 11922W 5428N 1729*20220 100 0 MG
14541W 5554N 1727-20101 100 G G 14242W 6120N 1749*2004 80 GGGO 19928W 6245N 1733-20421 70 R9G
14541W 5549N 1745-20093 80 UGGG 14742 5712N 1747-20203 80 GGU 11931W 6808N 1737w21032 80 PR P
14548W 5305N 1726-20051 100 GPPP 14743W 6927N 1737*21030 40 PP F 19937W 6407N 1734-20973 20 UWP G
14551W 6004N 1729-20202 100 U GG 14743W 5717N 1729-20E11 90 G UU 1*942W 6759N 1755-24024 90 UwOG
1452w 5958N 1747-20194 80 GGGG 1475W 6918N 1755-21022 100 GGR9 19942W 6649N 1736-20581 90 aU P
145$5W 7036N 1755*21015 100 UGGP 14755W 5429N 1728e20161 100 GGRW 1*942W 5840N 1731-29320 30 IPGa
1461W 6127N 1730-20253 80 pPPG 14746W 5 426N 1746-20154 90 PPRA 1f943W 6652N 1718-2084 90 09OG
14616W 6931N 1718-20575 20 UGGG 14759W 6246N 1732-20363 30 GGOU 14943W 5835N 1749P29313 90 09MG
14616W 6927N 1736-20572 40 5G G 14801W 6242N 1750*20355 90 GG 14945W 6533N 1717-20533 49 U9PG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % 'o.oo.o******** 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CL~UD WATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY * .*e...*.o.o. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/EQUESTEQ* GOGOBOs P FReRo
ERTS*I
07:54 SEP 09P'74 CBOORDINATE LISTING PAGE 00 73
STANDARD CATALOG FOP ALASKA
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT9 OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSENV6TION CC QUALITY
OF IMAGE IO % R5V MSS OF IMAGE ID X RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID . RV* MSS
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 18341678
14946w 6402N 1752-20465 40 9GGG 15131W 5305N 1730v20280 20 PGW 1*330W 6118N 1753w20532 30 U096
14947W 6528N 1735*20525 90 QG G 15133W 5259N 1748w20272 80 GG i 1,4335W 6925N 1741-21255 0 PI6G
14950W 6522N 1753-20521 90 GGGG 15139W 5959N 1733-20430 40 GG(W 1,346W 6248N 1718*2000 70 @F00
14955W 6640N 1754-20573 70 RGPG 15158W 6122N 1734-20482 10 PG( 15346W 6247N 1736020592 70 rg 0
14908W 7048N 1722-21202 0 UGGG 15201W 69 30N 1722.21204 0 GGPU 1350W 6811N 1722*21211 0 aO0G
14909W 5553N 1730-20271 30 QGGG 15201W 5713N 1732.20381 50 GGOW 19353W 6236N 1754w20584 90 (gPG
15000W 5547N 1748-20263 70 GPPP 15203W 5711N 1750-20373 70 GGkU 15354w 6806N 1740021203 2E U0 G
15004W 7042N 1740-21194 10 GGPG 15205W 6 9 24N 1740.21200 10 GG w 19358W 6654N 1721v21155 10 09 P
15004W 5300N 1747w20214 100 SGGG 15205W 6118N 1752-20474 40 GGG 15358W 5837N 173402 091 10 00PG
15006W 5304N 1729-20222 100 GGG 15214W 5428N 1731.20332 90 GGR 14359W 6529N 1738021095 80 wG P
15009w 6000N 1732-20372 80 GGGG 15216W 5 423N 1749P20324 90 GGW( 15359W 6406N 1737*21044 90 PR P
15011W 5956N 1750w20364 20 UGGG 15219W 6814N 1721*21152 10 GG66 1400W 6649N 1739-21151 40 ISPP
15029w 6932N 1721-21150 0 OG G 15219W 6250N 1717e20b42 20 GGW 14404W 5832N 17b2"20483 20 0090
15033W 6927N 1739-21142 30 oP G 15221W 6246N 1735920534 70 GG W 15405W 7052N 1725-2t372 !90 SPG
15036w 6122N 1733*20424 60 QGPG 15222W 6809N 1739,21145 70 GG66 14406W 6400N 1765-21040 100 UpAG
15036W 5717N 1731*20323 60 PGPG 15223W 6240N 1753*20530 30 GG0@ 1413W 6520N 1708*21092 100 gb60
15037w 5711N 1749w20315 90 QGGG 15231W 6650N 1738m21093 80 PP F 15419W 5549N 1733s20942 O0 990g
15046w 5429N 1730-20274 20 QGPG 15232W 64 10N 1718-20093 80 GGQW 14420W 7044N 1743*21365 30 G06
15048W 5423N 1748w20270 80 QGGG 15232W 6408N 1736-20590 70 OP 0 10430W 6005N 1717-20551 10 090
15051W 6245N 1734-20480 20 PGPG 15236W 5836N 1733.20433 30 GGUJ 15431W 6000N 1735-20543 10 OPG
1503W 6810N 1738-21090 90 9G G 152a8W 6528N 1737w21041 90 PP P 15432W 5956N 1753-29535 10 0090
15058W 6240N 1752.20472 50 QGGG 15241W 6358N 1754.20582 80 GGPW 1445W 6933N 1724-21321 30 OPG
1510 5 W 6412N 1717.20535 50 GGG 15242W 7051N 1724*21314 40 GGJW 15452W 5713N 1734-2994 0 Uge
15107W 6800N 1756-21083 80 OGGG 15245W 6640N 1756.21085 70 GG@ 15453W 6125N 1718-21002 70 00
15107W 6407N 1735-20531 80 OG G 15245W 6520N 1755-21033 100 GGRP 10454W. 6926N 17*21313 0 00 6
15107W 5836N 1732-20375 70 QGGG 15253W 704 3N 1742.21310 0 06 0 15454W 6123N 1736"20595 ,0 0 O
15109W 6648N 1737.21035 90 PP P 15254W 5547N 1750w20380 90 GGGW 15455W 7159N 1745*2174 30 @r a
15109W 5834N 1750-20371 60 GGG 15259W 5304N 1731-2034 100 GG 1 19457W 5708N 1702-20*90 bO PGe
15110W 6402N 1753w20523 50 QGGG 15301W 6 000N 1734*20485 10 90 14459W 6115N 1704-20591 90 00P6
15111W 6529N 1736*20583 80 OP 6 15301W 5258N 1749-20331 90 GGQQ 14512W 6245N 1737-21050 I0 P0 P
15112W 6532N 1718-20591 70 QGGG 15306W 595 6N 1752*20481 30 GGG@ 15517W 6812N 1723-21265 20 90(0
15117W 6641N 1755-21031 90 OGGP 15324W 7159N 1744921420 20 GP P 11520W 6408N 1738521102 80 WR a
15122W 6519N 1754*20575 70 0GPP 15327W 6930N 1723.21262 0 GGUf 115520W 6238N 1755-21042 90 f80P
15124w 7048N 1723-21260 0 9GGG 15327W 6127N 1717"20044 20 GGGW 11523W 6806N 741-21261 bO (l0o
15126W 5552N 1731-20325 100 QGPG 15329W 6123N 1735.20540 40 GGPW 1!9526W 6651N 17222113 10 0916G
15128W 5548N 1749w20322 90 OGGG 15329W 5 713N 1733*20435 50 GG(Q 11;526W 6533N 1721-21161 30 OPP
KEYS; CLOUD COVER %X ,.***********. 0 TO 100 u % CLOUD COVER* ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ********,*eoo BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDo GG080,D PYROOro
ERTS-I
07154 SEP 09''74 COORDINATE LISTING PAGE 0074
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PTo OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATION CC QUALITY
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID ROYV MSS
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 WONG LAT 18340678
15528W 5842N 1717*20553 40 GGGG 15711W 5550N 1735-20554 80 GGPW 15913W 5714N 1737214064 30 PP P
155?8W 5837N 1735-20545 30 GGPG 15711W 5546N 1753-20*50 90 GGGW 14919W 7158N 1748029045 50 *U6G
15529W 6529N 1739-21154 30 PG G 15712W 7043N 1745"21481 60 GG W 15920w 5706N 17b5521060 80 0PP
15540W 58i3N 1753-20541 20 UGGG 15721W 6000N 1737.21055 90 PG P 14924W 5425N 1736-24015 100 3Q G
15532W 6646N 1740-21205 10 GG G 15729W 59 52N 1755-21051 60 GGQ0 14929W 6247N 1722-21225 90 a Pq
15533W 6400N 1756-21094 90 GGGG 157*1W 6124N 1738m21111 20 GG W 1929W 5419N 1754*21011 60 uQ8l
15541W 7043N 1744-2123 20 GP P 15743W 6925N 1744*21925 10 GP 9 14931W 6807N 1744-24932 10 09 6
15542W 5550N 1734-20500 30 GPPG 15746W 5713N 1736*21010 90 GG V 19934W 6242N 174021221 30 U 6
15546W 5545N 1752-20492 80 GGGG 15748W 5715N 1718-21014 100 GGqO 19939W 6657N 1725,2384 s0 rUPG
15555W 6000N 1736-21001 90 PP G 15751W 6114N 1756-21103 40 GGQ 15942W 6409N 1723*21280 40 I6mus
15556W 6002N 1718-21005 80 9GGG 15753W 5706N 1754*21002 50 GGRW 14942W 5838N 1738021120 90 UR
15601W 5952N 1754*20593 90 GGPG 15757W 5422N 1753-20$53 90 GGqU 14944W 6535N 1724-21332 90 SWG0
15609W 6935N 1725-21375 70 OGPG 15758W 5425N 1735920561 90 GGP9 10947W 6647N 1743-24380 20 @006
15614W 7205N 1728-21540 0 PG G 15800W 6817N 1725-21381 90 GGRO 15948W 6525N 1742-2324 0 PPPG
15619W 71b9N 1746-21533 60 RPPP 15802W 6251N 1721"21170 30 GGR 14948W 6404N 1741e21273 30 U000
15619W 6123N 1737-21053 90 RP P 15804W 6246N 1739-21163 70 GG 14949W 5829N 175624112 50 0ia6
15621W 5713N 1735-20552 50 GGPG 15810W 6807N 1743.21374 10 Gee 16004W 5550N 1737-2071 70 PR P
15622W 6926N 1743-21371 20 GGG 15814W 6409N 1722-21222 80 GGGU 16010W 5542N 1755-21063 90 U004
15622w 5718N 1717-20560 50 OGGG 15815W 6656N 1724*21330 80 GGG6 16012W 6004N 1721-21175 40 PG
15622W 5709N 1753-20544 50 GGGG 15819W 5837N 1737921062 80 PP P 16013W 6000N 1739-21172 80 6@PG
15627W 6115N 1755-21045 80 9GGG 15820W 6646N 1742-21322 40 GPPU 16030W 7204N 1731-22111 70 U 6
15633W 6246N 1738-21104 60 6G G 15821W 6404N 1740-21214 30 GG 1 16035W 6931N 1728w2~545 90 UP G
15635W 6815N 1724-21323 60 PGGG 15822W 6530N 1723-21274 30 GGOW 16036W 5714N 1738-21122 90 up 6
15643W 6807N 1742-21315 10 UGPP 15826W 5829N 1755*21054 80 GGG 16038W 6125N 1722-21231 b0 ( G6
15645W 6237N 1756-21101 100 UGGG 15829W 6525N 1741921270 10 GPP@ 16040W 6121N 1740-21223 30 U 6
15648W 6412N 1721-21164 10 GGPP 15832W 7048N 1728*21043 30 PG 0 16041W 6924N 1746=21542 20 PRPP
15650W 6407N 1739-21160 40 P PG 15837W 5549N 1736-21013 100 GG 4 16042W 5706N 1756-21115 90 wS6Q
15652W 5838N 1736-21004 90 GG P 15838W 5551N 1718-21020 100 GGq4 16045W 7158N 174922103 90 00
15653W 5839N 1718-21011 90 GGGG 15839W 7042N 1746-21*35 40 PPRP 16052W 5425N 1737-21073 90 PR P
15654W 6530N 1722-21220 50 GGG 15842W 5542N 1754-21005 70 GGRW 16055W 6248N 1723-21283 70 U46
15655W 66b1N 1723-21271 20 9GGG 15844W 6001N 1738*21113 70 G i 16056W 5419N 1705-21065 100 Ug45
15659W 5829N 1754-21000 60 GGPG 15852W 59 52N 1756921110 10 GGG9 16057W 6812N 1727*21094 60 PF P
15701W 6647N 1741-21264 0 6GGG 15908W 69 31N 1727-21491 60 GP f 16101W 6807N 1745-21490 *0 U 6
15701W 6525N 1740-21212 10 PG G 15910W 6128N 1721-21173 20 GGR 16101W 6242N 1741-21275 60 0091
15706W 7048N 1727-21485 20 RG G 15911W 6123N 1739-21165 70 GGPU 16106W 6414N 1724-21335 90 URG
15711W 55b4N 1717-20562 70 UGGP 15913W 6925N 1745*21483 20 GGP4 16108W 6536N $7252390 00 UG0
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *.oo.s..* *.... 0 TO 100 * X CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY **oooo*,eo.,. BLANKSxBAND NOT PRESENT/REQU[STED* G*GBOD P=ROORo
ERTS9I
07354 SEP 09,174 COORDINATE LISTING PAGE 0075
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT* OBSENV6TION CC GQALITY
OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS BE IMAGE ID % RBY MSS bF IMAGE JD x RsV oBS
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 1234678
16108W 6404N 1742-21331 10 GPGG 16330W 6121N 1742,21340 30 GGOQ :6530W 6526N 1746*21553 80 PR P
16109W 6647N 1744-21434 10 OP P 16331W 5715N 1722"21243 100 G 9 16530W 5835N 1742021345 90 (PoG
16109W 5841N 1721-21182 70 QGP 16331W 5711N 1740921235 100 GG 16531W 6531N 1728-24561 90 0g G
16111W 5837N 1739-21174 80 QGPP 16336W 6925N 1748*22054 40 PG ,6545W 5552N 1723-21303 100 uSUS
16115W 6526N 1743-21383 20 GPG 16343W 6254N 1725.21395 100 GGSU 16550W 5548N 1741*21300 90 SGAS
16127W 5550N 1738-21125 80 GG P 16343W 5426N 1739-21190 90 GGP9 1554W 6008N 1725-2104 100 014G
16132W 5543N 1756*21121 50 QGGG 16348W 6243N 1743.21392 10 P 16554W 5302N 1722-21254 70 @PoG
16 13 7w 5301N 1737-21080 90 RP P 16352W 6805N 1747-22002 40 GGO9 16554W 5259N 1740021250 90 Pa P
16141W 6002N 1722-21234 40 9 GG 16358W 6406N 1744*21443 30 GPPQ 16558W 5957N 1743*21*01 60 99 P
16141W 5968N 1740w21230 40 GG G 16400W 5 840N 1723.21294 100 GGOW 16618W 6930N 1732-29174 70 000
16201W 5718N 1721-21184 100 UGPP 16402W 6646N 1746.21551 70 PPRP 16621W 6121N 1744*21152 90 RrPP
16202W 6125N 1723-21285 100 GGGG 16403W 6652N 1728m21554 100 GG W' 10622W 5721N 1724-21355 100 WOIG
16203W 6924N 1747-22000 50 9GGG 16404W 65 31N 1727-21403 60 PG P 16623W 57 12N 1742-21351 100 (UPG
16205W 5714N 1739-21181 90 UGPG 16406W 6527N 1745-21495 60 GGP9 16630W 6922N 1750*2&170 100 G00G
16207W 6120N 1741*21282 30 PGGG 16407W 5835N 1741*21e91 90 GGGO 16633W 5428N 1723-21310 100 OSUG
16215W 5426N 1738-21131 90 G 16421W 5551N 1722.21!45 100 6GGO 16639W 6248N 1727-24512 80 0 6
16219W 5418N 1756-21124 80 GGGG 16421W 5 547N 1740921241 90 GG 5 16640W 6243N 174b-21504 50 aO 6
16220W 6252N 1724-21341 90 GPGG 16427W 5301N 1739-21192 90 GGWO 19642W 6812N 1731-29123 80 i G6
16222W 6243N 1742-21333 20 GGPG 16429W 7040N 1750.22164 100 GG6Q 16650W 6410ON 1728P21563 80 Q G0
1624W 6812N 1728-21552 100 QG G 16430W 6007N 1724-21350 100 GGGP 16651W 6404N 1746-2560 60 PPPP
16228W 6806N 1746*21544 20 PPPP 16432W 5958N 1742-21342 40 GGq~ 16652W 6804N 1749 22115 30 Ol
16228W 6415N 1725-21393 100 GGPG 16451W 6131N 1725.21402 100 GGG 16652W 5844N 1725-21411 100 (OaG
1624W 6652N 1727-21500 70 PP P 16452W 69 30N 1731.22120 30 G6 9 16655W 665 2N 1730-22071 80 UQ"G
16235W 6405N 1743-21385 30 G P 16454W 57 16N 1723-21301 100 GGqP 16656W 5834N 1743-21403 80 OPG
16238W 6647N 1745-21492 40 G G 16456W 6 120N 1743-21494 20 G Gp 16657W 6524N 1747282011 40 0090
16238W 6526N 1744-21441 30 QPPG 16500W 5712N 1741*21293 90 GGQG 16711W 5557N 1724-21362 90 000G
16238W 5839N 1722-21240 70 G GG 16504W 6923N 1749-22112 70 GGGU 14714W 5548N 1742-21354 100 Prol16 238w 5835N 1740-21232 70 G G 16509W 5426N 1722.21252 80 GGPV 16718W 5303N 1723-24312 90 uaUG
16249W 7048N 1731-22114 60 0G G 16509W 5423N 1740-21244 90 GG W 1§723W 5957N 1744-21155 90 QpPP
16251W 5554N 1721-21191 100 OGPP 16512W 6244N 1744*21450 80 GPPQ 19747W 6125N 1727w21514 80 #9 G
16255W 5550N 1739-21183 90 OGGG 16516W 6 8 12N 1730.22064 10 GGPV 16748W 6121N 1745P21510 40 lOPP
16302W 7041N 1749*22110 100 GGGG 16525W 6806N 1748-22061 20 GQ 10751W 5711N 1743-2110 100 GaPG
16303W 6002N 1723-21292 80 GGGG 16525W 6 410N 1727-21505 50 PG R 16758W 5434N 1724-24364 90 og16310W 5958N 1741*21284 50 GGG 16527W 6 405N 1745*21401 80 GGRU 1$800W 6921N 1751-29225 90 090G
16326W 6931N 1730-22062 10 OGPG 16528w 5844N 1724-21353 100 GGGG 16801w 5424N 1742-21360 90 agaP
16328w 6129N 1724-21344 90 RPGG 16530W 6645N 1747922005 40 GGWd 16803W 6248N 1728-2570 100 wU a
KEYS: CLOUD COVER x 0*******.****** O TO 100  % CLOUD COVER* ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ***o*****,***o BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GGOOBD PPBBROOe
ERTSwI
07154 SEP 09#'74 COBRDINATE LISTING PAGE g0 76
STANDARD CATALBG FBH ALASKA
FROM 08/01/74 TB 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PT, BBSERVATISN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSENVATION CC QUALTY
FB IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE 10 % RBV MSS SF IMAGE ID. Z RAV MSS
LBNG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678
16804W 6243N 1746*21562 80 PPPP 17039W 5716N 1727-21030 80 GG W 17304W 5259N 1745-21533 bO WPPG
16808w 6811N 1732-22181 90 GGG 17042W 5713N 1745-2122 100 GGPU 17308W 6002N 1730-22091 g0 U94G
16816W 6404N 1747-22014 60 GGG 17049W 5145N 1725-21431 90 GGUU 17310W 5958N 1748"29084 90 UGPG
16817W 6803N 1750-22173 90 GGGG 17051W 5424N 1744-21473 90 GPGU 17331W 5711N 1747w29034 90 0OUG
16821w 6652N 1731-22125 60 GG G 17055W 5135N 1743921424 90 GGR4 17335W 6126N 1731-29143 90 U 6
16821W 5834N 1744-21461 90 PPPP 17059W 6247N 1730-22082 40 GGPU 17338W 611.9N 1749*24135 100 UrUG
168SW 6531N 1730-22073 70 GPGP 17101W 6242N 1748o22075 90 GG 9 17343W 5422N 174621585 90 PG P
16828W 6644N 1749-22121 60 GGPG 17111W 5840N 1728-21581 100 GG W 17344W 5428N 1728,21593 100 WO G
16829W 6525N 1748-22070 60 PP P 17112W 6410N 1731-22134 90 GGPU 17344W 5140N 172721544 80 UP G
16841W 5548N 1743-21412 100 GPG 17113W 5835N 1746.21574 70 PPEP 17347W 5135N 1745*21540 70 U00U
16843W 5308N 1724-21371 90 UGGG 17115W 6530N 1732*22190 90 PGGU 17349W 6248N 1732-2~195 100 00PG
168*6w 5259N 1742-21363 90 QGGG 17116W 6403N 1749-22130 100 GGGW 17355W 6241N 1700-29191 100 PpUG
16849W 6002N 1727-21521 90 PG G 17122W 6524N 1750-22182 100 GGG 17405W 5839N 1730-22094 g0 Q0UG
16851W 5958N 1745-21513 60 PG P 17126w 6644N 1751-22?34 90 GGGU 17 336N 174822090 9o U'PG
16910W 6127N 1728-21572 100 GG G 17130W 5553N 1727*21532 90 GP U 17409W 6528N 1734-29302 100 UCPG
16912W 6120N 1746w21565 90 PP P 17133W 5549N 1745-21524 90 GGPO 17413W 6401N 17512243 90 ugG
16913W 5712N 1744-21464 90 GP P 17137W 5300N 1744*21475 90 GPRF 17418w 6524N 175E-29294 100 UJ9G
16923W 5434N 1725-21422 90 GGGG 17138W 5959N 1747-22025 90 GGGU 17422W 5546N 1747-2?041 g0 U0G
16928W 6243N 1747-22020 80 UGGG 17205W 5 717N 1728-21584 100 GG U 17427W 5259N 1746w21592 80 PP P
16998W 5424N 1743-21415 100 UGPP 17207W 6125N 1730-22085 90 GGu 17429w 5304N 1728-21595 100 U 6
16928W 5135N 1742-21365 90 UGPG 17207W 5712N 1746-21580 80 PPPP 17438W 6003N 1731m22150 90 SG
16945w 6410N 1730w22080 40 GGGG 17208W 6120N 1748.22081 90 GGUU 17440W 5956N 1749-2?142 100 uo0G
16946W 5839N 1727-21523 80 PG P 17217W 5429N 1727-21535 90 PP P 17456W 6125N 1732"24201 100 PPG
16947W 6652N 1732-22183 90 GGPG 17219W 5136N 1744-21482 80 GPRP 17459W 5716N 1730w22100 90 UOUG
16948W 6804N 1751-22231 90 RGGG 17820W 5423N 1745-21031 70 GGGU 17502W 6118N 1750-24193 100 aqUG
16948w 5835N 1745-21515 90 GGPG 17227W 6249N 1731-22141 100 GG U 17502W 5711N 1748*22093 90 UGP
16949W 6404N 1748-22072 70 G 17231W 6242N 1749o22133 100 GGG 17509W 5423N 1747-22043 80 wUU6
16951w 6532N 1731.22132 50" 06 G 17236W 6409N 1732-22192 100 GGQU 17510W 5135N 1746-2354 30 PPP
16954W 6644N 1750-22175 90 GGGG 17236W 5835N 1747o22032 90 GGUU 17513W 5139N 1728-22002 100 Uu G
16956W 6524N 1749-22124 100 GGP 17242W 6649N 1734-22300 90 GG U 17525W 6239N 17b5122245 g0 oUwa
17003W 5549N 1744921470 90 UP G 17242W 6403N 1750.22184 100 GGUP 17529W 6407N 1734-29305 100 PUPG
17007W 5309N 1725-21425 90 GGPG 17250W 6644N 1752-22292 100 GPOY 17536W 5840N 1731-22152 100 UOPG
17013W 6004N 1728-21575 100 UG G 17254W 6522N 1751-22240 90 GGGO 17537W 6403N 1752"2-301 100 Q06
17013W 5259N 1743-21421 90 PGPG 17255W 5552N 1728-21590 100 GG W 17537W 5833N 1749"22144 100 5.uG
17015w 5958N 1746-21571 80 PPPP 17257W 5547N 1746-21583 90 GP P 17549W 5553N 1730-2103 90 OUG
17035W 6121N 1747-22023 100 GGGG 17302W 5305N 1727.21541 80 GG ( 17551w 5547N 1748-29095 9o OP
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.o*****o oo 0 TB 100 %  CLBUD CBVER* ** - NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY **,,*o,.*,,**o BLANKS=BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GOGBBDo P-PROOR
ERTSI1
073b4 SEP 09j'74 CeORDINATE LISTING AGE 0077
STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
FROM 08/01/74 TO 08/31/74
PRINCIPAL PrT OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PTe OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT* BBSENVATION CC QUALITY
OF IMAGE ID % R5V MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID x MoV MaS
LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 18340678
17553W 52b9N 1747-22050 90 GGG 17719W 5552N 1731.22161 100 GPW 17814W 6241N 1763-2?362 100 ULPG
175b8W 6003N 1732-22204 100 UG 17720W 5545N 1749*22153 100 GGQ9 17844W 5544N 1750w29211 100 SUG
17604W 5955N 1750-22200 100 UGGG 17722W 5259N 1748-22104 90 GGRW 17850W 5304N 1731-v2170 100 U5PG
17629W 5716N 1731-22155 100 GGPG 17723W 5304N 1730*22112 90 GGGf 17851W 5257N 1749-22162 100 SoUG
17630W 6117N 1751-22252 90 GGG 17731W 5955N 1751-22254 80 GGG 17852W 5959N 1734-29320 o0 UPP
17630w 5708N 1749-22151 100 GGGG 17750W 6122N 1734-22314 50 PPPW 17858W 5955N 17b2w2?312 100 UFUG
17636W 5134N 1747-22052 80 UGGG 17754W 57 08N 175022205 100 GGGU 17921W 6119N 1753-28364 100 USUG
17638W 5429N 1730-22105 100 CGPG 17757W 6118N 1752-22310 90 GGQG 17931W 5421N 17b0m2214 100 UiUG
17638w 5423N 1748-22102 90 UGPG 17804W 5134N 1748-22111 90 PGPe 17932W 5133N 1749-2e165 100 000G
17642W 6245N 1734-22311 90 QGPG 17806W 5428N 1731*22164 100 GGRW 17933W 5140N 137312 3 90 UPG
176bOW 6240N 1752-22303 100 GGGG 17006 5139N 1730-22114 90 GGPG 17950W 5836N 1734-24323 50 UpPG
17701w 5832N 1750-22202 100 GGGG 17807W 5421N 1749*22160 100 PPGG 17955W 5831N 17b2w2?315 100 UG G
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *. i..*** 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** z NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY '*.*******.,. BLANRS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* GoGOODo PPROOBR
